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Extending the Challenge:

Working Toward a Common Body of Practice for Teachers

Concerned educators have always wrestled with issuel-lkf excellence

and professionaT development. It is argued, in the paper "A CommOn Body

of Practice for Teachers: The Challenge of Public Law 94-142 to Teacher

* .

Education," that the Education for All 'Handicapped Children.Act of 1975

provides the necessary impetus for a concerted reexamination of teacher

education. 1.urther, it is arg64.that this reexamination should enhance

the- process of es-Wblishing a body of knowledge common. to Ahe'members of

the teaching profession. The.paper continues, then, by outlining clusters

of capabilities that may be included in the common body oficnowledge.

These clusters of capabilities provide thir basis for the following

materials.
. t

The materials are o riented toward assessment and deyelopment. First,

the various components, rating scales, self-assessments, sets of objectives,

and respective rationale and knowledge bases are designed to enable

teacher educators to assess cuNent practice relative to the knowledge,

skills, and commitments outlined tn the aforementioped paper. The assess-
,

ment is cOnducted not necessarily to determine the worthiness of a rirog(am

orpractice, but rather to' reexamine current practice in order to articu-

late essential coMMon elements of teacher education. In effect then, the

"challenge" paper and the ensuing materials incite fufther discussion

regardin0 common body of practice for teachers.

Second and closely aligned to ,assessment is the developmental per-
t

spective offered by these materials. The assessment process ,allows the

Published by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
Washington, D.C., 1980 ($1,,0).



user to view current practice on a developmental continuum. Therefore,

desired or more appropriate practice is readily identifiable. On another,

perhaps more important dimension, the "challenge" paper and these materials

focus discussion on preserviciieacher education. In making decisions

regarding a common body of Practice it is'essentil that specific knowledge,

skill and commitment be acquired at the preservice level, It is alA

essential that other additional specific knowledge, skill, and commitment

be acquired as a teacher is inducted into the prbfession and matures

with years of experience. Differentiating among these levels of pro:

fessional development is paramount. These materials can be used in

forums in which focused discu;sion will explicate better the .necessary

elements of preservfte teacher education. This explication will then 1

allow more productive discourse on. the necessary capabilities of beginning

teache'rs and the necessary capabilities of experienced teachers.

In brief, this jork is an effort to capitalize on the creative

ferment of the teaching profession in striving toward excellence and

professional development. The work is to be viewed as evolutionary and

formative. Contributions from our colleagues'are heartily welcomed.

a
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This paper presents one module in a series of resource materials

which are designed for use by f&cher educators. The genesis of these

materials is in the ten 4clusters of capabilities," outlined in the

paper, "A Common Body of Practice for Teachers: The Challenge of
_

Public Law 94-142 to Teacher Education," which form the proposed core

of professional knowledge needed by professional teachers who will

practice in the world of tomorrow. The resource materials are to.be

used by teacher educators to reexamine and enhance their current prac-

tice in preparing classroom teachers to Ok competently and comfortably

\with children who have a wide range of individual needs. Each module

proviOes further elaboration of a specified "cluster of capabilities,"

in this case preAring teachers to 'gather and utilize informtion
.14

about student development in,planning and carrying out instruction.

The'topic addrespd in the module is "potentially 'encompassing of a

wide range of topics related to learner characteristics. However,

an effort has been made to.limit the topiics covered in this module to

ones not dealt with in other modules in this series. At this time the
144..

author would direct the reader especially to the following modules

for information on relating instruction to certain types of learner

characteristics:
N

. .
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Objectives For. Teacher Educators and For Incorporation

Into Teacher Eddcation Curricula

Objectives for this Module

At the end of this guided study, the reader should be able:

1. To understand salient .learning and developmental-differences.

2. To conceptualize learner characteristics within an individual diffences

framework. A

3. To understand the role of individual differences in adaptive instruction.

4. To understand the relationship of the individual differences framework

outlined to PL-94-142.-

5. To priovide the teacher education students with laboratory activities

that aid in understanding important dimension of learTirig and developpent.

Reasonable Objectives for Teacher Education

Teacher preparation programs should prepare teachers who are able:.

1. 'To identify important characteristics of students that affect academic,

cognitive, affective and sociocultural development.

2. To observe and assess important individual differences underlying

classroom learning.

3. To utilize individual diffences information to provide a vehicle

for adapting instruction to individual characteristicstand needs.

Rating Scale for, Teacher Educatiori6 Program

How would you Tate your professional prep"aration program?

1. Students ineteacher education program receive no instruction

in human development and individual differences.

2. Stud6nts receive foundational education regarding human

development and development 4ifferences.



34 Students receive instruction in human development and

individual differences and how learner characteristics can

affect students' learning, as well as cognitive, affective

c"
and sociocultural development. 4

4. Students receive instruction in human development and

individual differences, the relationship of these to student

academic, cognitive and social development and how knowledge.

of student characteristics can be used to adapt instructional

practices.

5. Students receive instruction in human development and

individual differences and first-hand experience observing

and informally assessing student characteristics. They

understand the relationa0p of development and individual

differences for student development and have first hand

experience adapting school activities to student character-

istics.
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Self-Assessment

This module begins with a pretest. The purpose is to help you determine

how familiar you are with the content.

1.' What are the major learning and thinking dimensions along which learners

differ?

2. What are the cognitive and affective milestones of infancy, early childhood,

middle childhood, and adolescence?

3. What is the difference-between a deficiency, A disruption, and a "difference?"

How might each characteristic be dealt with instructionally?

4. What-is the difference between capitalization, compensation, and remediation?

When is each technique optimally effe \tive?

5. What is the relationship between styles of learning/thinking and effective

instruction?

14,
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The purpose of this module is to familiarize the reader with

the learner characteriftics that are most important in the teaching!-
),

learning process. The amount and quality of learning are influenced

by the cognitive and affective developmental -levels of learners. But,

the pidture is more complex and much more interesting than simply look-

ing at developmental levels when selecting and organizing materials for
1

instruction. A host of other characteristics that learners possess

affect the manner-in which each indiyidual learns.

To facilitate your undemtanding of the relationship of learner

characteristics to one another and to aspects of instruction or the

learning environment, a model for studying learners -- called an indi-

'vidual framework -- is introduced in the following section. In subsequent

sections, categories of learner characteristics are considered in more

detail. Suggestions for instructing preservice teachers in the p

ples and subject matter of human development and learning are given.

Finally, additional reading materials and'a supplementary bibliography

are provided.

\

Overview

The field of individual diherencs in learning And instruction

has emerged as a new, and potent area of study in educational psycho-
,

logy. Its ancestral field, differential psychology, viewed cognitive.

abilities as static psychological constructs. Individuals were believed

to differ on the amount of ability possessed in a certain domain, and a

test .score -was seen as the embodiment of this ability, that is, ability

2 wasseen as a product,
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The individual differences perspective offers a radical new view of

A .

the relationship of learning and development to instruction. The task

for educators and psychologists is not to determine how well _given indi-

vislualsporperm on tests that puritortedly measure particular congitive skills

but, rather, to elucidate individual differences along salient information-

processing parameters. The emphasis is on process, on different routes to .

the same instructional goals, when the goals are appropriate to the students

needs and characteristics.

There is outlined in the .following subsection.a model which we feel

provides a useful framework for understanding human growth, development,

and learning.-At shows the possible increments in learning when relevant

. intrapersonal characteristics are identified _taken into_account, and

6 the learning difficulties stemming from conflicts between a earnerl,s pre-

sidOik
ferred modes of processing information and particular to dema "s are

recognized and dealt with. r.

Model of Individual Differences

From an individual differences perspective, learning is4a function of

individual characteristics (i.e., intrapersonal variables) and aspects of
t.

instruction (i.e., situational variables). A major contribution of work

this area is the demonstration thdt student characteristics often interact

with instructional variables to affect the amount and type of learning taking

place. Figure 1.shows the theoretical relation of the constructs.
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Treatment II

41

0

Treatment I

A Aptitude type

Fig. Example of an aptitude by treatment interaction (ATI).
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TG teacher or diagnostician begins p4110 some initial student

achievement, typt611y, the performance of a task in a subject-matter

area (e.g., reading or mathematicscores). The teacher fibst must seek

to isolate the factors and processes that are responsible for the differ-

ences observed in children's performances before instructional treatment

can be prescribed. to that the moreLheteMgeneous the population of

/- concern (in areas r evant to the particular learning task), the more

--complex is the teacher's work. Although complexity may increase, the

importance of the work-also increases becaute to optimize-Ins;truction

for all learners we must know why each perArms,as he or she-does. In

classrooms containing handicapped students, there is likely-to be mani-
c

fested W grea er range of learning characteristics and number of rele-

vant chara i tics than in classrooms containiny more Komogecneous

groups of udents.
A

Learner characteristics refer to "broadly defined" aptitudes.
t' A

Snow (1979) defined an aptitude as an individual difference dimension

that is related to individUal difiperences in learning or performance.

Measures of "intelligence" or "academic ability" exemplify aptitude

constructs (i.e., aptitude "narrowly defin'd "). However, any individual

difference construct that -is related to learning (e.g., measures of cog-

nitive style, special ability, personality, or interest) defines aptitude.

- Individual differences in learning-task performance are believed to be due

to cognitive processes that also underlie individual differdbces on rele-

vant aptitude measures.

Categories of Learner Differences

In considering the vast constellation of possible learner character-

15
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istics, I have fbund.it useful to expand upon a schema proposed by

Weiner and Cromer (1967) and extended by Levin (1977). This framework
G .1

helps to clarify the ease and coufse of diagnosis-as well as:of pre-
.

scription.
.

When reading comprehension is used as an example of a desired per-

formance, four sources of differences can be identified. (Some sort of

task analytic procedure should,,,be'performed initially to isolate the be- .

havioral components of the specific .performance: see Gagng,1974, for a

relevant discussion of _task analysis).

A particular learner's poor output in a specific area or on a.spe-
,

cific task may be due to what Weiner and Cromer called a "defect" but,

more appropriately, may be called "malfunctibn," that is, damage resulting

in a condition`of malfunction. The condition is considered to be rela-

tively permanent, typically stemming from sensory-physiological factors.

Although characteristics in this category are perhaps the most straight-

forwardwith respect to diagnosis, remediation typically is beyond the

scope and resourcAtof regular classroom instructors. My subsequent dis-
,

cussion therefore, does not include this category of learner differences.

In contrast to the preceding category in which relevant mechanisms

are malfunctioning, and.another category in which essential processes

are absent, we are concerned here with "disruptions," that is, a mecha-

nism that interferes with learning performance. Disruptions may result

from motivational and emotional difficulties. The prognosis for reme-
,

diation of a learner's specific difficulties is quite good when impeding

mechanisms fall into this category. In as much as the students skills

are not inadequate, the sometimes lengthy process of skill mastery is

avoided. Admittedly, affective problems at times can be difficult to

pinpoint clearly and then they may be somewhat resistant to change;

1 6

,1

A



still,the' long-term prognosis for amelioration is encouraging.

-9-

Another category of learner differences is comprised of "deficien-

cies," eacA of which, as previously mentioned, is characterized by the

absence of some essential function. Defieiences can center on prior

knowledge, technical skills related to a particular-performance, or one

or mere elementary processes which, in turn, maybe manifested. in vari-

ous distinct performances. Knowledge would includFp for example, rele-

va,nt vocabulary; technical skills ,ould include behaviors such as de-
-

riving meaning from printed messages. Basic processes include encoding,

rule abstraction, rule application, retention, and retrieval. Note -that

the distinction between technical skills and basic processes may not

always be -easy to make because these skills are manifestations of a sub-
.

set,of basic processes in a particular skill area. Also included in this

category are metacomponents (Sternberg, 1980) or executive control pro-

cesses (Rohwer, Rohwer, & B-Howe, 1980), Attentional processes also fall

into this category., Whereas instruction in specific knowledge and technical

skills has gone on since the first learners and teachers were brought to-

gether, formal or systematic instruction in ba'sic or more elementary pro-

A
cesses is a newer enterprise. Research findings on the usefulness of

information-processing diagnosis for. training purposes are promising

(Brown & Campione, 1977; Butterfield & Belmont, 1977; Feuerstein, 1979:

Sternberg, in press; cf. also Graves in this series).

The final category of learner differences centers on a "difference"

between an individual's preferred mode of processing and the optimal mode

for the situation of interest. This category includes all learner differ-

enc,es commonly'referred to as personality, learning style, and cognitive

style dimensions. When translated to performaRce inadequacies, these

differences result from mismatches between the individual learner's pre-

ferred mode of processing information and particular task demands. Thus,

1 -)
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although the stylistic variables do,not relate to the quality of per-

formance "out of context," they become "deficiencies" when the individual

I

is not able to effectively master a specific skill or a set'of infor-

mation in a manner required by the specific demands of the particular task.

An example of an important "difference" is a global-processing preference

versus a preference for analysts of detail. The ease with which learners

can be trained to use less preferred modes merits systematic examination.
I a-

An important point to -rite is that I am not suggesting that some

' learners are deficient-, different,tr disruptive. Rather, I am proposing

that aparticular learner's performance in a particular situation may be

explained by an underlying task-related deficiency, disruption, or mismatch

between preferred processing style and specific task demands. In another

eask, an entirely different set of-strengths, limitations, and style prefer-

ences may be seen. Thus the strengths and other characteristics can only

be defined in a particularl learning context.

The manner in which a task analysis of a particular learning perfor-

mance can be coupled with knowledge of the important categories of learner

differences to help isolate relevant learner characteristics 'was illustrated

by Levin (1977). For example, he translated the analysis of reading into a

set of four questionsiwhich, when answered "yes" or "no," indicates, the cor-

rect assumption which should be made about a child. The questions are, "Is

the student perceptually and mentally capable of reading ? "' "Does the student

(

attend to the task?" Can the student identify individual words and word

meanings?" "Does th student organize individual words, phrases, etc.?" If

the answer to the first question is "no,'' then an assumption of defect must

be made; if the answer to the second question is "no;".then an assumption bf

disruption must be made; "no" to the third question, indicates an assumption

of deficiency, and "no" to the fourth, an'assumption of difference (see Levin, A

1977, p. 119, Fig. 5-2).



Examples of Eaccategory
4,4

Further disc Sion of each category and examples.of how instructional

treatments or situational variables are matched with learner chdlsacteristics

to enhance learning provides a broader understanding of the range of rele-

vant psychological processes. Prospective'teachers must be-aware of these
dr

--\ processes in order to use learners' attributes to enhance their performances.

(Many useful suggestions came from the work of Levin, 1977.)
6

Disruptions. Disruptions may be remediated by providing new information,

additional incentives for learning, or more interesting material. New infor-

mation, transmitted by alternative modes of presentation, may be particularly

helpful when disruptions are the result of fear or anxiety. Processing

strengths can be used to help to eliminate disrupti e hehavior!'sso that

processing"weaknesses can be remediated (i.e., training in preferred

learning modes). Individualized reinforcers (cf. Mor'reau in this series)

should be considered when motivational problems are apparent or suspected.

Although, clearly,'teachers almys'try to make instruction interesting; con-

sistent and/or widespread distractability or .lack of atteption,,among learners

should signal the need for change. For example, varying psychophysical stim-

ulus properties or increasing the relevance of examples can work wormers. In

addition, disruptions may be remediated by effecting a better match between

students and classroom environment and/or instructional strategy.

Deficiencies., The seguencing of materials clearly is important in the

teaching of knowledge and skills,as are a number of curricular variables

whose Usefulness depends upon the characteristics of the material to be
A

learned. When deficiencies result froM lack of relevant prior knowledge;

a teacher's charge is relatively straightforward. Nevertheless, teachers

would do well to be mindful of situational variables that can enhance Naming.

1.9
S
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Elabbration training and other learning strategy componentsillay be par-

ticularly helpful in remediating skill and process deficiencies. (See

O'Neil, 1978, foi examples of training approaches and paradigms.)

So far, remediation has been discussed as the sole instructional ob-

jective. Levini(19/7) noted the importanCe of considering intermediate

prescriptions for some learners, that is, capitalizing on processing

strengths or"compensating for weakness6t. Such intermediate goals often

.

are necessary because they help to establish motivation for learning, pro-

vide avenues for learning, and "buy time" for remediation to take place.

'Capitalization involves presenting material a format or modality that is

consonant with the student's preferred mode of learning, that is, capital-

izing on processing strengths.. At the same time, remediation can be at-

tempted by offering portions of instruction in alternative modes. Typically,

compensation requires the simplification of materials in some way to mini-.

mize the deficient skills or processes (0-Mason & Raison in this series).

Differences. To the greatest extent possible, teachers should be

trained to recognize and help students to benefit from the u$e of learning

styles br true "differences." We define such differences as alternative

modes of learning and processing information. One Might feel there are two

classes of differences. One class would include those dimensions in which

,placement along differeliv points of a particular difference (i.e., style)

*ension resultsin alter4tive but equally proficient modes of learning and

processing information. Possible examples include global-versus analytic

strategy preferences, and a preference for verbal versus visuospatial elabo-

ration.

A second class of differences include dimensions wherein one end of the

particular style continuum is nearly always better than the other end in

that individuals who fall on one end always demonstrate enhanced learning or
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N

pe-rformance than students on the other end. Note that any style dimension

\T-

- can become apdgficiency under instructional conditions that are not adap-,

tire. Instructional prescriptions would differ for the two classes of dif-

ferences. The first class of dimensions lend themselves to capitalization.
41.

That is, the4teacher would do well to adapt instruction to these differences

to the greatest extent possible. With respect to the second categgry of

differences, the teacher may want to remediate processing weaknesses, and

thus, treat these differences as deficiencies (e.g., through teaching note-

taking_ to students with poor listening skills), -

While considerable elaboration would normally be-required for each

of the four categories of learner differenceS noted, a wealth of.relevant

information has already'been provided in other modules in this series.

Rather than duplicate the content of-these other units, the most directly

relevant modules are cited below under the appropriate general category

of difference:

"Malfunctions"

Birch, J. W. Variables in Exceptionality: The Meaning of Exception-
.

ality and the Nature and Scope of Special Education.

"Disruptions"

Bents, R., Lakin, K. C., & Reynolds, M. C. Class Management; Boy,

A. V. Psychological Education: Instructional Approaches for Teachers;

Del Polito, C. M. Communication Skills for Teachers; Johnson, D. W., &

Johnson, R. T. Promoting Constructive Student - Student Relationships

Through Cooperative Learning; Morreau, L. Behavior Modification Skills

for Teachers; Sftinthall, N. A., Counseling Skills for Teachers; and Wood,

F. A. Formal Observation of Students' Social Behavior.

21
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"deficiencies"

Allen, J., Clark, F. Gallagher, P., &Scofield, F. Classroom

Strategies for Accommodating Exceptional Learners; Brolin, D. Life

Skills Education; Graves, M. F. Classroom .Teacher's Role in Reading

Instruction in the Intermediate and Secondary Grades; Hofmelster, A. H.,

&yreston, C. N. Curriculum Based Assessment and Evaluation Procedures;

and O'Connell-Mason, c.y., & Raison, S. B. Curriculum Assessment and

Modification.

"Differences"

Allen, J., Clark, F., Gallagher, P., & Scofield, F. Classroom

Strategies for Accommodating_ Exceptional Learners; Birch, J. W. Varia-

bles in Exceptionality: The Meaning of Exceptionality and the Nature

and Scope of Special Education; and Henderson, R. W. Teacher Relations

with Minority Students and Their Families. In addition the reader' will

find four relevant articles appended at the end of this nodule: Carroll,

J. B., & Maxwell, S. E. "Individual Differences in Cognitive Abilities";

Messer, S. B. "Reflection - Impulsivity: A Review"; Witkin, H. A., Moore,

C. A., Goodenough, D. R., & Cox, P. W. "Field - Dependent and Field In-

dependent Cognitive Styles and Their Educational Implications"; and

bavidman, L. "Learning Style: The Myth, The Panacea, The Wisdom."

Development

Another important source of learner differences that warrants dis-

cussion is developmental level. It is well-doCumented that for instruc-

tion, to be maximally effective it must be matched or optimally mis-
,



matched -Co the learner's existing cognitive organization (Case, 1978a,

1.978b). Cognitive structures are believed to undergo ontogenetic change

througho'0 ti1e lifespan, -with the resul/ that an individual is most

sensitive, to certain types of learning materials and forms of logic ding

particular developmental periods. Given that developmental differences

-15-

`omay be somrces of .;'deficiency" in a'nonadaptive. setting, it would'be

productive to consiAer developmentally related characteristics as avenues

for the matching of students to instructional variables. That is, just

as students have limitations in uffamiliar forms of logic, so they have
4110

strengths in other forms of cognitive organization.

An individual differences approach to learning and velopment helps

prospective teachers to understand the Intimate relation between develop-

mental and processes of learning (Case, 1978a, 1978b). Devel-

opment constrains, to an extent, the learning of material that requires

cognitive structures which are not present in the learner's current

cognitive make-up. Teachers must be aware of the cognitive process pre-

requisites when performing task analyses prior to teaching skills and

processes. A more detailed treatment of the major developmental periods

is given in the following sections. Material is organized around a life-

span format.

Infancy

Infant development is marked by a series of milestones or accomplish-

ments in reflexes% locomotion, behavioral states, cognitive behaviors,

and personality or social functions. Each category will be considered

this section.
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Reflexes. The reflexes of the newborn ,are summarized'in the following
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table.

Reflexes of the newborn

Effective stimulus

Tap upper lips sharply
Tap bridge of nose
Bright light suddenly shown

to eyes
Clap hands about 18 inches

from infants head
Touch- cornea with light piece

of cotton
With baby held on back turn

face slowly to right side

Extend forearms at elbow
Put fingers into infant's hand

and press his palms
Press thumbs against the ball

of infant's feet
Scratch sole of foot starting

from toes towards the heels
Prick soles of feet with pin
Tickle area at corner of mouth

Put index finger into mouth
Hold infant in air, stomach

down

Reflex
:a&

Lips protrude
Eyes close tightly
Closure of eyelids

Closure of eyelids

Eyes close

Jaw and right arm on side of
face extended out; the left
arm flexes

Arms flex briskly
Infant's fingers flex and en-

close finger
Toes flex

Big toe bends upward and small
toes spread

Infant's knee and foot flex
Head turns toward side of stimu-

lation
Sucks
Infant attempts to lift' head and

extends legs

SOURCE: Mussen, H. P., Conger, J..J., Kagan, J., & Geiwitz, J. Psychological

development: A life -span approach. New York: Harper & Pow, 1979.

2q
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Locomotion. The development of locomotion during the first 15 months

of life is depicted below.

Locomotor development

0 mo

(Thr-
i-r--

Fetal posture

mo.

2 inti.

. Imo

Sit with support

Chest up .

6 mo

1

Sit on high chair
grasp dangling object

Reach and miss

7 mo.

(C.

7.
c

Sit alone

Stand with help

Pull to stand
by furniture

Stand holding
furnittne

13 mo

Climb stair

Creep

Stand alone

'A ilk when led

Walk alone

Rolling over limn front to back 4nd from back to front are not included on this chart. (.7onsidcring the
muscles that would he to(' in these maneuvers, where would you place them'

SOURCE: Schickendanz, J. A., Schickendanz, D. I., & Forsyth, P. D.

Toward understanding children. Canada: Little, Brown & Compa-

ny, 1982.

Behavioral States. The.following table summarizes major behavioral

states of the newborn.

26
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Behavioral States in'the Newborn

-State
Motor

Activity Muscle tone Skin Eyes

Regular sleep No movement
of limbs arid,
trunk: startle
reflexes
present

Irregular sleep Movement of
trunk and
limbs between
periods of rest

Drowsiness More
movement
than (Loring
regular sleep
but less than
during
irregular

Alert inactivity Inactive

Relaxed

Moderate
degree of
tension

Mode rate
degree of
tension

Moderate
degree of
tension

Waking activity Activity Higher degree
occurs in of tension
spurts

Crying Very active Considerable
tension

Pink, but pale

Flushed
during
activity

Flushed
during
activity

Flushed bright
red

Closed; noJ
.1110, Men!,

Face

Relaxed

R es/nu, t km VOCailZa I

Closed, but ,Grimaces
movements fL,,such as.smiles
present a nd \i'/TVns

Eyes open and
close; dull,
glazed and
unfocused

Eyes are open,
bright,
shining,
attentive];
eyes move
together in
horizontal &
vertical plane

Eyes are open,
but not bright
and shining

May he open Grimaces
or closed;
tears in some
babies

\

Regula,
breaths 36 per
minute

Irregular
rhythm; 48
breaths Oer
minute

Generally
regular

Faste r'tha n
during regular
sleep

Irregular

Fast and
irregular

Occasional

high pitched squeal

Moans, grunts,
whining, but no
sustained crying

Crying

SOURCE: Wolff, P. The causes, controls, and organizations of behavior in
, the newborn. Ilgychological Issues 5 (1966), Whole No. 17, 1-105.
Reprinted fro chickendanz, J. A., Schickendanz, D. I., & Forsyth,
P. D. Toward understanding children. Canada: Little, Brown &
Company, 1982.

mary

Cognitive Milestones. PAalia and Olds (1978) provide a useful sum-

of the cognitive milkones experienced during infancy in their over-

view of Naget's sensorimotor period of development.

2

This overview is
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given below.

,f--
Sensorimotor Stage (birth to about 2 years)

In the sensorimotor stage, an infant changes from a creature
who responds primarily through reflexes to one who can organ-
ize sensorimotor activities in relation to the environment.
Babies' activities are organized, not random. Through actively
manipulating objects, they progress from reflexes to trial-and
error learning to solving simple problems. They become more

coal- oriented and differentiate themselves from their sur-
roundings all before the age of 2.

Baldwin (1968) has described the major acquisitions of
the'sensorimotor period as:

1. The ability to understand that the information received
--,from the d4fferentsehses refates to the same-object

rather than to different unrelated ones (Children do
not at first associate the tinkling music they hear with
the music box on the table; they consider these two com-
pletely unrelated aspects of their environment. They

have to learn that they can see, hear, and touch the
same object.)

2. 'The capacity to recognize that the world is a perma-
nent place whose existence does not depend on the
child's perceiving it (This is the schema of the per-
manent object discussed below.)

3. The ability to exhibit goal-directed beh'avior (To get

something, a baby performs several different actions
and constructs new actions never before attempted.
Since these actions are very concrete, a baby's ability
to plan ahead is limited.

The schema of the permanent object (Piaget, 1952), is the most im-

portant acquisition of the sensorimotor period, The permanent

object is one that exists even though the child cannot see, feel,

hear, taste, or smell it. If an object is taken away and if the
ild begins to search for it even after it can no longer be

p rceived, she or he has a schema of .the permanent object. If

the child does not seem to remember the object's existence, this
.schema has not been attained. The schema of the permanent ob-
ject is basic to the understanding of such vital concepts as space,
,time, and causality; for unless children understand that objects
in the environment are separate from themselves, they cannot
truly appreciate the nature of things as they are. "[T]he

person who believes that his wishes influence the movements of

things, does not understand either self or things; the person.who
believes that the two are separate has a greater understanding
of both" (GinsIurg & Opper, 1965, p. 68). We will trace the

development of the schema of the permanent object as we discuss
the six substages of the sensorimotor phase.

7
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Substages of Sensorimotor Stage

Stage 1: Use of reflexes (birth to 1 month)

Reflexes are adaptive in that they enable infants to survive
and learn. Intelligent reflex behavior forms the basis for
later intelligent activity as children change from passive
recipients of stimulation that elicits the reflex to active
seekers of stimulation.

Stage 2: Primary circular reactions/the first acquired adap-
tations (from 1 to 4 month's)

The baby blissfully.sutking a thumb exemplifies a primary
circular reaction, an active effort to reproduce something
first achieved by chance. The actual content of the behavior,
the-ability-to-stick;-..1-s-inborn. -One Aay .she put her thumb in
her mouth, exercised her inborn reflex by sucking it, and liked
it. Then she made gome acquired adaptation: deliberate efforts
to put her thumb in her mouth, keep it there, and keep sucking it
-- not for food, but just for the fun of sucking. She actively
seeks to nourish this schema.

The baby now starts to coordinate sensory information. He looks
at, listens to, and touches his sister. He coordinates vision
and grasping. When he hears her speak, however, he does not
try to look at her unless he has just seen her face in motion
(Beard, 1969).

Object permanence: In stages 1 and 2 a baby is constantly en-
countering, losing contact with, and reencountering objects --
a pacifier, father's finger, mother's blouse. But when some-
thing disappears, the baby does not look for it. It has ceased
to exist when it cannot be seen, felt, heard, smelled, or tasted.
There is no object permanence in these stages.

Stage 3: Secondary circular reactions (4 to 8 months)

This is the beginning of intentional action. An infant who used
to repeat primary circular reactions for.the joy of the actions
themselves is now interested in results. New patterns of behavior
continue to occur accidentally during random movement; babies
learn the patterns and then repeat them to see what results they
will bring. Infants in this stage no longer focus only on their
own bodies but are concerned with external objects-and events.
For example, they now shake a'rattle -- not just for the move-
mentwbut to hear the noise it produces. They babble not just
for fun, but to get a response from their parents.

Object permanence: Babies in this stage still do not, have the
V schema of the permanent object. The will look for an object --

say a bottle -- or will kick and scream for it if they see any
partpf it, If it is hidden entirely, though, they will forget
about it and act as though the bottle no longer exists.

28
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Stage 4: Coordination of secondary schemata and their appli-
cation to new situations (8 to 12 months)

Infants can now solve simple problems by using previously mastered

responses. Their actions are increasingly goal-directed. Piaget

(1952, p. 219) shows his daughter overcoming the obstacle of his

hand: b

At 0;8(8) [8 months, 8 days] Jacqueline tries to grasp her cellu-

loid duck but I also grasp it'atthe same time she does. Then she

firmly holds the toy in her, right and and pushes my hand away

with her left. I repeat the experiment by grasping only the end

of the duck's tail; she again pushes my hand/ away.

Object permanence: In stage 4 infants are beginning to develop

the schema of the permanent object. At 9 and 10 months, they

look for an object behind a-screen if they have seen it being

hidden. But if the object is moved from one hiding place to

another while the baby watches, he or she looks for it in the

first hiding place.

Stale 5: Tertiary circular reaction/the discover of new means
t rough act ve exper mentation 2 to mont s

This is the last cognitive stage that does not include mental repre-

sentationt of external events, or thought, and the first stage that

,includes trying out new activities. Infants still make accidental

disc veries of actions that produce pleasing results, but they no

longe repeat them exactly. They vary their actions, experimenting

to ind out how an object, event, or situation is new.

In stage5 babies for the first time intentionally accommodate to

find new solutions for new problems. They try out new-behavior

patterns to reach some goal, and they learned by trial and error.

theyvary their actions and cause new results, they are led to new

complete acts of intelligence. Piaget (1952, p. 272) describes his-

daughter:

At 1;2(8) Jacqueline holds in her hadds an object which is new to

her: a round, flat bdx which she turns all over, shakes, rubs

against the bassinet, etc. She lets it go and tries to pick it

up. But she only succeeds in touching it with her index finger,

without grasping it. She nevertheless makes an attempt and presses

on the edge. The box then tilts up and fa .gain. Jacqueline...

immediately applies *self to studying it.....

[She] rests the box on the ground,and Pushes it as far as possible...

Afterward Jacqueline puts her finger on the box and presses it. But

as she places her finger on the center of the box she simply displaces

it and makes it slide instead of tilting it ups. She amuses herself

with this game and kept it up...for several minutes. Then, changing

the point of contact, she finally again places her, inger on the edge

of the box, hich tilts it up. She repeats this many times, varying

the conditi ns, but keeping track of her discovery: now she only

dresses on he edge.

1.0
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Object permanence: Although infants in-stage 5 have a schema 'of
the permanent object and an follow a sequence of object displace-
ments, they still cannot imagine movement that they do not see. If

you were to put a toy in your hand, put your hand behind a pillow,
leave the toy there, and bring out your closed hand, the baby would
look for.the toy in your hand. It would not occur to her that the
toy might be behind'the pillow, because she did not see you putting
it there (Baldwin, 1968).

Stage 6: The intervention of new means through mental combinations
(18 to 24 months)-

Babies in stage 6 can picture events in their minds and follow them
through to some degree. They can think. This stage represents a
great breakthrough, since infants no longer have to go through the
laborious process of trial and error in solving new problems. They
can now "try out" solutions in their minds and discard those that
won't work. They also can imitate actions even after whatever they
are copying is no longer in front of them.

Object permanence: This schema is now fully developed. Babies can
see a series of displacements, look for an object in the last hiding

place, and search for objects they have not actually witnessed being
hidden.

o
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Personalitx and 'Social Functioning. Personality and social develop-

,

ment during infancy are summarized'in the following tables.

Nine Dimensions of Infant Temperment

Tempermental
Quality Rating

Activity
Level

Quality of
Mood

Approach/
,Withdrawl

`Rhythmicity

Adaptability.

HIGH

LOW

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

REGULAR

IRREGULAR

ADAPTIVE

NOT ADAPTIVE'

v. Z :

2 Months - ,*. 6 Months .1 Year 2 Years

Moves often in sleep. Tries to stand in tub and Walks rapidly, eats'
Wriggles when diaper splashes. Bounces in eagerly. Climbs .
is changed. crib. Crawls After dog.. into everything.

Does not move when
being dressed or dur-
ing sleep.

Passive in bath. Plays Firttishes bottle
quietly in crib aind falls slowly. Goes to
asleep. sleep easily. Allows

nail-cutting with-
,ii fussing.

Smacks.lips when firSt
tasting new food.
Smiles at parents.

'Fusses after nursing.
Cries when carriage
is rocked.

Snipes and licks Wash-.
cloth. has always
liked bottle.

Rejected cereal the first
time. Cries when
strangers.. ppear.

Plays and splashes in lakes bottle; reaches
bath. Smiles at every- for it and smiles.
one. Laughs loudly

when playing
peekaboo.

Cries when taken from Cries when given in-
' tub. Cries when given jections. Cries

when left alone.food she does not like.

LikeS new foods. En-
joyed first bath in a
large tub. Smiles and
gurgles.

Climbs fUrniture. Ex-
plores. Gets in and
out of bed while
being put to sleep.

Enjoys quiet play
with puzzles. Can
listen to records
for hours.

Plays with sister:
laughs and giggles.
Smiles when he
succeeds in putting
shoes on.

Cries and squirms
when given hair-
cut. Cries when
mother leaves.

Approaches strangers
readily. Sleeps well
in new surround-
tugs.

Smiles and babbles at .Stmffcned when
strangers. Plays with placed on sled.
new toys immediately. Will not sleep in

strange beds,

Slept well the first
time he stayed
overnight at grand-
parents' houSe:

Avoids strange chil-
dren in the play-
ground. Whimpers
first time at beach.
Will not go into
water.

Has been on four-hour
feeding schedule
since birth. Regular
bowel movement.

Awakes ar a different
time each morning.
Sim.: of feedings
varies.

Is asleep at 6:30 every
night. Awakes at 7:00
A.M. Food\ intake is
constant.

Length of nap varies;,so
does food intake.

Na4l's after lunch
each day: Always
drinks brittle before
bed.

NYfill not fall a
for an ho
wort. M
bowels a ,Iffer-
ent time (NIA day.

Eats a big lunch each ,

day,. Always ha§ a
snack before bed-
time.

Nap time changes
day to day. Toilet
training is difficult
because bowel
movement is un-
predictable.

Was passive during first Used to dislike new
'bath; now enjoys foods: now accepts
bathing. Smiles at them well.
nurse.

Was afraid of toy ani-
mals at-first, how
plays with them
happily.

Still 'startled by sudden, Does not cooperate with Continues to reject

sharp noise. Resists dressing. Fusses and new h

diapering, cries when left with time 4; of-

sitter. fered.6

3X

Obeys quickly.
Stayed contentedly
with grandparents
for a week.

Cries and screams
each time hair is
cut. Disobeys per-
sistently.

d



Tempermental
Quality

Threshold of
Responsiveness

Intensity'
of Reaction

Distractibility

Attention Span
and Persistence

Rating

LOW

HIGH

INTENSE

MILD

DISTRACTIBLE

NOT
DISTRACTIBLE

LONG

SHORT
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2 Months 6 Months 1 Year 2 Years

Stops sucking on bottle
when apptoached.

Is not startled by loud
noises. Takes bottle
and breast equally
well.

Refuses fruit he likes
when vitamins are
added. Hides head
from bright lights.

Eats everything. Does
not object to diapers
being wet or soiled.

Spits out food he
does no,. like. Gig-
gles when tickled.

bats food he likes
even if mixed with
disliked food. Can
be left easily with
strangers.

Runs to door when
father comes home.
Must always he
tucked tightly into
bed.

Can he left with any-
one. Falls to sleep
easily on, either
back or Aomach.

Cries when diapers are
wet. Rejects food
vigorously when sat-
isfied.

Does not cry when di-
apers are wet.
Whimpers instead of
crying when hungry.

Cries loudly at the
sound of thunder.
Makes sucking
movements when vi-
tamins arc adminis-
tered.

Does not kick often in
tub. Does not smile.
Screams and kicks
when temperature is
taken.

1,:aighs hard when
lather plays
roughly. Screamed
and kicked when
temperature was
taken,

Dues not fuss much
when clothing is
pulled on over
head.

Yells if he feels ex-
citement or de-
light. Cries loudly
if a toy is taken
away.

When another child
hit hcr, she looked
surprised, did not
hit back.

Will stop crying for.
food if rocked.-Stops
fussing if given pac-
ifier when diaper is
being changed.

Will not stop crying
when diaper is
changed. Fusses
after eating, even if
rocked.

Stops crying when
mother sings. Will
remain still while
clothing is changed
if given a toy.

Cries when face is
washed unless it is
made into :t game.

Stops crying only after Cries when toy is
dressing is finished. taken away and re-
Cries until given wets substitute.
bottle.

Will stop tantrum if
another activity is
suggested.

Screams if refused
some desired ob-
ject. Ignores
mother's calling.

If soiled, continues to
cry until changed.
Repeatedly rejects
water if he wants
milk.

Cries when awakened
but stops almost im-
mediately. Objects
only mildly'if ceieal
[accedes bottle,

Watches toy mobile
over crib intently.
"Coos" frequently.

Sucks pacifier for only
a few minutes and
spits it out.

Plays by self in play-
pen for more than
an hour. Listens to
singing for long
periods.

Loses interest in a
tuyi after a few. min-
utes. Gives up eas-
ily if she falls
while trying to
walk.

Works on a puzzle
until it is com-
pleted. Watches
when shown how
to do something.

Gives up easily if a
toy is hard to use.
Asks for Delp im-
mediately if un-

essing hri.miles
difficult

SOURCE: Mussen, H. P., Conger, J. J., Kagan, J., & Geiwitz, J. Psycho-

logical development: A life-span approach. New York: Harper

& Row, 1979.
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Early Childhood

Early chilhood development is characterized by cognitive and af-

fective milestones that are described in the following section.

Cognition. Papalia and Olds' (1978) discussion of Piaget's pre-

operational stage, from 2-7 years old, is given below.

Piaget's Preoperational Stage (2 to 7 years)

Preschoolers are smack. in the middle of Piaget's second major
stage of cognitive development, the preoperational stage. They

enter it at about age 2, as they come out of the sensorimotor
stage and they emerge from it at about age 7, as it overlaps
the concrete operations stage.

The preoperational stage ushers in the symbolic function.
Children's thought processes used to be chained to the actual,
the present, the concrete. Now thay they can use symbols to
represent objects, places, and people, their thinking can dart

back to past events, surge forward to anticipate the future,
and dwell on what might be happening elsewhere in the present.
Mental processes are active, kit they are also, for the first
time, reflective. Once children enter the preoperational stage,
their ability to represent things with symbols enables them to
share a symbol system with others.

The Symbolic Function

Before the p'reOperational stage, children could not yet evoke

for themselves -- without external clues -- symbols of persons

or events. Now they can. They can think of the mother's voice,
without actually hearing it or conjure up in the mind the sight

of an ice-cream cone. These mental representations are called
signifiers, and the objects or events that they represent (mother,

cone) are ailed significates. Signifiers may be symbols (very
personal representations that involve visual, auditory, or kines-

thetic images which bear some resemblance to the ii,bject). Or

they may be signs, like words or numerals. Young children think

first in symbols and continue to think in them even after they
become proficient with language and other socially accepted signs.

We can see that children have the symbolic function when they

demonstrate deferred imitation, symbolic play, and language.
Deferred imitation explains the mechanism whereby children see
something, form a mental symbol of it, and later -- when they
no longer see it -- imitate the activity. David, age 3, sees
his father shaving. When he goes to nursery school that after
noon, he heads for the housekeeping corner and begins to "shave."
Heabviously has a mental representation of his father's shaving
behavior, or he would not be able to copy it.

3 3
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In symbolic play, children make one object stand for something
else. At 15 months, Jacqueline found a cloth with fringed edges
that reminded her of her pillow. She treated it as she would her
pillow but laughed unreservedly. Her laughter is our clue that
she knows this peice of cloth is not the pillow (Ginsburg & Opper,
1969).

Preoperational children use language to stand for absent things or
events. They therefore have invested words with a symbolic charac-
ter.

Characteristics of Preoperational Thought

Preoperational children have made such a leap forward from the sensori-
motor stage that it comes as a shock to realize how rudimentary their
thinking still is, as, demonstrated by the following characteristics
identitied by Flav'ell'(1963, p.p. 156 - 162).'

Egocentrism Preoperational children cannot take the role of another
person; they are limited by egocentrism. When Sarah is asked to de-
scribe what a three-dimensional model would look like to someone on
the other side of the model, she persistently describes it only from

hey own point of view. She cannot imagine that someone else wot1ld

have a different viewpoint.

This egocentrism is especially noticeable in the use of language.
Listening to a preoperational conversation is like being in the

theater of the absurd. Children may-politely wait for each other

to finish; they may alternate sentences; and they may stay remotely

within the same subject area. But each chilli speaks-without knowing

or caring whether the others are interested or even listening. The

following conversation between two 4-year-olds is typical of such

dual monologues:

Jason: What will we have for supper tonight?
Vicky: Christmas is coming.
JasoR: Cake and coffee would be good.
Vicky: I have to do my shopping soon.
Jason: I really like chocolate cake.
Vicky: I think I will buy some slippers and candy.

Centration Preoperational children tend to centrate; they focus on

one aspect of a situation and neglect others, leading to illogical

reasoning. They cannot decenter. In one o Piaget's most famous

experiments, Eric is shown two identical gl ses, each oneshort and
wide, each one holding the same amount of ater. When asked which

has more water, Eric, aged 5 says, "They'r both the same," While

he watches, the experimenter pours water f one of the wide glasses

into a tall, thin one, and asks, "Now. which ne has more wate0" Eric

points to the short glass. The experimenter pours the water back and

forth several more times, and Eric continues to say the short, wide

glass has more water. When asked why, he says, "This one is bigger

this way," pointing to the width. Other children say the tall glass

contains more water. Children this age cannot consider both height

34
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and width at the same time. They center on one or the other and
cannot solve the problem. Because one glass looks larger, they
think it is larger; their faulty perception inhibits logical
thinking.

Irreversibility Preoperational children are also limited by ir-
reversibility; they fail to understand that the pouring operation
Can go both ways. If Eric could conceptualize the possiblity of
restoring the original stab by pouring the water back into the
other glass, he would realize that the amount oT water in both
glasses is the same. He does not realize this; therefore, his
thought is illogical.

The Practical Application of these Insights The theories developed
by Piaget have vast implications for our understanding of children,
especially in the realm of preschool education. While Piaget him-
self has not applied the theories to education, his followers have
made his influence felt.

Educational principles rest largely on the way we see children.
Piaget sees them as active, as constantly,building an-understanding
of themselves and their world, as increasingly more organized, more
objective, and more able to handle abstractions. With this view we
can shape an eduational program that will help children grow and

develop (Furth & Wachs, 1975).

The Piaget-inspired changes that have taken place in preschool edu-
cation in recent years rest on our different understanding of chil-
dren and of the way intelligence develops. An understanding of
Piaget's work helps teachers to decide when and how to present
various concepts to children. Teachers can adapt Piagetian tasks
for classroom use to teach concepts and to assess students' levels
of reasoning ability. Those who recognize children's motivation to
learn can provide materials and time to assist students in learning
at their own pace. Such teachers make it easier for children to pur-
sue individual interests and do not feel that they have to direct all
the interests the children should pursue.

Understanding how children think has ramifications that extend into
all corners of their lives. Re6neck (1975), for example, has identi-
fiecLsome aspects of preoperational thinking in childrenls thoughts
about illness, hospitalization, and surgery. Egocentric preschoolers
cannot accept logical explanations for why dinner is late ("I am
hungry; so my dinner should be here when I want it") or for why they
cannot have a drink ("I am thirsty; so what do I care if the doctor
ordered 'nothing by mouth'") or for why the nurse cannot stay ("If I
need her, what difference does it make if she has five other patients
to take care of?"). Children this age may center upon the length of
a needle or the size of an x-ray machine to the exclusion of other
properties, including their functions.' They cannot understand the
reversibility of mending a'broken leg and, therefore, see traction
not as .a healing process but simply as an annoying and uncomfortable
procedure. Adults who care for children will be better able to com-
municate with them and to understand them if they can try to remember
that children are not merely small adults, but are, rather, developing
organisms who are qualitatively different at different times in their
lives.

3
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Cognitive Concepts of Preschool Children

During the preschool years children learn how to deal with such
concepts as time, space, causation, judgement of age, and morality.
Other concepts that Piaget has studied are seriation (the ability
to arrange stimuli according to one or more dimensions, such as
shortest to tallest or lightest to heaviest) and classification
(sorting stimuli into categories of characteristics, such as color
or shape). Piaget has found that such concepts come naturally to
children at certain points in their development. Let us look at
how Piaget studied the development of these last two concepts.

Seriation

Children show that they understand serial relationships when they can
arrange objects in a sequence along one or more relevant dimensions.
Piaget (1952) used sticks of different sizes to trace the development
of relational concepts. He.would give the children a handful of
sticks of differing heights and pose several problems. Most children
were consistently able to pick the smallest and largest sticks by age
4 or 5. Then Piaget woula lay them out in a staircase effect. He

would show this to the child, demolish it, and ask the child to re-
construct it. Children 5 or 6 years old could do this, with some
difficulty, Younger children accomplished the staircase effect,
but only on the top; the bottoms of the sticks did not align.

A child who had passed this test'was given another set of sticks of
various heights to insert in the series, so that the final result
would look something like:

1

Childreq,5 or 6 years old could do the initial seraition but could
enot de with the inserts. That ability did not come till age 6 or

7. The children's mistakes illustrated the primitive characteristics
of preoperational thought. For example, getting the staircase effect

on one dimension but not on the other indicated that the child was
centering only on one dimension and not seeing all the relevant dimen-
sions of the problem. Not until 6 or 7 years old did children develop
a true relational concept that includes the principle of always choosing

the smallest or largest stick from the pile to construct an ordered

series.

Classification

When children can sort objects into categories according to particular
attributes, they demonstrate their perception of such characteristics
as color, shape and size, as well as their understanding of the con-
cept of categorization. Verbal ability enters in as they label what
they perceive.

Children of various ages were given plastic pieces of different colors
and shapes and told to "put together those that are alike" (Piaget &
Inhel der, 1959). From the ages of 2-1/2 to 4-1/2 years, the children
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made quasi-classification, jumping capriciously from one basis
of classification to another. Typically, they would sort some
materials by color and others by shape, ending up with one pile
of red triangles and circles and another pile of red, blue, and
yellow squares. By the end of this age level, the children would
sort by one dimension at a time, but only one.

Children 7 or 8 years old and older classified exhaustively. They,

now were able to deal with several dimensions, or classes, at once,
ending up with piles of large red circles, small red circles, large
blue circles, small blue circles, large yellow triangles, small yel-
low sqbares, and so on.

Personality and Social Functioning. Early childhood personality

can be viewed from the perspectives of'Sigmund Freud and Erik Erikson.

In addition, identification and sex typing are important developmental

events that play an important role in the quality of early childhood

experiences. Papalia and Olds (1978) provide an excellent summary on

the 'following pages. (/
ti

The preschool years are critical for the development of personality;
during them, children emerge more fully as individuals. Their
characteristic ways of relating to people are becoming more pro-
nounced, and they are developing many aspects of the personality
that will stay with-them throughout life: the conscience that will
enable them to make moral judgments of right and wrong, their feelings
about themselves, their awareness of their maleness or femaleness,
and the degree to which they identify with their parents.

Theoretical Perspectives on Preschool Personality
rr

Freud's Theory: The Phallic (Early Genital) Stage

According to Freud, the primary zone of psychosexual pleasure changes
at about the age of 3 or 4, when interest and pleasure become concen-
trated in the genital area. This stage gets its name from phallus,
another term for the penis. Preschoolers are fascinated by anato-

126d)i"

mical differnces between girls and boys and adults children; they
want to find out where babies come from and learn about he adult sex

act. Their conversation is full.of "dirty" jokes, altho gh more of
these still seem to be centered on the bathroom than on the bedroom.

According to the theory of the Oedipus complex, a 3 to 6-year.old-boy
lavishes love and affection with decidedly sexual overtones on his
mother, thus competing with his father for the mother's love and af-
fection. Unconsciously, the little boy wants to take his father's
place, but he recognizes his father's power. The child is caught up

3
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by conflicting feelings -- genuine affection for his father, tem-
pered by hostility, rivalry, and fear. Noticing that little girls
don't have penises, he wonders what happened to them, and his guilt
over his feelings for his mother and father makes him worry that he f\
will be castrated by his father. This is the castration complex.
Fearful, he represses his sexual strivings toward his mother, stops
trying to rival his father, and begins to identify with him.

The Electra complex is similar to the Oedipus: A little girl desires
her 9Cher, fears her mother, represses these feelings, and eventually
identifies with the same-sex parent..

Freud was specific about penis envy in little girls, .saying,

The first step in the phallic'phase...is a momentous
discovery which little girls are destined' to make.
They notice the penis o'f a brother or playmate,
strikingly visible and of large proportions, at once
recognize it as the superior counterpart of their
own small and inconspicuous organ, and from that
time forward fall a victim to envy for the penis
[1905, quoted iri Schaeffer, p. 16].

According to Freud, a little girl just can't win. If she succumbs
to penis envy, she hopes to get one for herself and become a man;
if not, she is denying her envy, which could cause adult neurosis.
Either way, she develops a sense of her own inferiority, is likely
to become a jealous person and turn against her mother, who is re-
sponsible for her lack of a penis. Eventually, if the girl develops
normally (for a female), she

gives up her wish for a penis and puts in place of
it a wish for a child: and with this purpOse in view
she takes her father as a love-object. Her mother

becomes the object of her jealousy. The girl has
turned into a little woman [quoted in Schaeffer,
p.19].

In the Freudian paradigm, the very desire for motherhood is the
result of penis envy. He claims that a woman's procreative urge
is most fully satisfied by the birth of a son, "who brings the
longed-for penis with him."

Development of the Superego

By identifying with the parent of the same sex, children actually
take the parent's personality into their own. In psychoanalytic
terms, this is called introjectlion:

When the boy introjects his father, or the girl her mother, either
child constantly then carries around a conscience, representing the
parent's wishes, values, and standards. When the child transgresses,
this inner voice reprimands him and makes him feel guilty; it is part
of the child's own wishes and values [Baldwin, 1968, p. 367].

The superego is comparable to the conscience. Atrthis stage a child's

conscience is rigid. The daughter of parents who value cleanliness
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may become so compulsive that she will want to change clothing six
times a day,. Or a little boy may be tormented by guilt because he
fought with a friend, even though his parents do not disapprove of
harmless tussling. With maturity, the superego, or conscience, be-
comes more realistic and flexible, allowing an individual to function

according to higher principles while also considering self-interest.
Freud says that because girls do not fear castration, they cannot
develop as strong a conscience. Yet guilt is more'commonly manifested
by females than males (Bronfenbrenner, 1960).

Freud's Phallocentrism

lainly see Freud's belief that the male is the norm and the ideal
b Which both sexes are to be judged. Freud's original and creative
thinking made us aware of infantile sexuality, the importance of our
subconscious thoughts and emotions, and the significance of dreams.
As he addressed himself to the origins of conscience, the process of
internalization, and to many more aspects of emotional and intellectual
functioning, he has incontestably expanded our understanding of our-
selves. And yet we must look for explanations of sex-related dif-
ferences in personality beyond the theories of this man rooted ip

Victorian culture and convinced of male superiority.

Erikson's'TheorK: Crisis III: Initiative Versus Guilt

Preschool children are still trying to gain and maintain a sense of
autonomy. Parental guidance and their new ability to express them-
selves in words help them. Children at this stage are energetic and
are eager to try new things and work cooperatively. They turn from
a total attachment to their parents to an identification with them,
which comes about partly as a result of Oedipal rivalry and guilt,
but more from "a spirit of equality experienced in doing things to-
gether" (Erikson, 1950, p. 258).

The basic conflict for preschool children is between initiative,
whidh enables them to plan and carry out activities, and guilt over
what they want to do. This conflict is a split between that part of
the personality that remains a child, full of exuberance and a desire
to try new things andtest pew powers, and the part that is becoming
an adult, nstantly examining the child's motives and actions for
proprie Children,have to learn how to regulate these aspects of
their ersonalities so that they will develop a sense of responsibility
but st 11 be able to enjoy life.

If the superego becomes too strict and leaves too much guilt, children
may overcontrol and overconstrict themselves until their personlity
has bee obliterated. Adults who did not develop initiative during
these ye rs may suffer from repression: They may develop psychosomatic
illness, paralysis, inhibition, or impotence; they may overcompensate
by showing off; or they may become self-righteous and intolerant, con-
cerned more with negative aspects of prohibiting their own and others'
impulses than with positive tasks of guiding initiative.

Attachment from Parents

With the development of autonomy and initiative, children detach them-

e',
selves from their parents. Rheingold and Eckerman (1970) found that
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children's readiness to leave their mothers increases regularly .

with age. For each added month, forty-eight 1-to 5-year-old chil-
dren went about one-third meter farther away from their mothers.

After the second year, the children varied considerably in the
distance they were willing to go away.

Where do children go when they leave their parents? fey explore

new territory, learn new games, and form new relationships. The

most significant type of new relationship among preschoolers is

between peers. Real friendships with other children and peer in-

fluences continue to grow until, by middle childhood, friends are

as important as parents, if not more so.

Identification

Identification, the process by which a person acquires the charac-

teristics of a model, is explained in several very different ways,

depending on the theorist's orientation. Both Freud and Erikson
consider a child's identification with the parent of the same sex

as an important event of the preschool years. Kagan (1971) defines

identification in learning-theory terms, also seeing it as as im-

portant development of the preschool period:

Identification is, in part, the belief of a person that

some attributes of a model (for example, parents, sib-
lings, relatives, peers, and fictional figures) are also

possessed by the person. A boy who realizes that he and

his father share the same name, notes that they have simi-',

lar facial features, and is to146by relatives that they__

both have lively tempers, develops a belief-ttin-heTs

similar to his father. When this b Ifef in similarity

is accompanied by vicarious emoti al experiences in the

child that are appropriate to t model, we say that the

child has an identification w h the model [Kagan, 1971,

p. 57; italics in the on nal].

According to Kagan (1971), four interrelated processes establish

and strengthen identification: Children believe that they share

particular physical or psychological attributes with the model;

they experience vicarious emotions similar-to those the model is

feeling; they want to be like the model.; and' they behave like the

model and adopt the model's opinions and mannerisms.

Sex Typing

-'Wendy, at age 5, is playing house with Michael. "I'm the mommy,"

she says as she cooks and cleans and takes care of her dolls, while

Michael puts on a hat and "goes to work." A minute later, Michael
"comes home," sits at the table and says, "I'm hungry. Where's

dinner?"

These children exemplify the results of sex typing, the process by

which children acquire the behavior and attitudes regarded by their,,

culture as characteristically masculine or feminine. Sex typing goes

much deeper than this anecdote.ladicates. It involves the motives,

emotions, and values that helps direct our lives from infancy to

the grave. Most of us grow up with strongly defined notions of the

, _ _
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behaVior, opinions, and emotions that are appropriate for males
and females. Children develop these notions very early, and their
sex-role patterns remain remarkably stable throughout life (Hether-
ington, 1970),

Now Sex Typing Comes About

Are differences between males and females biological or cultural?
Boys and girls are biologically different even before birth, with
different reproductive organs, hormonal levels, and skelfiltal de-

velopment. Furthermore, they also show many differences in beha-
vior very soop -after birth. One line of research attempts to relate
the higher`ktivity level in male neonates with greater aggression
it boys and men. Another research thrust seeks to determine the
effects of hormones at critical,. periods in prenatal development.
Different levels of hormones may predispose males to more aggressive
behavior,and females to more nurturant behavior. Even if, such pre-

dispositions do exist, though, their eventual flowering or withering
depends in large part on the ways children perceive the sex-oriented
values of.their culture.

If male and female behavior were unalterably established by nature,
we could not have deviant patterns. Mead (1935) reported on three

New Guinea tribes. Among the Arapeh, both men and women are "pla-
cid and contented, unaggressive and non-initiatory, non-competitive
and responsive, warm, docile, and trusting" (p. 56), and nurturant
tdward children. Among the cannibalistic Mundugumor, "both men and
women are expected to be violent, competitive, aggressively sexed,

jealous and ready to see and avenge insult, delighting in display,
in action, in fighting" (p. 213). The occasional mild man and nur-

turant woman are social misfits. The Tchambuli tribe has different
expectations for males and females, directly oppos4te to those in
most societies: The woman is dominant, impersonal, and hard-working
the man is less responsible, more Toncerned about personal appearanc6,
and more dependent emotionally.

Other evidence against wholly biological sex typing is drawn from re-
search on persons with genital anomalies. -If a child whose sex is
ambiguous at birth.is dubbed a girl.and later chromosomal or hor-
monal evidence indicates that "she" is more properly a "he," it will

be possible to_reassiga_the_child's sex -without severepsychological
stress only if the change is made before the child is 2 years old
(Money, 1963). Otherwise, sexual orientation -- even when contra-
dictory to biological sex -- will be too strongly entrenched to change.

Probably, characteristically male oremale behavior is determined by
some combination of hormonal and environmental influences. Female
guinea,pigs whose mothers had received testosterone while pregnant
exhibited masculine behavior when they reached maturity (Dantchakoff,
1938); the administration of testosterone to young female rats made
them act in typically masculine patterns (Gray, Lean, & Keynes, 1969);
and female rhesus monkeys masculinized in utero acted more like males
in initiating play, engaging in more rough-and-tumble play, and other
activities (Phoenix, 1966).

Animals are not pe6ple, of course, and the behavior of human beings is
determined socially to an infinitely greater extent than that of any
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animal. ,FurtherCre, we cannot confirm animal studies with'human
beings. We can, though, observe and;draw inferences from those oc-
casional individuals in whom sex assignment is hot clear-cut. Of
particular interest are two studies involying alotal of twenty
individuals,.

Ehrhardt and Money (1967) saw ten girls, aged 3 to '14, who had been
born to women riho had received synthetic progestins during pregnancy..
Nine of the girls were born with abnormal external sexual organs,
which had to be surgically corrected to make the girls look normal
and enable heir ,eventually to participate in sexual intercourse.
Internally,-they were females capable of normal reproduction. All

were raised as girls from birth and generally looked forward to the
dole of wife and mother. As children, though, tbey were closer to
the male sterotype. Nine were called "tomboys": They liked to com-
pete with boys in active sports and liked playing with trucks, guns,
and other "boys' toW better than with dolls'and other' "girls' toys."
Tomboyishness is common among middle-class girls, and there is nothing
pathological about it. But while acknowledging that tomboyishness
"does not preclude eventual romance, marriage, child bearing and full-
thse 'home and family care" (p. 96), the authors still raise the pos-
sibility that there-might be something in fetal masculinization whidh
a'ffects that part of the central nervous syst4 that controls energy-'
expanding behavior. From an early age, boys are more active than
girls. How much of this is hormonal and how much is 'cultural? We

don't know.

The ten people; aged 13 to 30, in the other study (Money, Ehrhardt, g

Masica, 1968) looked like females but were chromosomally male. They

had testes instead of ovaries and were unble to bear children since
the d not ovulate. Their condition appeared to have been in-
herfreethe particular mechanism may have involved an inability to
utilize andriogen prenatally. Since they looked like normal girls,
they had been brought up as females. All were "typically female" in
behavior and outlook. They all considered marriage and raising a
family to be very important, and all had had repeated dreams and fan-
tasies about bringing up children. Eight had played primarily with
dolls and other "girls' toys," and the seven who reported having played
"house" in childhood had alwayS played the mother. There was no ambi-
guity in their riychological sex role. Their experiences and attitudes
show the strong influence of environment-on sex typing.

In most cultures men are more aggressive and haste more authority than
women, and they usuallrdo the dangerous, physically strenuous jobs,

while the Women gen4rally perform routine jobs closer to home. These

patterns grew up because of anatomical differences. The average man

is taller, heavier, and more muscular than the averajb woman, and the
woman bears and nurses the babies. Today, howeve ost work in an

industrial society can be performed as well by a 90-pq woman as by
a 200 -pound man, and women4re bearing fewe children and nursing them
more briefly, if at all.- The old bases for sgning work along sex

lines do not seem so relevant.
.

In-the cognitive-developmental theory, sex typing'comes about as a
natural corolary of cognitive development. First, babies hear and
learn the words "boy" and "girl"; then they are labeled as one or the

other; and by the age of 2 or 3, they know the appropriate labels for

c
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themselves and begin to organize their lives around these labels.
While children are learning what they are, they are also learning
what to do. They learn what activites, opinions, and emotions are
cdnsidered masculine or feminine and they incorporate the appropriate
ones into their daily.lives.

As cognitive development progresses, children think in terms of cross-
cultural stereotypes, which "are not derived from parental behavior or
direct tution, but rather, stem from universaliy perceived sex dif-
ferences Tri bodily structure and capacitie§" (Mussen, 1969, p. 411).
When they notice the differences in male and female body structure

,1 and capacitieg, they'consider dopfinance and aggression as male charac-,
teristics and nurturance as a fdmale trait. They try to live up to
these stereotypes, as well as trying to copy directly the attitudes
and activities of individual adults of the same sex.

Middle Chipdhood

With the e4anding social and cognitive environment occurring in

middle childhood, we see a wealth of di/ersity among children during

thkt time. The major cognitive milestones are described by Mussen et

al. (1979) in the following summary.

Cognitive and Personality Development.

The Stage of Concrete Operations (Ages 7-12)

There are several important differences between children in the
preoperational stage and those, age 7 and older, who have reached
the stage of concrete operations. An operation, in Piaget's terms,
is a mental routine that transforms information for some purpose.
Examples are mathematical operations -- adding two numbers to get
A third -- and classification sChemes .putting all spotted objects
together. The differences listed below reflect mental operations
that older children can perform and a preoperational child cannot.

#

Mental Representations. One major difference' between the preoper-
ational and the operational child is that the younger child cannot
create a mental representation of a series of actions. The 5-year-
old can learn to walk four blocks from" her home to a neighborhood
store, but she cannot sit at a table with pencil and paper and trace
the route she takes. She does not have a mental representation of
the entire sequence of movements; she walks to,the store successfully
by making correct turns at'certain places along the way, just as a
rat runs a maze, but she.has no overall plan or cognitive map.

Conservation. One of Piaget's most notable contributions to develop-
mental psychology has been his investigations of the cdncept of con-
servation, another mental operation that emerges around the age of
"Conservation" is used in the sense of something that does not change

'3
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in spitepf other transformations. For example; suppose we show you a
ball of clay, then hammer it into a pancake shape; has the amount of
clay been changed? Obviously not. But children under 7 are likely to
answer "Yes," because the'pancake looks like less'than the ball. Simi -

larly, if a 5-year-old is shown two identical glasses of water and then
watches as one is poured into a wider glass,.so that the water level does
not rise as -high, she is likely to say that now the amount in the wider
glass is less than that in the narrower glass. She cannot consider all
the dimensions simultaneously -- height and width -- nor can she mentally
reverse an-action -- "If you poured it back, it would be the same again."

She cannot perform the mental manipulations necessary to understand the
concept of conservation of amount.

The preOperational child has trouble with the notions of conservation in
many dimensions. If two sticks of equal length are placed side by side
so that their endpoints coincide, all children will admit.they are equal.
If one stick is moved forward an inch, the average 5-year-old will say
that it is now longer, while the'7-year-old will acknowledge that they
are still the same length. Similarly, the preoperational child does not
appreciate the fact that if'the number of objects in two collections is
equal, changing the shape of the collections does not affecl the equality

in number. If two rows of five buttons are arranged in equal lengths,'all
children will admit there is an equal number. If one row is then spread
out, made longer, the 5-year-old is likely to assert that it now contains
a greater number of buttons: The 7-year-old is unimpressed by,the mere

regrouping,

In general, preoperational children are swayed by appearance: The higher

level andAhe longer the row look like more. Even adults are influenced
by such perceptual tricks; witness the manipulations of merchandisers to
create boxes that appear to have more of their, product than their competit

tors have, even though the amounts.are in fact equal. When the child

develops the ability to transform perceptions according to some concep-

tual rule -- the width of a glaSs can compensate for the height -- he or

she can understand the potion of conservation the face of obvious

change.

Relational Terms, The preoperational child has difficulty with relational
terms such as "darker," "larger," and "bigger." She tends to think in

absolute terms. A house is big; if compared to a large apartment building,
it is still big. Similarly, a brother might be tall, since he is taller
than she; he is tall even in the company of adults, for how can a tall

person suddenly become short? The comparison of two people, objects, or
events is a mental operation that few young children can perform well.

After the age..of 7, however, these comparisbns give adult meanings to
relational terms.

Classifications. According to Plaget, the preoperational child cannot
think' simultaneously about part of a whole and the whole. If a 5-y?ar-

old is shown eight yellow candies and four brown candies and'asked, "Are

there more yellow candied or more candies?" she is likely to say, "More

yellow candies." Pia.get believes this reply means that the child cannot

reason about parts and wholes at the same time.

Serializations. Children who have reached the level of concrete operations

can arrant, ft objects on some dimension such as weight or size. The 5 -year=

old typically cannot arrange eight sticks of differing lengths in a row ac-

cording to length. Such an ability is probably necessary for understanding

numerical relationships of various kinds and, therefore, for the learning

of arithmetic.
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Personality and social development continue during this period. The

development of a positive self-concept and identity are major milestones

Pr

occuring during middle childhood.

Adolescence

Adolescence ushers in the beginning of adult thoughts and social

functioning. Piaget's stage of formal operations is summarized below by

Mussen et al. (1979).

The Stage of Formal Operations (Age 12 On)

In this final stage of intellectual development, children begin to

function somewhat like scientists. They are capable, of thinking

abstractly, of generating hypotheses, of spinning a "grand" theory

or two. They begin to use systematic, formal routines (formal oper-
ations) to evaluate all the possible solutions to a problem. Consider

the following question put to a 7-year-old and a 13-year-old: "A man

was found dead in'the back seat of a car that had hit a telephone pole.

What happened?" The younger child thinks up a satisfactory answer and'
reports it: "The pole knocked the man into the back seat and killed
him." the older child generates a host of possible answers "The

pole knocked him into the back seat." "He was riding in the back seat

when the car hit the pole." "He was placed in the back seat after the
crash to make his murder look like an accident." This child is inter-

ested in more information, that is, evidenCe that will enable him or
her to reduce the number of plausible hypotheses.

Children who are capable of formal operational reasoning do much bet-

ter than younger children on tasks that require systematic organization.,

In games like Twenty Questions, older children can carefully eliminate

possibilities and "zero in" on the correct answer, while younger chil-
dren tend to ask questions that are unrelated to one another and that
seem to be asked simply because they occur to the child. Another ex-'

ample of a task in which formal operations greatly aided the problem-

solver is one in which children were asked to pair colors. Given six

piles of squares of different colors, children were told to make all
possible pairs. The older children could generate a rule that would
enable them to make these pairings in a. systematic way; for example,
they might start with one color -- red -- and pair it with each of the
other colors -- green, yellow, blue, orange, purple:ithen they would
repeat this process with the second color -- green -- and so on. The

younger child might succeed in pairing all colors but only with a la-

borious trial-and-error routine.

Formal operations are more concerned with the form than the content of
.a probleth, and thus formal-operational thought is less distracted"by

unusual or impossible elements in a Problem. An older child can solve



a problem such as "If a banana can eat two rocks in one day, how many
rocks can it eat in three days?" Younger children cannot imagine a
banana eating a rock, so they will refuse to solve the problem; they
cannot disregard the content of the problem and reason in a purely
hypothetical way.

Formal, abstract rules that apply to whole classes of problems, such
as those in mathematics, are used to advantage by children in the for-
mal operational stage. Formal thought reflects 'a generalized orien-
tation toward problem-solving. The basis of this orientation is the
tendency to isolate the important elements of a,problem and system-
atically explore all the possible solutions, evaluating each in a
rational and objective way. This description sounds like a-definition.
of the scientific method, and it is meant to; formal operations are
basic to scientific thinking.

Adolescent children are in a sense budding scientists; they are also
in a sense budding philosophers. Intrigued by abstract ideas; ado-
lescents may drive their parents to distraction with their endless
debates on the nature of_ truth and the implications of reincarnation
Older children become capable of thinking aboyt thinking; they can
reflect on how they solved a problem -- on the rules and processes
they used -- and they can judge the gerneral effectiveness of a pro-
cedure for solving problems independently of -the solutions it may
generate in a particular case. The child in the stage of concrete
operations tends to deal largely with the present, with the here and
now; the adolescent becomes concerned with the hypothetical, the future
and the remote. One adolescent was overheard to remark, "I was thinking-
about my future, and then I began to think about why I was thinking
about my future, and then I began to think about why I was thinking
about why I was thinking about my future:" Piaget believes that this
kind of preoccupation with thought is one of the prime characteristics
of the stage of formal operations.

SOURCE: Mussen, H. P., Conger, J. J., Kagan, J., & Geiwitz, J. Psycho-
logical development: A life'-span approach. New York: Harper
& Row, 1979.

O

Personality and Social Development. Elkind and Weiner (1978) provide

a flavor of the relationship of adolescent and adult traits as seen in 4he

following chart.
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Trait Con istencies from Adolescence to Adulthood in the
Oakland G h Study (OGS; ages 12-50) and the Guidance
Study (GS; ages 12-40)

Items

Ways of approaching and
processing information-

esthetically reactive

verbally fluent

wide interests

prides self on objectivity

introspective

thinks unconventionally

ruminative

has concern about body

Forms of interpersonal
reactions:

arouses liking

assertive

socially poised

values independence

aloof

distrustful

Responses to socialization
influences:

fastidious

sex-typed behavior

'rebellious

overcontrolled

undercontrolled

pushes limits

feels victimized

r

BEST COPY Aril' 4,711!

Females Males

OGS GS OGS GS

.85 .60 .76 .80

.66 .69 .79 81

72 69 .79 .84

.65 .51 .79 .60

.57 .70 (.49) .66

.66 .71 (.27) .65

.54 .66 ( 18) .51

(.38)

.60

54

68

51

71

51

_63

.69 .76 (.47) 68

.76 .72 .67 (.49)

.69 .63 .50 52

.74 59 .60 n .58

57 (.49) .55 .56

.89 .70 .71 .63

59 .67 .52 .77

.70 .75 .61 .73

.64 .72 .61 79

.70 .66 .72 .73

.67 .69 .77 64

( 47) 52 \ 74

4/
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Trait Consistencies from Adolescence to Adulthood in the
Oakland Growth Study (OGS; ages 12-50) and the Guidance,
Study (GS; ages 12-40) (cont.)

Items

Manner of self-presentation:

interesting

cheerful

satisfied with self

satisfied with appearance

talkative

intellectual level

rapid tempo

physically attractive

basic hostility

self-dramatizing

self-defeating

fearful

reluctant to act

Females Males

OGS GS OGS GS

.74 .77 .62 .65

.69 .70 .62 .67 ,

.57 .70 .57 .67

.67 .55 (.48) 56

72 .63 - 65 .68

.80 .78 .87 .86

.64 .72 ( 44) .62

.73 .69 ' 60 .67

.62 .66 , .63 .56

.69 .71 .71 .69

.61 .57 .75 .81

73 .57 .61 .58

63 55 (.40) 67

1 -40-

SOURCE: Haan, N., & Day, D. A longitudinal study of change and

sameness in personality development: Adolescence to later
adulthood. International Journal of Aging and Human Develop-
ment; 1974, 5, T1-39.

/N

El kind and Weiner (1978) underscore the importance of emerging hetero-

sexual interests to the-adolescent.

Heterosexual interests and Dating

A
The most significant aspect of interpersonal relationships that emerges
during adolescence is an interest in the opposite sex. Three factors
contribute to the beginningsJof heterosexual interest at this point:
(a) the hormondl changes that take place during puberty produce sexual
feelings that motivate boys and girls to seek each other's company;
(b) adolescents view heterosexual relationships as an aspect of being

48f
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grown-up and t4erefore value them; and (c) parents and peers expect

adliftscents to be interested in the opposite sex. Parents may have

some reservations about when and whom their son or daughter should

date, but they are likely to become even more concerned if their ado-

lescent child shows no heterosexual interest.

When adolescents are asked why they enjoy dating, they consistently

give one or more of the following reasons: to assert their indepen-

dence, to gain status, to seek sexual gratification), to have companion-

ship, to participate in dating activities, and as they.get older --

to look for a "steady' and eventually to find a mate. -Despite its at-

tractiveness, however, dating:develops slowly through several phases

of adolescent group formation, and it brings with it numerous sources

of conflict and concern.

Phases of Group Formation and Heterosexual Development.

In a widely cited analysis of adolescent social structure, Dexter

Dunphy has charted group formation as depicted in Figure 16.2 (33).

At the beginning of adoleltence, boys and girls stand apart fr&
each other in the unisex groups that characterize middle childhood

(Stage 1). Soon they begin to interact as boy-girl groups (Stage 2),

after which they enter a transition period when some boys and girls

pair off (Stage 3). Later on, adolescents get together largely in

boY-girl pairs (Stage 4), and by late adolescence-this pattern is re-

placed by couples whose closest rehtionship-is with each other and

who have only loose assoc ations with othercouples (Stage 5).

LATE
ADOLESCENCE

Stage 5: Beginning of
Crowd disintegration.
Loosely associated
groups of couples.

,....4?:..41-.
c-Yei-b? ,:%.r...- ..

' '
is;

Stage 4: The fully
developed crowd.
Heterosexual cliques
in close association.fa i

Boys

J.: r---.
3, I I

Pint N.
,1/41&z:0'.'

r---.1
I I

.

Stage 3: The crowd in
structural transition.
Unisexual cliques with
upper status members
forming a heterosexual
clique.

II

Girls

1(14 rr

'tet

_ Stage 2: The beginning
of the crowd. Unisextuf.,....
cliques in group-to-
group interaction.

Boys
and girls i

i `,. . ,
1+2,

.

EARLY
ADOLESCENCE

............... _

,te

''

% *

.

..

Stage 1: Pre-crowd
stage. Isolated unisexual
cliques.

SOURCE: Dunphy, D. C. The social structure of urban adolescent peer

groups. Sociometry, 1963, 26, 230-246. Reprinted from Elkind,

D., & Weiner, I. B. Development of the child, Canada: Wiley

& Sons, 1978
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Specifically what this means is that boys and girls who before ado-
lescence had little to do with one another begin during early ado-
lescence to arrange parties in which they gingerly test the new sen-
sations and feelings that are associated with emerging sexuality.
They drink Cokes, listen to records, dance, chase one another, wrestle,
and perhaps do some experimental necking in the corner, but strictly in
the context oaf a group activity without any consistent pairing off.
Later on they begin dating, which means that their social affairs are
for couples who come as a pair and are not just groups of boys and girls.
Over time, casual and occasional dating tends to become more frequent
dating and then turn into "going steady" or at least narrowing the field
to a few serious interests.

Although the sequence of these stages is fairly uniform, the age of
transitions from one stage to another varies. Most girls in the United
States begin dating around the age of 14 and boys soon after, even though
boys at this age may be a year or two behind girls in physical and emo-
tional maturity. Since dating is primarily a social relationship defined
by cultural norms and not by biological development, differences in physi-r-
cal maturation appear to have little effect on the age at which adolescents
begin to date.

As a cultural phenomenon, however, dating patterns do differ. For eic-

ample, adolescents in urban areas tend to start dating earlier than those
in rural areas, and middle-class youngsters are likely to begin dating

sooner, than working-class adolescents. Although the latter group begins
formal dating relatively late, they soon progress to going steady and get-
ting married, whereas middle-clads adqlescents tend to do more casual
dating before going steady-and getting married.

I 1

All prospective teachers must have formal exposure to the principles

of learning and development. Public Law 94-142 requires these same teachers

to be exposed to the characteristici of exceptional students, both develop-

,mental and learning.

An individual differences perspective helps prospective teachers to

understand exceptiodali ies within the same framework that is used to under-

%
stand "nonexceptional" 1 arner characteristics. That is to say, all learner

characteristics can be understood as instructionally imp6itant individual

differences, characteristics that gain their importance because they can be

used to ehhance learning. The strengt of the framework lies in is robust-

ness. Virtually all learner characteristics and, thus, all learners, are in-

5 0
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cluded.

I am not proposing, of course, that all teachers be trained to recog-

nize and instructionally remediate single-handedly all magnitudes of all

characteristics possessed by all learners. Certain characteristics obviously

require the added resources of specially trained personnel, both for assess-

ment and prescription. ..What I propose it that exceptional and nonexceptional

characteristics can be best understood by prospective teachers wl'thin a uni-
4

tary framework.

A summary of important categories of learner differences and situational

variables in outline form follows. The list is not designed to be exhaustive

but, rather, to convey a sense of some of the important constructs which should

be included in a course on human development and learning (i.e., psychologica\

foundations of education). The sequence of diagnostic and prescriptive acti-

vities is depicted in Figure 2. Throughout this module reference has been

made to other modules in this series or other readings that address these

activities. Other sources of information about these variables can be "found

in the extensive bibliography at the end of the module (pages 163-206).

Variables that Affect the Amount and Kind of Learning

I. Learner Characteristics (Intrapersonal Variables)

A. Cognitive (Deficiencies)
0

1) Inadequate skills
2) Deficiencies in relavant prior learning (Knowledge)
3) Basic Processes

B. Cognitive (Differences)
1) Personality Dimensions

a. Introversion-Extroversion
b. Locus of Control

2) Cognitive Style. Dimensions

a. Field dependence-independence
b. Integrative Complexity
c. Cognitive Complexity
d. Bandwidth
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3). Other Processing Preferences
a. Holfst/Serialist
b. Parallel/Sequential,
c. Sensory Modality Preferences

1. Visual
2. Auditory
3. Kinesthetic

4) Developiental Level

C. Disiliptions

1. Attentional
2. Boredom
3. Lack of Motivation
4. Anxiety
5. Aggression

II. Situational Variables

A. Task Requirements
1) Main Ideas vs. Analysis of 04tail/Analysis-Synthesis
2) Global/Analytic
3) Recall/Recogntion/Transformation (Application)/Evaluation

B. Classroom Environments
,1) Classroom Climate (Cooperative/Competitive/Individualistic)
2) Degree of Openess/Structure
3) Teaching Unit 4
4) Ambient Noise
5) Lighting
6) Architectuf

C. Teacher Characteristics
1) All of the Cognitive Differences Manifested in Learners ,

D. Instructional% Strategies
1) ExpoSitory
2) Inquiry/Systematic Inquiry
3) Discovery
4) Other Discussion
5) Taba
6) Socratic

E. Curriculum and Sequencing
1) Sequencing of Materials.

a. Order (e.g., concrete to stract)
b. Rate of Presentation
c. Frequency and Positioning of Feedback
d. Practice (Opportunity)
e. Programmed Instruction

1. Linear
2. Branching

koN



2) Curricular Variables
a. Continuous Progress
b. Advance Organizers
c. Adjunct Questions
d. Multi-media/Multiple Modality consideration
e. Quality of Instruction
f. Mnemonics
g. Method of Loci
h. Peg Word

Discoui'se Analyscs
j. Elaboration

1. Sentential
2. Imaginal

k. Other Learning Strategies or Strategy Compon

-45-

Some of the style, difference, or personality dimensions are discussed in

more detail in the following section, including discussion in accompanying mate-

rials regarding the manner in which differences along the various dimensions can

be capitalized on to enhance the amount and quality of student learning. More

detailed treatment of the role of various situational or instructional dimensions

in the teaching/learning process is given in other modules available from the Amer-

ican Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, under the sponsorship of the

lidtional Support Systems Project.

Two overview articles are provided on the following pages succeeded by a

iet of articles describing important learner characteristics falling in the "dif-

ference",category. The first of these articles concerns one of two cognitive style

dimensions; specifically, reflection-impulsivity. This dimension pertains to the

tendency of an individual to respond slowly and accurately as opposed to the ten-

dency to respond quickly, making relatively numerous errors. The next article deals

with a second cognitive style-dimension, namely field dependence-independence. This

dimension pertains to an individual's ability to perceive a figure apart frOm its em-

bedding context; an object apart from its field or ground. The final article intro-

duces the notion of individual differencesign learning style.
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A final word of optimism is in order. Although potential teachers

must be cognizant of the many relevant dimensions of learner character-

istics, they also must be shown the possibilities of successfully applying

adaptive instruction. When diagnosis-and prescription are successful, the

instruction is adapted to the learner, the teaching process is facilitated

to a degree that more than offsets initial time spent in inquiry or assess-

ment._ Nonadaptive instruction, simply does not solve the problems resulting

from the magnitude and variety of learner differences. The complexity of

the framework described herein is necessary to accurately characterize

learners and learning phenomena. All students, normal and handicapped,

will benefit if we instruct our teachers in the adaptive principles dis-f

cussed in this and other modules in this series.

Individual Differences and Public Law 94-142

In a theoretical framework that highlights individual 'differences,

special emphasis has been placed on the significance of Public Law 94-142

in the study of human growth, development, and learning. Thus we have

conceptualized, developed, tested, and presented an instructional package

that highlights the importance of identifying relevant student character-

isticsistics to meet indivi 1 needs, particularly those of diverse and excep-

tional students. We i lude course content in such areas as characteris-

tics to variations,in instruction for exceptional students, special motiva-

tional considerations, instructional schedules, instructional media, and in-

structional modes while stressing an adaptive perspective on exceptionality.

In addition, each unit of study contains discussions of the manner in which
a

psychological principles of growth,,, development, and learning adequately

account for the range of human diversity displayed by the broad spectrum

of exceptional students. Finally, our laboratory exercises have been
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designed to juxtapose normal and exceptional learners, and students must

analyze, compare, and evaluate these learners along developmental and

cognitive dimensions. An outline of a sample set of laboratory activities

follows:

8 2-Hour Laboratory Activities

I. Infancy: Cognitive, Personality and Social Development

A. Cognitive Films - Uzgiris and Hunt Ordinal Scales of Psychological

Development, and Brazelton measures:

B. Infant Observat" - Students complete actual infant observation,

record behaviors, and complete a report, comparing the

responses of normal and exceptional children.

C. Affective Film - Origins of Interpersonal Attachments - Students

view the development of attachments among various normal and

exceptional children, and write'a comparative report.

II. Early Childhood: Cognitive Development and Learning
tA

A. Activity WPPSI, Stanford-Binet, and Piagetian explorations and

film. Students view a variety of normal and exceptional

students performing cognitive activities, and complete a

comparative report.,

III. Early Childhood: Personality and Social Functioning

A. Films - Sources of Personality Characteristics, and Early Childhood

Personality Development. Students view normal and exceptional

children and complete a comparative report.
I

B. Videotapes Modeling Aggressive Behavior. Students study early

childhood ocial behaviors as well as affective disorders,

and complete an integrative report.

57



IV.- Middle Childhood: Cognitive Development and Learning

A. Films - Development Stages and Processes of Cognition

B. Middle Childhood Observation Students observe cognitive problem

solving on tasks of learning and development among several

normal and exceptional children (covering a broad range of

exceptionality). Individual differences are addressed in a

report in which students must ground their comparative state-

ments in a theoretical model of learning and development.

V. Middle Childhood: Personality Development

A. Films Students view films depicting per'Sonality characteristics

and personality development, including coverage of perso alit

disorders during middle childhood. Students complete a com-

parative report.

B. Observation and Assessment Students execute infoi-mal personality

assessments on 7-10 year-old children and compare the responses

of these children to adult responses given by their lab partners.

Test results must be interpreted in a comparative report.

VI Middle Childhood: holescent Social Functioning

A. Observation and Assessment - Students view psychosocial problem

solving among normal and exceptional children ranging from

middle childhood through adolescence. Processes investigited

include classification of values, sex typing, and moral

reasoning. Students complete a report comparing responses

within and across age levels, and within and across exception-

alities.

58
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VII. Adolescent - Adulthood: Cognitive Processes and Learning

A. Film - ProportiOns, Probability, and Combinational Reasoning.

B. Film Exceptionality during Adolescence and Adulthood.

C. Assessment Students use lab partners to conduct assessments of

various aspects of formal reasoning. Students prepare a

report, integrating these findings with lecture material.

on exceptionality.

VIII Classroom Management

A. Activity - Students develop a self-management program

B. Activity Students develop instructional media and conceptualize

instructional models designed to be optimally matched to the

special cognitive or social needs of a particular exceptional

learner.

The final section contains a bibliography of supplementary readings
c

on human development and learning, from an individual differences perspective.

6,
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Individuls and Learning: The New Aptitudes

I n this paper , I propose to show
how certain developments in psy-

chology have influenced present
educational methods, and to show
further how recent work in learn-
ing theory, deVelopmental psychol-
ogy, and psychometrics strongly
suggests new directions for educa-
tional research and practice. I shall
discuss this theme_ in the context of
a central problem in education
the individualization of instruction
or, in other terms, adapting educa-
tional environments to individual
differences. I shall focus on the ed-
ucation of the young child in the
pre-school and elementary school
years, idthotigh-yvhat I have to say
seems applicablelto all levels Of our
educational system.

The problem obviously has been a
persistent one; it has been r,ceog-
nizcd and proclaiMed at least since
the beginning of this century, three
generations ago. Very early in the
century, Edward L. Thorndike
(1911) published a monograph en,-
titled "Individuality." His editor's
introduction` summarizes the then
current situation by noting that the
teaching profession and education
in general were showing signs of a
violent reaction against the uni-
formity of method that for so long
clutched and mechanized the
schools. The deadening effects of
uniformity needed to he rei:ogni/ed.
Parents and students had been the
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first to notice this; now the pro-
fessional consciousness was deeply
penetrated because the teachers
themselves realized that they were
caught in the iron machinery of
their own making. These turns of
phrase were written in 1911, and
throughout the twentieth century,
the problem has been raised again
and again. In 1925, a major effort
appeared in the twenty-fourth year-
book of the .National Society for the
Study of Education entitled "Adapt-
ing the Schools to Individual Dif-
ferences." -Carleton Vashburne's
introduction states in forceful terms
th4t the widespread use of intelli-
gence and achievement tests has
made every educator realize .that-
childrert vary greatly 'as individuals,
and "throughout the educational
world, there has therefore awakened
the desire to find some way of adapt-
ing schools to the differing individ-
uals who -attend them (Washburne,
1925)."

Shouts of alarm have been ubigi
uitous; many suggestions have been
made a few sustained experiments
have been launched. Nevertheless,
it is now 1972, and time goes by
with still only a recognition of the
problem, and as yet, no directions
towards solution realized. This is the
situation that I would like to cx-
amine.1 api encouraged to do so by
the fact that work in the study of
buimin behavior over the past 10 to

20 years now points to possible
scktutions. Unfortunately, 1 cannot
point to new directions in a simple
way by listing/ a few principles that
ring with self-evident truth, although
this is the fashionable road to cur-
rent educational reform. The story
is complicated, its roots are deep,
and its complexities need to be ex-
amined.

An analysis of the problem in-
volves the idiosyncracies of two
major fields of psychology. As is
known, the English and German
traditions of the nineteenth century
gave rise to two separate disciplines
of scientific psychology: psy-
chometrics and experimental psy-
chology. It was the psychometri-
cians with their emphasis on tech-
nology who had significant impact
upon educational methods. Indeed,
the major activity in educatidlnal
psychology revolved around mea-
surement and psychometric prac-
tice. Psychometrics empkasized

andnature of individual differences and
the utility of measuring these dif-
ferences for education, Learning
variables and modificatio,a_of the
educational environment, however,
were not part of this field. Mean-
while, the experimental psycholo-
gitts went into the laboratory to
work on the basic foundations of
their science, and concentrated. on

discovering and formulating general
laws of behavior unencumbered by

5



the additional complication of in-
dividual (ill rerefleCti. For the most
part,-individual differences became
the error Variance in experimental
design

I he separation of these t Wo fields,
both of which are necessary for a
complete conception of instruction-
al theory, led to assumptions about
individual differences uninfluenced
by knowledge of learning and
cognitive processes, and led to
theories of learning uninfluenced

-by the effect of individual difference
parameters. In this climate, charac-
terized by the parallel, but not com-
bined, labors of two major disci-

Tlines relevant to education, the
search for an educational system
that responds to individuality has
been going on. To he as clear as I

can, I will overstate the case by
contrasting two kinds of educational
environments. One 1 shall call
selective education. mode, and the
other, an ada live educational
mode. It appeatt tluit we _have pro-
duced a selectiv educational mode
tvhde aspiring ti ward an adaptive
one.

A se/ec , mode of q4,1tication is
characterized minimal variation
in the conditions mder which in-
diyiduals arc expected to learn. A
narrow range of instructional op-
tions is provided, and a limited
number of ways to succeed are
available. Consequently, the adapt-
ability of the system to the student
is limited, and alternative paths that
can be selected for students with
different backgrounds and talents
are restricted. In such an environ-
ment, the fixed or limited paths
available require particular student
abilities, and these particular abili-
ties are emphasized and fostered to
the exclusion of other abilities. In
this sense, the system becomes selec-
tive with respect to individuals who
have particular abilities for suc-
cessas success is defined and as
it can he attained by the means of
instruction that are available. The
effectiveness of the system, for the
designers of the system and for the
students themselves, is enhanced by
adnnttinonly those students who
score verN' highly on measures of
the abilities required to succeed:
Eurtherntore, since only those stu-
dents who have a reasonable prob-

ability of success arc admitted,
little -change in the educational
environment is necessary, and the
differences among individuals that
beome important to measure are
those that predict success in this
special setting.

In contrast to a selective mode, an
adaptive mode of education as-
sumes the the educational environ-
ment can provide for a wide range
and v,ariety of instructional method;
and opportunities for success. Al-
ternate means of learning are adap-
tive to and are insonie way matched
to knowledge about each individual

his background, talents, interests,
and the nature of his past perfor-
mance. Nti individual's styles and
abilities are assessed either upon
entrance or during the course of
learning, and certain educational
paths are elected or assigned. Fur-
ther information is obtained about
the learner as learning proceeds,
and this, in turn; is related to sub-,
sequent alternate learning opportu-
nities. The interaction betwccn per-
forman.ce and the subsequent nature
of the educational setting is the
defining characteristic ol\an adap-
tive mode. The success of this adap-
tive interaction is determined by
the extent to which the student ex-
periences' 'a. match between his
specific abilities and interests, and
the activities in which he engages.
The effect of any election of or as-
signment to an instructional path is
evaluated by the changes it brings
about in the student's potential for
future learning and goal attainment.
Measures of individual differences
in an adaptive educational mode are
valid to the extent that they help
to define alternate paths that re-
sult in optimizing immediate learn-
ing, as well as long-term success.

A ~elective educational mode.
operates in a Darwinian

framework, l'equiring4 hat organisMs
adapt to, and survive in, the world
as it is an alterhative is that the
environnVitt can be changed.- If
we design only a relatively 'fixed
environment, then a wide range of
background capabilities and tal-
ented;---Recomplishments might be
lost from view- because of the.exclu-
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sive reliance upon selection for sur-
vival in a particular setting. What
is learned and the way in which one
learns, and learns to learn, may take
on less importance or receive less
emphasis in a selling that offers
more options for learning.

When one compares a selective
educational mode with adaptive ed-
ucational possibilities, one asks
whether the particular selective tests
and sorting out devices that are part
of present schooling fail to consider
abilities and talents that might
emerge as important in a more in-
teractive setting where there is room
for adjustment between abilities
and modes of learning. In principle,
and in contrast to traditional prac-
tice, there seems to be no reason
why educational environments can-
not be designed to accommodate
more readily to variations in the
backgrounds, cognitive processes,
interests, styles, and other require-
ments of learners.
, In- any educational mode, then,
the individual differences that take

., (n outst-anding importance are those
that have, ecological validity within
a particular system. In our tradi-
tional selective educati 01..mode,....._
the individual differen iSlhat are
measured in order to marte educa-
tional assignments center around
the concepts of intelligence and
aptitude. This bears looking into.

Of the various attempts to mea-
sure intellectual ability that, began
at the turn of the century, Billet's
work emerged strongly. It was a
practical endeavor to. predict settool
success. The Minister of Publics
Education in France supported
Billet's attempts to determine what
might he done to ensure the benefits
of instruction to retarded children.
It was decided that children sus-
pected of retardation he given an
examination to certify that, be-
cause of the state of their intelli-..
gence, they were unable in profit

' from instruction as given in ordi-
nary schooling. Scholastic _success
iii an essentially fixed educational
mode Was the predictive aim toward
which

its
test was directed, for

%illicit rts .itenrs were selected, and
in terms of which its overall effec-
tiveness was validated; although to
be fair fir Binet, his writings do in-
dicate a great deal of sensitivity to
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the possibilities for individual dif-
ferential diagnosis. Nevertheless,
the validation of a test is a very
specific procedure in which niclivid-
Inds are exposed to partieuRir kinds
of test items that Ore constructed
to pi edict a particular criterion

, star!. No test is simply valid in
,encral, but (pr.., a specific purpose
and a partigirar situation. The con-
cept of t3iiietvs work has persisted,
and as Cronbach points out in the
1970 edition of his well-known
hook 'on the essentials: of psycholog-
ical testing: "Curre tests differ
frotn thbse, of the ear er genera-
tion just as 1970 automo Iles differ
from those of about 1920: more
ficient, more elegant, but o mg
on the same principle before
(Cronbach, 1970)."

Al the present tinie; our most
respected textbooks on the

subject (Cronbach, 1970; Tyler,
1965) carefully point ours that if we
base our-conclusions about what in-
telligence tests measure on their
most effective use- that is, their
predictive validity then the verdict
is that they are tests of scholastic
aptitude or scholastic ability; these.
tests measure certain abilities that
are _helpful in most school work, as
it is conducted in present-day school
situations. This same ideology has
penetrated the entrance require-
ments of almost all institutions of

.higher education (vide Wing &
Wallach, 1971), and strongly deter-
mines the character of primary and
secondary school education. It is

further to be observed that these
tests of scholastic aptitude, when
considered over all school levels,
account for only 35 to 45 percent
of the variation in school perfor-
Maf 'C. . ..

Btng aware of this, we have not
beet remiss in attempting to probe
deep r into the different facets of
hum;in behavior that might allow
us to he more sensitive to individual
differences. Some years ago, as a
result of some dissatisfaction with
the research on the IQ and together
with the results of work on multiple
factor analysis, there was a de-em-
phasis of the concept of general
intelligence that led to the point%
Iarity of tests of differenti41 ;Ifni-
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tudes. At that time, in addition to
an overall measure of "intelligence"
or "general aptitude," schools
began to employ tests that provided
measures on a variety of factors
such as spatial, mechanical, and
abstratt reasoning aptitudes. More
than predicting overall scholastic
success, these test, batteries at-
tempted to predict differential
success iri school programs leading
to different vocations which ap-
pearen to require different aptitude
patterns.

In 1964, a careful analysis was
done by McNemar of the validity
coefficients of certain widely used,
multi-test differential aptitude bat-
teries. He argued from his analysis
that "aside from tests of numerical
ability having differential value for
predicting school grades. in math, it
seems safe to conclude that the
worth of the multi-test batteries as
differential predictors of achieve-
ment in school has not been demon-
strated (McNemar, 1964)." Mc-
Nemar further concluded that "it.
is far from clear that tests of general
intelligence have been outmoded
by the multi-test batteries as the-
more useful predictors of school
achievemen. In general, a simple,
unweighted combination of tests of
veltal. reasoning . and numerical
ability predicted grades as well as,
or better than, any other test or
combination of more specific ability
tests; and these tests of verbal and
numerical ability were similar to
what was measured in group tests
of intelligence. More recent evi-
dence reaffirms McNemar's con-
clusion. For example, a 1971 tech-
nical report of the College Entrance
.Examination Board points out that
there is certainly. no reason why the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
could not include measures from
other domains in addition to the
verbal and Mathematical skills
tested, and that research to identify
these other domains has been an
enduring concern. Yet, over the 40
years of the SAT's existence, no
other measures have demonstrated
such a broadly useful relationship
to the criterion of college achieve-
ment (Angoff, 1971).

All this suggests the following
observation: Giveb the characteris-
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tics of our present educational sys-
tem, certain general measures of
the ability to manipulate numbers
and words predict, to a limited ex-
Cent, the ability to emerge victorious
From the educational environment
provided. However, any attempt to
further differentiate specific ability
patterns that relate to specific edu-
cational programs is, at best, no
more successful than the usual gen-
eral ability measures or intelligence
measures. Why is this so, anti--what
does it mean?

One ethe to answering this ques-
tion is to note that tests of general
ability, intelligence, and aptitude
follow the accepted practice of at-
tempting to predict the outcomes
of learning in our rather uniform
educational programs. These tests
make little attempt -to measure
those abilities that are related to
different ways of learning. The gen-
erally used scholastic aptitude tests
are designed for and validated in
terms of predictions of the products
of learning in a .particular setting.
They arc not designed to determine
the different ways in which different
students, learn best, t'b measure the
basic processes that underlie vari-
ous kinds of learning, nor to assess
prerequisite. performance capabili-
ties required for learning a new
task.

Psychologists and educational
researchers, again, have not been
insensitive to this state of affairs,
and there has been a recent eiiitr-
gence of concern about the relation-
ships between measures of individ-
ual differences and learning vari-
ables. To a lai-ge extent, this work
was heralded by the 1957 hook by
Cronbach and Gleser entitled Psy-
chological Tests and Personnel De-
cisions and its second edition in
1965. This hook was concerned
with the development of a de6ision-
theory model for the selection and
placement of individuals into vari-
ous "treatments." The word treat-
ment was given a broad meaning,
referring to what is done with an
.individual in an institutional setting;
e.g., for what job an applicant
should be trained in industry, what
therapeutic method a patient should
be assigned, and in education,
to which particular education-

7
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al program or instructional method
a student should be assigned or
given the opportunity to select. This
theoretical analysis attempted to
show that neither the traditional
predictive model of psychometric
work nor the traditional experi-
mental comparison of mean differ-
ences vas an adequate formulation
for these nil:IOU:al decisions, in-
chiding the .kinds of decisions
required for the individualization of
instruction.

Cronbach and Gleser pointed out
that aptitude information is useful
in adapting to treatments only when
aptitude and treatment can be

shown to interact. In 'a non-techl
nical way, this can be explained as
follows: Given a measure of apti-
tude, and two different instructional
methods, if the aptitude measure
correlates positively with success
in b9th treatments, then it is of no
value in deciding which method to
suggest to the student. What is re-
quired is a measure of aptitude that
predicts who will learn better from
one curriculum or method of' learn-
ing than from another. If such mea-
sures can he developed, then meth-
ods of instruction can be designed,
not to lit the average person, but to
lit an individual or groups of stu-
dents with particular aptitude pat-
terns. Unless one treatment is clear-
ly best for everyone, treatments
should be differentiated in such a
way as to maximize their interac-
tion with aptitude variables.

Following up on this logic, edu-
cational psychologists have been
active in experimentation and have
searched deeply into the literature
of their field. The line of investiga-
tion has been called the ATI prob-
lem (ATI standing for aptitude-.
treatment interaction). The intent
of the work is different from that
of the previously mentioned work
on differential aptitude testing. In
the differential aptitude testing re-
search, emphasis was placed on
determining the relationship 1N-

tween measured aptitudes and learn-
ing outcomes under relatively fixed
educational programs. In the ATI
work, the emphasis is on determin-
ing whether aptitudes can predict
which one of several. learning meth -
ods might help diff rent individuals
attain similar ethic- tional outcomes

8

To''tbe clearer, the earlier differen-
tial aptitude work assumed several
different , educational programs,
each one, leading to different ca-
reers, and attempted to select indi-
viduals with respect to their poten-t tial success in each program. The
ATI work essentially assumes that
if within each of these several pro-
grams there were different instruc-
tional options, then aptitude pat-
terns might predict the option in
which a student would be most
successful.

Several recent comprehensive re-
views report detailed analyses of

ATI studies (Bracht, 1969; Brach! &-
Glass, 1968; Cronbach & Snow,
1969). in a review by Bracht, 90
studies were each carefully assessed-
for the significance or appropriate
aptitude-treatment interactions.
The results of his survey are quite
striking. In the 90 studies, 108 indi-
vidual difference-treatment interac-
tions were examined; of these, only
five were identified as being signifi-
cant with respect to the kind of
interaction required- for the pur-
poses I have outlined. An extensive
and thoughtful analysis of many of
the ramifications of the ATI prob-
lem also has appeared in ..an infor-
mal report by Cronbach and Snow
(1969). The report is far ranging,
discussing the relationships between
individual differences and learning
from many points of view. Their
conclusion, with respect to ATI re-
search, is similar to Bracht's: few
or no ATI effects have been solidly
demonstrated; the frequency of
studies in which appropriate inter-
actions have been found is low; and
the empirical evidence found in
favor of such interactions is often
not very convincing., ,

This is an astounding conclusion:
it implies that our generally used
aptitude constructs are not, produc-
tive dimensions for,measuring those
individyal' differences that interact
with different ways of learning.
These measures derived from a psy-
chometric, selection-oriented tradi-
tion do not appear to relate to the
processes of .learning .and perfor-.
mance that hay; been under investi-
gation fft experimental and develop-
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mental psychology. The treatments
investigated in the ATI suidies were
not generated by any systematic
analvsis of the kinds of psycho-
logical processes called upon in
particular inst ruct 10 na I met hods,
and individual differcoccs were not
assessi.d in terms of these wocesses.

-rhaps we should have known
all this, and not have had to learn it
the hard way because I am re- ,
minded of Lee Cronhach's APA
presidential address of 1957. In dis-
cussing these general concerns. he I
said: "I believe that we will find
these aptitudes to be quite unlike
our present aptitude measures." He
went on to say, "Constructs origi-u4
muting in differential psychology are
now being tied to expo i vari-
ables. As a result, the whole the-

mental

oreti'ectl picture in such an area as
human abilities is changing (.Cron-
back, .19.0." I believe Opt Cron-
bach was { momenc4or tivo ahead
of his time in his address 15 years
ago. But, I also believe that educa-

'tion and psychology have since
moved in -directions which make
adaptation to individuals in educa--
}Mimi settings more likely; research
On cognitive processes, psychomet-
ric methodologies, deeper attempts
at individualization, and the cul-
tural Zeitieist seem to offer en-
ablin potentials. I shall go on to
describe some of this, but first let
use recapitulate the question that
I am attempting to answer.
, Tlie .general question takes th'e

form of the following set of ques-
tions: (I) How can knowledge of .an
individual's patterns of abilities and
interests be matched to the method,
content, and timing of his instruc-
tion? (2) How can the educational
environment he adjusted to an indi-.
_victual's particular talents; and to
his particular strengths and weak-,

nesses as defined in terms of social
and personal objectives for educa-
tion? and (3) The other way around

how Can an individual's :I hihities

be modified and reng,thened to
meet the prere mite demands of
available mean' of instruction and
available edwational opportunities?

The implications of my discos:
sion so far appear to support the
hypothesis that the human perfor-
mances that we identify with the
words "general ability," "scholas-
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tic intelligence," and "aptitudes"
have emerged on the basis of mea-
surement and validation procedures
in an educational system of a par-
ticalar kind. These intelligence and
aptitude factors hack .taken on sig-
nificance because of flicjr correla-
tion with instructional 'outcomes,
and not because of their relation-
ship to learning processes or dif-
ferent educational techniques. For-
thermoic, since our educational,
system provides a- limited range of
educational options for adapting to
different individuals, these general

override, the influence of
any more specific abilities that
might he additionally useful if alter-
nate ways of learning were available.

The question now is: What are-
these "new aptitudes"? Currefit

.4/ lines of research indicate' that h

fruitlid approach is the conceptuali-
zation of individual difference vari-
ables in terms of the process con-
.structs of contemporary theories
of learning, development, and hu-
man performance. There is ample
evidence show that. we can exper-
irnentally 'ratify and influence a
variet r of e tgnitive processes that
arc in olved in new learning, and it
appeats that the analysis of individ-,,
ual differences in performance can
be carried out in terms of such proc-
esses (Melton, 1967). Some exem-
plary studies along these lines Can
be referred to as illustration. For
example, it is known that learning
to remember a list of words takes
plaia: more effe6tively when the.
learner is provided with, of provides
far hinisiVosome visual or _verbal
relationship between pairs of words.
Presented with the words "boy"
and "horse," one pictures a boy
riding a horse, or makes up a sen-
tence containing these words. This
process has been called "mental
elaboration," referring to the fact
that individuals recode or transform
materials presented to them by elab-
orating the content. William Roh-
wer has been particularly concerned
with studying the deyelopmental
and individual difference aspects of
this process. As children grow older,
they begin to generate their _own
forms of mental elaboration: young
children, however,'profit from being
prompted or encouraged in some
way to engage in elaborative ac-
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twit y. Roliwcr's work suggests 'that
individual differences, related . to

children's backgrounds, influence
the way in which they carry out
cognitive processes of this kind.
He further implies that since this
kind of elaborative activity facili-
tates learning in general, it would
be fruitful to train particular Chil-
dren in such elabdrative techniques
of learning; and there is evidence

that this indeed can be done to
extend the cap'abilities of ydung
learners (Rohwer, 1970a, 1970h,

197 I ).
In another series of studies re-

lated to our work on individualized
instruction at Pittsburgh, my
league Jerome Rosner has sNdied
perceptual processes that appear to
be related to basic academjcipsks
in elementary school. He has st?tdied
individual ar1ereuces in visual and
auditory perceptual proces-ses con-
cerned with competence in orga-
nizing and extracting patterns of
infOrmation p'resented in geometric
patterns and in sound -saincibina-
tions. Rosper's work indicateS that
competence in these processes is

differentially related to academic
achievement in arithmetic and

'reading: visual perceptual -proc-
esses arc more related to arithmetic
than reading, and auditory proc--
esses more related to beginning
reading than arithmetic. He has
also shown that these processes
themselves can be ,effectively taught
to children,. and the indication is

that the effects of this instruction
transfer to specific accomplishment
in- the beginnings of verbal and
quantitative literacy' (Rosner, 1972,
in press).

Studies such as these support the
pranise of a line of research on

individual differences in terms of
cognitive processes. I would urge
that studies attempt to identify the

kinds of prodsses required by vari-
ous tasks, and to characterize how
individuals perform these processes.
The conditions required to learn the
task could then he adapted to these
individual elmracteristics, or the
individual .might be taught how t6
engage more effectively in these

processes.
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_Another sigh of support for the
theme of process concepts as indi-
vidual difference variables comes

rfrom the work on cognitive styles or
personality characteristics that in-
fluence learning and performance
(Kagan & Kogan, 1970). Here, the
influence of individual differences
in 'non- cognitive -dominos on the

cognitive processes involved in

problem .solving is being systemati-
cally studied. This includes research
on the effects of cultural back-
ground on the dominance of visual,
auditory, or tactile sense modalities;
the relationship hetween anxiety
and the quality of immediate mem-
ory; the ability to hold changing
images in memory, what personality
theorists have called "leveling and
sharpening"; and the degree to
which an individual pauses to eval-
uate the quality- of cognitive prod-
ucts in the course cif prohlem solv-
ing, generally referred to as dif-
ferences in reflection and impul-
sivity_

Thi.tre have been some interest-
ing attempts to modify cognitive
style. For example, it has been
shown that when first-grade chil-
dren are placed with experienced
teachers who have a reflective style,
the children bedome more reflective
during the school year than chil-
dren who are placed with impulsive
teachers (Yando 84! Kagan, 1968).
The practical implication of this for
school instruction tailoring 'the
tempo of the teach to the_tenvo
of the child so tilt lor example,
the behavior of the! impulsive child
IS influenced by the presence of a
reflective teacher Model. Another
set of studies has investigated the
controlling function of covert
speech as a self-guidance procedure
whereby impulsive' children are

taught to talk to themselves in

order to modify . their problem-
solving styles (Meichenbaum, 1971:
Meichenbaum & Goodman, 1969).

The processes that make up cog-
nitive style arc important to con-
sider in the 'education of eultufally
disadvantaged children. As we

know, early experience in'a particu-
lar cultural environment provides
the child with a set of values and a
set of techniques and skills Tor

learning to learn and for processing
incoming information. It has been
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pointed out that the'smiddle-class
child acquires these things so that
they art continuous with what will
he, regitired of him in school.
WItLfreas, what a lower socio-eco-
nonuc-class child acquires may be
discoatinuous. with what school de-
mands. In a non-adaptive environ-
ment for learning, "cultural deprifQ\
lion" is define.d in tennis of a set of
experiences that establishes a dis-
continuity between pre-school expe-
riences and school requirements. Nn
obvious example in the conventional
school is that, explicitly or implicit-
ly, the school requires the immedi-
ate acceptance of an achievement
ethic with deferred future rewards,
a characteristic Most consonant
with middle-class values. This dis-
continuity has a profound effect on
the child's behavior towards school
and on the school's behavior to-
ward the child. In the adaptive edu-
cational environment that L envi-
sion, it would be assumed 'as, a
matter of course that the values,
styles, and learning processes that

,the child brings to school are of
intrinsic worth. These modes of
behavior have, in fact, been ex-
tremely functional in the child's
eivironment, and an adaptive set-
ting would work with these assets
of the child's functioning as a basis
for a program of education (t icticls,
196(>).

The work and theories of Piaget
quite directly support and in-

fluence my theme of the importance
of modifiable behavioral processes
in adaptive education as opposed to
notions or relatively fixed intelli-
gence and" aptitude. The stages of
cognitive development described in
the Piagetian theory of intelligence
are thought to mark major qualita-
tive changes in the modes of-think-
ing available to the child, and con-
sequently. changes in the kinds of
specific learning of which he or she
is capable. Adaptive education, as I
have indicated, looks at this in two
ways: fife educational environment
accommodates to the existing
modes and processes of a learner,
and it also can influence these proc-
esses Ihrt-mgh instruction. ..The

10,

stages described by Piaget thus pro-
vide individual modes of perfor-
mance ',available to different chil-
dren which would have to be con-
sidered in educational design.

Recently, Lauren Resnick and I
(1972) carried out a detailed survey
on the possible teachability of basic

Jiptittlifes and Piagetian processes_
In our examination of operational
thinking, particularly the acquisi-
tion of concrete operations, with
which most studies love been con-
cerned, we noted a significant shift,
as compared with a few years.-ago,
in the balance of evidence concern-
ing the trainabliity of these proc-,
esses. A number of studieS -have ap-
peared which offer grounds for sug-
gesting the possibility of developing
operational thinking through in-
struction._ As we completed this sur-
vey, We were struck with the fact
that our search for work on the
instructability of basic abilities un-
covered far fewer studies on `the
training of psychometrically defined
aptitudes and abilities than on the
training of Piagetian and related
concepts. This raises the question
of why. the Piagetian definition of
intelligence has stimulated so much
more instructional research than
has the psychometric one.

One answer seems to be that
Pi4etian theory is not concerned
'vial differential prediction, but
with explication of developmental
changes in thought structures and
the influence of these structures on
performance, This emphasis sug-
gests a variety of specific perfor-
mances on which to focus instruc-
tional attention, and also suggests

-hypotheses concerning the optimal
character and sequence of instruc-
tional attempts. In contrast, most
psychometric tests of intelligence
and aptitude consist of items chosen
because of tlleir predictive power
rather than their relationship to
observed or hypothesized intel-
lectual processes. Thus, they offer
few concrete suggestions as to what
or how to teach. It apptars, then,
that stieicssful attempts to adapt
instruction to individual differences
will depend upon a line of research
emphasizing process variables in
human performance.

There are other forms of evidence
which contribute to our definition
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of the "new aptitudes" or processes
for adaptive education. The fact
that our concept of intelligence is
undergoing significant change is
obviops in the work of Piaget and
in related work, but different areas
of endeavor also show this clearly.
There has been intensive activity in
the field of comparative psychology
an the intelligence of different ani-
mal species (Lockard, .1971). What
used to be called general animal
intelligence, and tested,in the old
experiments as general problem-
solving ability, now appears to be
an aggregate of special specific abil-
ities, each ability evolving in re-
sponse to environmental demands.
Animals are "intelligent" in quite
diaerent ways that can be-better
understood in relation tai the eco-.
logical demands of their particular
environments than in terms of the

-older notion of a phyletic ordering
of animals according to their intelli-
gence. For, example, because of
their environmental demands, wasps
are superior in delayed-response
problems to Norway rats, and_
gophers are better at maze problems
than horses and other open-range
animals. Animals show a great
many different talents evolveA as
adaptations to their different
worlds. The older work in animal
behavior appears to have over em-
phasized abstractions like general
maze brightness as a criterion be-
havior for study. More recent work
suggests that natural selection af-
fects smaller mechanisms of be-
havior which permit the inilividual
organism to perfect a behavior pat-
tern adaptive to the detailed cir-
cumstanees or the situation.

This fact of ecological validity,
that is, that the demands of the
environment Influence behavior
quite particularly, is apparent in
another interpretation of intelli-
gence. In a recent hook on cogni-
tive development by Olson (1970),
intelligence is defined as the dab-
orgtion of the perceptual world that
occurs in the context pf acquiring
skills with cultural media. Intelli-
gence is developed through master-
ing and obtaining skill in the specif-
ics of the previlent media in soci-
ety. Such an interpretation has been
popularized -by Melathan (1964),
who points out that we tend to con-
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fuse skill in the medium that hap-
pens to be ascendent in our own
culture with a presumed universal
structure of intelligence. In this
sense, intelligence is specific to the
particular ways in which school
subjects can be learned.

The rise of the "new aptitudes"
is also forecast by the notion of
interactionism whereby accommo-
dative changes in an individual's
performance occur in the course of
encounters with environmental, cir-
cumstances. 'This has been empha-
sized by such diverse points of view
as Piaget's and Skinner's, and cur-
rently is well expressed by Bandura
in his writings on social learning
theory (Bandura, 1969, 1971). We
know now that psychological func-
tioning is a continuing reciprocal
interaction between the behavior
of an organism and the controlling
conditions in the environment. Be-
havior partly creates the environ-
ment, and the resultant environment
influences the behavior. This is
clearly seen in social interaction,
for example, where a person plays.
an active role in bringing out a
positive or negative* response :in
others, and in this way, creates, to
some degree, environmental con-
tingencies for himself through his
own behavior. This is a_ two-way
causal process in which the enyiron-
mcnt might be just as influencable
as the behavior. it regulates. The
actual environment an individual
experiences can be a function of.his
behavior if the environment is an
adaptive one.

Out penchant for a fixed educa-
tional mode arises in part from an
old-fashioned psychology, from the
scientific and social teitdency to
think in terms of fixed categories
of human beings with consistent
drives and dispositions (Mischel,
1969). We think this way, rather
than in terms of human beings who
are highly responsive to the.condi-
lions around them so that as con-
ditions change or conditions are
maintained, individuals act ac-
cordingly. Adaptive Cducational
environments can take advantage
of the fact that individuals show
great subtlety in adapting their com-
petencies to different situations, if
the situations permits such adapt-
ability.. Although individuals show
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generalized consistent behavior on
the basis of which we frequently
characterize !Hem, this does not
preclude theit also being very, good
at discriminating and reacting to a.
variety ofexperieuces in different
Nvay4...The traditional measures of,
general ability and -aptitudes err on
the side of assuming too much con-
sistency; and de-emphasize the ca-'
pability of individuals to devise
plans and actions depending upon
the rules, needs, and demands of
alternative situations. ,.If, in our
thinking 'abOut . individual -diffea-.
awes, we make as much room for
the capability of individuals to
adapt -and.change; as wes to, be
stable, 'and as much roMil for the
capacity for self-regulation and-

self-development, as well as for
victimization by enduring traits,

_then an adaptive notion of educa-
tion must follow. An educational
system should present alternative
environments that enhance the
ability of the individual for self-
regulation in different possible
situations for learning.

So far, I have tried to show that
the state of our understanding of

human behavior has in some sense ,
precluded 'a fruitful approach to
individualization and adaptive edu-
cation. For the reasons I have out-
lined, we have been fixed on an
essentially selectiv.e mode of edu-
cation and on the concepts that un-
derlie it. I have also attempted to
indicate some directions that have
been taken. and some milestones
that we seem to have passed that
appear to make change toward our
ideals for adaptive education more
feasible than heretofore.

While I have so far stressed fun-
damental research understandings,
progress will not occur by research
alone. The design and development
of operating educational institu-
tions is also required. Throughout
history, science and technology,
research and application have
forced each other's hands, and mu-
tually beneficial relationships ' be-
tween the two are absolutely neces-
sary for the development of new
forms of education. The develop-
ment effort .with which .1 am most
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familiar is the work that my ol-
leagues and 1 at the liniv4,..rsity of
Pittsburgh have been carrying out
for some years in tfie design of ele-
men'tary school environments that
are aclaptire to individual differ-
ences. This work has been described
and dissemMated in a variety of
ways (Bolvin & Glaser, 1971; Coo-
ley, 1971; Glaser, 1968; Lindvall &
Cox, 1969:Resnick, 1967). Now is
not the time to go into it further,
although I should say that we have
had the privilege and opportunity
not only to %;vork with schools, but
alSo to study and evaluate out ef-
forts:so..Oat we might move in suc-

'cessiVP approximations toward un-
derstanding what an kiaptive edu-
cational environment is, how.
it can be designed and built, and
what is the nature of the cognitive
and non-cognitive processes gQ ,
young children that must be .CoW'
sidered. At the present time, certain
requirements are emerging that
contrast the design of an adaptive
educational environment with more
traditional forms of education in
the elementary school. Briefly
stated, some of these appear to be
the following:

1. The teaching of sekOnanage-
men( skills and thp design of edu-
cational settings in which learning -
to -learn skills are fostered. The
premise here is that children can
modify an environment for their
own 'learning requirements if they
command the skills to do so. For
this purpose, children can be taught
how to search for useful informa-
tion and how to order and organize
it for learning and retention. In the
selection of content fot the elemen-
tary school, preference can be given
to information and skills that
maximize the possibilities for learn-
ing new things. The orientation and
attending skills of children can be
encouraged, so that they learn to
identify the relevant aspects of tasks
and can attend to them with little-\_.
distraction. With such information
and skills, children can help guide
the process of adaptive education.

2. The teaching'of basic psycho-
logital processes. I have indicated
this throughout my discussion. We
have assumed for too long the sta-
bility of "basic aptitudes"; now we
need to deterMine how these tal-
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ent; can be encouraged and taught.
At the Olympic Games, youtig,:men
and women joyfully exceed -existinglimits of human capability; in the
intellectual sphere, this is also pos-
sible. The talents of individuals canbe extended so that they can be
provided with increased possibilities
for education.

3. The design of flexible curriculawith many points of entry, dif-ferent methods of instruction, and
options among instructional objec-
tives. Fxtensive sequential curricula
that must be used as complett sys-tems and into which entry at -differ-
ent points is difficult will give wayto more "modular" organizations
of instructional units. This does notimply the abandonment of sequence
re uirements inherent in the struc-

re of the material to be learned,
ut does imply that prerequisites,

where essential, are to be specified.
in terms of capabilities of the learnerrather than in terms of previous
instructional experientes. A flexible
curriculum avoids the necessity forall individuals to proceed through
all steps in a curriculum sequence,and adapts to the fact that some
individuals acquire prerequisites ontheir own, while others need more
formal support to establish the pre-
reqflisites for more advanced learn-
ing. In sucJi a system, it should beeasy to incorporate new and varied

"instructional materials and objec-tives as they are developed in re-
sponse to the changing educational
interests and requirements of bothteachers and students (Resnick,
1972).

4. Increased emphasis on open
testing and behaviorally indexed
assessment. In an adaptive environ-
ment, tests designed primarily to
compare and select students can be
expected to play a decreasing role,
since access to particular educa-
tional activities will be based on a
student's background together with
his command of prerequisite com-
petencies. Tests will be designed to
provide information directly to the
learner' and the teacher to guide
further learning. These tests will
have an intrinsic character of open-\ ness in that they will serve as a dis-play of the competencies to be
acquired, and the results will be
open to-the student who can use

this knowledge of his performance
as a yardstick of his developing
'Ability. These tests also will assess
more than the narrow band of tradi-
tional academic outcomes. Mea-
sures of process and style, of cogni-
tive and non-cognitive development,and of performance in more natural
settings than exi,st in the traditional
school will be required. Fortunately;this trend in process-oriented,
broad-band assessment is now dis-
cernible in'many new efforts.

I n conclusion, it 'should be said
that the nature of a society deter-mines the nature of the educational

system that it fosters, and educa-
tional systems tend to feed into the
existing social practices. If this isso, then an adaptive educational
system cried to its ultimate con-
clusion may be out of joint. with the
present social' structure. An adap-
tive environment assumes many
ways of succeeding and many goals
available from which to choose. It
assumes. further that no particular
way of succeeding is greatly valued
over the other. In our current selec-
tive environment, it is quite clear
that the way of succeeding that is
most valued is within the relatively
fixed system provided, Success in
society is defined primarily in terms
of the attainment of occupations
directly related to the products of
this system. School-related occupa-tions are the most valued, the most
rewarding, and seen as the most
desirable. However, if an adaptive
mode becomes prevalent and wider
constellations of human abilities
are emphasized, then success will
have to be differently defined; and
many more alternative ways of suc-
ceeding will have to be appropriate-
ly rewarded than is presently the
case.

Finally, basic analysis of what 1

have called the "new aptitudes" and
the design of adaptive environments
for learning is the work that is be-fore us. The kinds of educational
systems that we can consider most
desirable will be drawn only from
the fullest possible understanding
of human behavior and from sus-
tained, carefully studied educa-
tional innovations with the flexibil-
ity for successive incremental im-
provement. The traditional forum-
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lations of the nature of individual
differences in learning and the
traditional modes of education fail
to provide enough freedom for the
exercise of individual talents. We
admire individual performance, but
we must do more than merely stand
in admiration; we must design the
effective conditions under which
individuals are provided with the
opportunitiest and rewards to per-form at their best and in their way,

Notes

Presidential Address, American Educa-tional Rcscarch Association, Chicago, April1972. The preparation of this paper wascarried out under the auspices of the Learn-ing Research and Development Center at theUniversity of Pittsburgh, supported in partby funds from the United States Office of
Education, Department of. Ilcalth, Educa-
tion, and Welfare.
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Field-Dependent and Field-Independent
Cognitive Styles

and Theii Educational Implications

H. A. Within
C. A. Moore

D. R. Goodenough
P. w. Cox

Educational Te$ting.Scrvice

The concepts and methods derived from work on cognitiVe
styles over the past two-and-a-half decades are being applied at
an ever increasing rate to research on problelins of education.
Among the .cognitive styles identified to date, the field-
dependence-independence dimension has been the most exten-
sively studied and has had the widest application-to educational
problems (Witkin, Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough, & Karp, 19G2/
1974; Witkin, Lewis, Hertzman, Machover, Meissner, & Wapner,
1954/1972; Witkin, 1976).1 While research on educational applica-
tions is still in its ,early stages, the evidence that research has
already produced suggests that a cognitive-style approach may
be applied with profit to a variety of educational issues. It
accordingly seems timely t.o bring to the, attention of educators
the concept of cognitive Styles in general and the work on
field-dependence-independence in particular, which at the 0

Preparation of this paper was aided by a grant (N1H-21989) from. the National
Institute of Mental Health.

' Comprehensive bibliographies of research on this dimension have recently
been provided by Witkin, Oltinan, Cox; Ehrlichman, Hamm. and Ringlet (Note 1)
and by Witkin. Cox. Friedman, Hrishikesan. and Siegel (Note 21.
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ment appears to have the clearest implications for educational
issues. .

The first part of this pape* describes the field-dependence-
independence dimension in some depth and deals, more generally,
with the question of what cognitivestyles are. The second part
examines four areas in whit sufficient, research evidence has
accumulated from applicaaon of the fielsd-dependence-
independence. concept to identify the potential benefits of a
cognitive-style approach for problems of education. These areas
are: honk students learn; how teachers teach; how teachers and
students interact; how students make their educational-
vocational choices and perform in the areas of their choice.

The Field-Dependent and Field-Independent Styles
To explain the nature" of field-filependence-inAependence, we

describe how work on the dimension evolved. An historical
approach has been chosen to emphasize the important point that
research on this stye, as on most cognitive styles, -had its origips
in the laboratory and that the concepts and the methods of
assessment now in vogue reflect that beginning.

Our earliest work was concerned with how people locate the
upright in space (for example, Witkin, 1949, 1950., 1952; Witkin &
Asch, 1948). We know which way is up, first of all, on the basis of
information we receive from the visual environment around us.
A room, for examplep is filled with many verticals which corre-
spond to the true upright in space. In addition, we make refer-
ence to sensations from within the body, as the body continu-
ously adjusts itself to the downward pull of gravity in maintain-
ing upright posture and balance. Ordinarily, the standard derived
from the visual field and the standard derivel from the body
coincide in direction, and complement each other to give us an
accurate sense of the location. of the true upright. In our early
experiments we eliminated .the,,complex.visual world in which 'we
live and substituted for it a simpler, more manipulable visual
framework;' at the same time we separated the visual and bodily
standards.

Figure 1 shows one of several situations we developed, follow-
ing that strategy. In this situation the substitute visual
framework is a luminous square frame presented to the subject
in a completely darkened room. The frame can be rotated about
its center clockwise br counterclockwise. Pivoted at the same
center is a luminous rod which can also be tilted clockwise or
counterclockwise, independently of the frame. Frame and rod,
presented in tilted positions, are all the subject can see in the
darkroom talkhough more is shown in Figure f because of

BEST COPY AMUSE
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Figure I. Rod - and -frame test

light needed to take the photograph). The subject's task is to
adjust the rod to a position where he perceives it as upright,
while the frame around it remains in .its initial position of tilt.

Important for the issue of styles wi the early finding of
marked individual differences aiming people in how they perform
this task. For some, in order for the rod to be apprehended as
properly upright, it must be fully aligned with the surrounding
frame, whatever the position of. the frame. If the frame is tilted
30° to the right, for example, they will tilt the rod 30° to the right,
and say the-rod is perfectly straight. in that position. At. the
opposite extreme of the continuous perforniance range are
people who adjust the rod more or less close to the upright in

making it straight, regardless ofthe position of the surrounding.
frame. They evidently apprehend the rod. as an entity discrete
from the prevailing visual frame of reference and determine the
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uprightness of the rod according to the licit position of the bodyrather than according to the visual frame immediately surrouud-ing it.

Vol. 47, No. 1

Anothe s ation we
visual and bodi eveloped to determine the roles of therds in perception of the upright is shownin Figure .2. Here, the object of perception is the body, ratherthan an external object, such as a rod, and the issue is how peopledetermine -t'6 position, of the body itself in space. The subject isseated in the chair, which can be tilted clockwise or coun-terclockwise; the chair is prOjected into the small room which canalso be tilted clockwise or counterclockwise, independently of theroom.-After the subject is seated, the chair and room are broughtto prepared tilted settings, and the subject is then asked toadjust the chair to a position where he experiences it as upright/.From this account it is not difficult to see that the 'body-.
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Figure 2. Body-adjustment test
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adjustment situation and the rod-and-frame sifiiation are in fact
structurally similar. In each, there is an itemrod or body
surrounded by a visual fieldframe or roomand the queStion is
to what extent perception of the item is determined by the
surrounding framework.

Individual differences in performance in the body-adjustimint
situation are very similar to those described for the rod-and-
frame situation. There are some People-WhO perceive their Own
bodies as upright when they are fully aligned with the surround-
ing tilted room. It may be astounding that someone can be tilted
as much as 35 degrees, and, if in that position he is aligned with
the room, tilted at the same angle, he *ill report that he is
perfectly straight, that "this is the way I sit when I eat my
dinner," "this is the way I sit in class." At the other extreme of
the performance range we find people who, regardless of the
position of the surrounding room, bring the body more or less to
the upright. They seem able to apprehend the body as an entity
discrete from the surrounding field, which, in people at the other
extreme, exerts a profound effect on their perception of body
position. Here again most people fall between the two extremes
just described..

We may interpolate here Vat everyqne is very accurate when
the same task of straightening the body is conducted with eyes
closed. The 'individual differences we have been considering are
thus clearly theconsequence of the conflict created between the
standard of uprightness derived free the surrounding field and
the'standavl derived from within the body.

The early work'on field- dependence- independence made use of
a third situation, shown in Figure 3. Although it does not involve
perception of the upright or the body, it is actually quite similar
to the rod-and-frame and body-adjustment situations in its es-
sential perceptual structure. In this embedded-figures situation,

Figure 3. Sample of simple and complex figures similar to those used in the
Embedded-Figures Test.

o
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the subject is shown the simple figure on the left; it isthen removed and he is shown the complex figure on the right,with the directive to locate the simple figure within it. What hasbeen done in composing the complex figure is to "use up" thelines of the simple figure in various .subwholes of the complex'figure, sothat perceptually, the simple figure no longer appearsto be there. Describing the situation in these terms makesevident its similarity tok the two space-orientation situations.Here, too, the subject is resented with an itemnow a simple'geometric design rather ti -tan a rod or the bodywhich:is con-tained within a complex o ganized fieldnow a complex designrather than a frame or root r and, once more, what is at is ue isthe extent to which the surrounding visual framework domingperception of the item withitt it. Again, individual differences inperformance are very marked, and they are similar in nature tothose described for the first tko tasks. For people at one extremethe sought-after simple figure quickly emerges from the complexdesign, whereas people at the, other extreme are \,not_ able toidentify the simple figure in thq time allowed for search.In all three situations conside ed we come out with a quantita-tive indicator of the extent to w ich the surrounding organizedfield has influenced the person's erception of an item within it.In the first two situations the sub ct's sore is the amount of tiltof rod or body, in degrees, when t ese items are reported to bestraight. In the embedded-figures ituation the score is the timetaken to locate the simple figure in the complex design.Now of importance for the issu of cognitive styles is theevidence of self-consistency in perfi. mance across tasks: If thesame person is tested in the situatio s we.have been examining,it is found that the person who tilts t e rod far toward the tiltedframe in making it straight is likely t i be the person who tilts hisbody far toward the tilted room to pe ceive the body as upright,and he is also likely to be the person w o takes a long ti to findthe simple figure in the complex d sign. This kind of self-consistency .has been found to exten across tasks involvingsense modalities other than those featu ed in the three tasks wehave examinedincluding, for example' an auditory embedded-figures task, where a simple tune must be located in a complexmelody, and a tactile embedded-figures task, where, with eyesclosed, a felt-out simple figure, composed i if raised contours, mustbe identified in a complex figure, simila ly composed of raisedcontours (Axelrod & Cohen, 1961; White, 1154; Witkin, Birnbaum,Lomonaco, Lehr, & Herman, 1968).
.

. As must be evident from the descriptio s given, the commondenominator underlying individual differe ces in performance inthese various tasks is the extent to which the person perceives
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part of a field as discrete from the surrounding fiel as a whole,
rather than 'embedded in the field;'or the extent to which the
organization of the prevailing field determines perception of its
components; or, to put it in everyday terminology, the extent to
which the person perceives analytically:2 Because at one extreme
of the performance range perception is strongly dominated by
the prevailing field, that inode,of perception was designated
"field dependent." At the other extreme, where the person
experiences items as more or less separate from the surrounding
field, the designation "field independent" was used Because
scores from any test of field-dependence:independence torm
continuous distribution, thes'e labels reflect a tendency, in vary-
ing degrees of strength, toward one mode of perception or the
other. There i6 no implication that there exi____two distinct types

11%. of human beings.
People are likely to bequite stable in their preferred mode of.

perceiving, even over many years ((for example, Bauman, 1951;
Faterson. & Witkin, 1970; Witkin, Goodenough, & Karp, 1967).
Furthefmore, hi Western societies there are small but persistent
sex differences in field-dependence-independence, beginning in
adolescence. Women, on the average, tend to be more field
dependeiit than men. It should be stressed, however, that the
difference in means between the sexes is quite small compared to
the range of scores within each sex; in other words, the latribu-
tions for'the two sexes show considerablevoverlaP. Evidence from
recent cross-cultural studies that sex differences in field-
dependence-independence may be uncommon-lin mobile, hunting
societies and prevalent in sedentary, agriclittural societiest---
societies which are 'Characteristically different in sex-role train-
ing and in the value attached to women's roles in the economy
points up the important role of socialization in the development
of sex differences in field-dependence-independence (Witkin &
Berry, 1975; Stewart; Note 3).

In place of the rather complex gadgets required for some of the
early laboratory tests of field-dependence-independence there
are now available simpler devices and even group tests; and
there are tests which, among them, are applicable to the entire
age span, from the preschool period onward. For example, there
has been developed a small table-top model of the rod-and-frame.
apparatus, which. can easily be transported to where there are

o

Several studies have shown that the presence of an organized field, which
must be "broken up" in order to identify the sought-after item, is an essential
feature of tasks which tap this dimension. Thus, tasks of this kind have been found
to load a different factor than tasks in which the field from which the item must be
extracted has no inherent organizatietn and

amso
serves Merely as a distraction to th

subject in his search for the item (for ple. Karp, 1963; Sack & Rice, 1974).
the
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subjects to be tested-and-will-CFI makes a darkroom unnecessary(Oltman, 1968). There ate also now available preschool (for ages375) and children's (for ages 6-9) forms of the embedded-figurestest, as well as a group form of the embedded-figures test for- adults (see Coates, 1972; Witkin, Oltman, Raskin, & Karp, 1971).These tests have been shown to have good reliability.Thus far we have been examining the ways in which peopledeal with an immediately present stimulus configuration, inother words, how they perceive. Extensive evidence, accumu-lated over the years, shows that the styles we first identified inperception manifest themselves as well when the person isdealing with symbolic representations, as in thinking and prob-lem solving. The individual, who, in perception, cannot keep anitem separate from the surrounding fieldin other words, who isrelatively field dependentis likely to have difficulty with thatclass of problems, and, we must emphasize, only with that class ofproblems, where the solution depends on taking some criticalelement out of the context in which it is presented and restruc-turing the problem material so that the item is now used in adifferent context.
An example of such a situation is provided by an unpublishedstudy of Frances Harris (Note 4), who used two of the problem-solving tasks employed by Duncker (1945) in his classical studiesof functional fixity. To illustrate, in one of these the subject isrequired to construct a stand (or shelf) consisting- of a boardres

ab
ro

o supports. The experimenter, in fact, makes avail,e items required for such a structure; in the experimentalrthere are, among other objects, a board, one support, and apairof pliers. The support is nailed to the board by the experi-meNer in such a way that if the subject is to use the support aspart.of the stand he must first remove the nail. To carry out thistask the subject has to use the pliers in its conventional fuonction.However, to construct- the shelf the pliers also has to be used asthe second support for the shelf. Obviously, for the pliers to beused as a support, it must be "taken out of " its conventionalfunctional context and conceived of in its less commonplacecontext of serving as a support. Here, as in the perceptual taskswe considered earlier, what is at issue is the degree of adherenCeto a predominant context. HarriS found that, to a striking degree,people who were field independent in laboratory tests of percep
problem.
tion more easily overcame-' -the predominant context in the pliers

It is clear from this and other evidence that the individual-difference dimension first picked up in perception shows itselfequally in the problem-solving domain.
A next research step further enlarged the scope of the dimen-
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sion. As we have seen, a relatively field-independent person is

likely to overcome the organization of the field, or to restructdro
it, when presented with a field having a dominant organization,
whereas the relatively field-dependent person tends to adhere to
the organization of the field as given. This characteristic differ-

ence in manner of approaching the field also showed itself under
circumstances where the field lacks inherent organizationfor
example, Rorschach inkblots. In the great preponderance of
studies performed on this issue relatiyely field-independent per-

sons have been found more likely to impose structure spontane-
ously on stimulus material which lacks it, whereas relatively
field-dependent persons were here again likely to leave the

material ,is" (for example, Moore. Gleser, & Warm, 1970
Nebelkopf & Dreyer, 1970; Witkin et al., 19621974).

It is noteworthy that this difference in propensity toward
imposing structure when it is lacking is not limited to
straightforwardly perceptual material, such as Rorschach ink-

blots or ambiguous stimuli. It has been found' in studies with
verbal materials as well (Bruce, 1965; Kleine, 1967; Stasz, 1974).

In the study by Stasz (1974), for example. structuring of curricu-
lar content by field-dependent and field-independent high school

teachers and their students was examined in a social-studies'
minicourse. Some content areas, such as mathematics and natu-
ral science, have a content structure in which many concepts are
functionally related to each other (Johnson, 1969; Shavelson,
1974). However, in the area of social studies such a content
structure is less clear, leaving the organization of concepts to'the-
individual. In the Stasz study psychological structuring was
inferred from subjects' ratings of similarity among 10 general
anthropological concepts, such. as "culture," "society," and
"civilization." Both before ancie after minicourse 'instruction
field-dependent teachers and students made fewer distinctions
among concepts. For field-dependent teachers and students,
concepts clustered into a large, loosely organized group which

included most of the concepts. For field-independent teachers
and students, concepts clustered into small, tight groups with

less overlap across groups,3
The evidence linking structuring tentencies to analytical ten-

dencies (of the kind involved in field-dependence-independence)
suggested that tke individual differences with which we were
dealing might best "be conceived as an articulated-global con-

tinuum. Analyses and structuring are complementary aspects of

3 In a later section, "How children learn." we will examine studies which

consider the consequences for learning of this difference between relatively
field-dependent and field-independent children in tendency to structure. or, as we .

shall designate it there, in the tendency to use organizational mediators.
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articulation. The person who experiences in an articulated fash-ion tends to perceive items as discrete from background, whenthe,,field is organized, and to impose structure on a field, and soperceive it as organized, when the field has relatively littleinherent structure. In contrast, it may be said that experience ismore global when it accords with the overall character of theprevailing field as given, and involves less intervention ofmediators, such as analysis and structuring. The articulated-global concept is applicable to the processing of information bothfrom an immediately present stimulus configuration, as in per-ception, or from symbolic material, as in intellectual functioning.From such evidence it became clear that we were dealing witha broad dimension of individual differences that extends acrossboth perceptual and intellectual activities. Because what is atissue is the characteristic approach the person brings with him toa wide range of situationswe called it his "style"and becausetfie approach encompasses both his perceptual and intellectualactivitieswe spoke of it as his "cognitive" style.The picture of self-consistency thus far desciThed was sub-sequently extended by- the demonstration that the individualmodes of functioning earlier identified as cutting across theperceptual and intellectual domains extend into other domains,traditionally subsumed under "personality."Particularly impressive is the evidence of differences incharacteristics falling in the domain of social behavior betweenpeople with a relatively articulated or relatively global cognitivestyle. Taken collectively, the social characteristics that distin-guish persons with contrasting styles suggest that relativelyfield-dependent persons, in contrast to more field-independentones, are likely to be attentive to and make use of prevailingsocial frames of reference, just as in the perceptual situations weconsidered earlier they were found to rely on the prevailingperceptual frame of reference (Witkin '& Goodenough, in press).On the side of attentiveness to social cues, impressive evidencefrom many studies, using a variety of approaches and proce-dures, indicates that field-dependent persons have what in effectamounts to a sensitive radar system, selectively attuned to socialcomponents of the environment. This tendency 'shows itself in Imany social modalities. Thus, it has been demonstrated that.relatively field-dependent persons, more than -field-independentones, literally look more at the faces of others, the primary sourceof information about what others are feeling and thinking (forexample, Konstadt & Forman, 1965; Nevill, 1972; Ruble &Nakamura, 1972). The. selective interest of relatively field-dependent persons in social aspects of the surround is not limitedto faces. There are studies which suggest (although the evidence
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is not entirely consistent) that they attend more to verbal
messages with social content, even when these messages occur in
the periphery of attention (for example, Eagle, Fitzgibbons, &
Goldberger, 1066; Eagle, Goldberger, & Breitnin, 1969; Fitzgib-
bons & Goldberger, 1971; Fitzgibbons, Goldberger, & Eagle, 1965).

Another way in which relatively field-dependent persons show
their "social orientation" is in taking greater account of external
social referents in defining their attitudes and feelings (for
example, Linton, 1952; McFall & Schenkein, '1970; Rudin &
Stegner, 1958; Solar, Davenport, & Bruehl,A1969), particularly
under conditions of ambiguity. It seems not implausible that
their use of such referents is facilitated by the information they
acquire through their greater attentiveness to social cues, as
just described. Linton's study with an autokinetic situation
provides a particularly good example of the responsiveness of
field-dependent persons to external social referents. In the au-
tokinetic situation a stationary pinpoint of light, viewed in a
completely darkened room, is ordinarily seen as moving. The
college undergraduates who served as subjects were asked to .

write down, their judgments of the amount of light movement on
each of a series of ttials. The procedure was then' repeated, but
now subjects made their judgments on each trial after learning
the judgment of a planted confederate who, by prearrangement,
gave estimates substantially higher than the average of the
subjects' initial judgments. To endow Ilim potentially with some
degree of prestige, the confederate was introduced as a senior
psychology major. As predicted, field-dependent subjects showed
significantly larger increases in' their estimates under the influ-
ence of the confederate's judgments than field-independent sub-
jects. This accommodation appears quite reasonable when we
consider that because judgments in the autokinetic situation are
made in total darkness, there is no frame of reference for
estimating movement. Under these conditions of ambiguity, the
estimates given by the confederate, whom the subjects had no
reason to mistrust, provided additional information which field-
dependent subjects,who are less likely to structure situations on
their own, could use in making their judgments.

It is now also well documented that, in addition to being
sensitive to social cues, and interested in what others say and do,
relatively field-dependent persons are drawn to people, in the
sense of liking to be with them, This "with-people" stance is even
evident in such directly discernible ways as their use of interper-
sonal space; Several studies have' demonstrpted that field-
dependent persons literally prefer to be physically close to
others. In one of these studies, subjects were required to prepare
a brief presentation on a topic assigned to them and then to
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proceed to another room and make the presentation orally to the
experimenter seated there (Justice, 1970). In another study,
subjects were asked actually to assume the positions they con-sidered optimal, maximal Or minimal for comfortable communi-
cation with another person (Holley, 1972). In both studies, field-
dependent subjects, relative to field-independent ones, took up
positions significantly closer to the person with whom they were
interacting. Trego (1972), who also determined how close to an
"object person" his subjects moved, with variations in the initial
distance between subject and object person, obtained results
consistent with those of Holley and Justice. In still another study
the nonverbal behavior of obese patients was examined, when
seated two feet or five feet from the interviewer (Greene, 1973).
At the greater distance compared to -the shorter one, field-
dependent persons showed a significant increase in a cluster of
nonverbal behaviors (such as palms-up gesture, mouth touching,
foward leaning) which loaded a "dependency" factor, interpreted
as expressive of need for closeness to others. Field-independent
persons were unaffected by the distance manipulation. On theother hand, at both distances, field-independent persons, ascompared to field-dependent persons, showed sighificantly more
nonverbal behaviors (such as arm crossing, leg crossing, absence
of forward leaning), loading a "distancing" factor interpreted as
reflecting a need to gain psychological distance from others. Inthree other studies, no relation was found between field-
dependence-independence and social-distance preference
(Evans, 1970; Wineman, 1974; Guardo, Note 5). It is noteworthy,
however, that these studies used a questionnaire format or
representations of human figures (such as silhouettes or cut-
outs) to assess use of interpersonal space, rather than real'
people, as in the four studies cited above.

The ingredients of the social' orientation of field-dependent
persons that have been enumerated make it not surprising that
they should be better liked (for example, Dingman, Oltman,
Goodenough, Witkin, Freedman, & Friedman, 1971; perceived as
warm, tactful, considerate, socially outgoing, and affectionate by
others (Crutchfield, Woodworth, & Albrecht, 1958; Pemberton,
1952; Weissenberg & Gruenfeld, 1966); know and be known to
more people (Oltman et al., 1975). These social qualities, taken
together, seem likely to contribute to greater skill in getting
along with people.

In contrast to the "with-people" orientation of field-dependent
persons, field-independent persons tend to have a more imper-
sonal orientation. For example, Pemberton (1952) found that
field-independent subjects, in their responses to a personality
inventory she developed, Showed themselves to be "not sensitive
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to social undercurrents" and in reports by Crutchfield et al.

(1958) and Crutchfield and Starkwerather (Note 6) field-

independent subjects were described as "cold and distant with

others," "unaware of their social 'stimulus value" and "indi-

vidualistic." There is additional evidence that, joined with their

impersonal orientation, field-independent people are more likely

to be interested in the abstract and theoretical (for example,

Biggs, Fitzgerald, & Atkinson, 1971; Heath, 1964; Jay, 1950;

Pemberton, 1952; Stidham, 1967).
A further indicator of the contrasting social and impersonal

orientations of field-dependent and field-independent people

one which has obvious implications for career differentiationis
found in the tendency of field-dependents, on the one

hand, to favor vlucational-vocational areas
ent stud

in which involve-

ment with otters is a central feature and in which the subject

matter of the discipline features human content, and the ten-

dency of field-independent students, on the other hand, to favor

areas that are mare solitary in their work requirements and

more abstract in their substantive content. We return to this

issue in a later section where we consider educational-vocational
interests and choices as a function of cognitive style.

The preceding discussion has been concerned with the area of

e xperience where the person's own attributes and activities are

the primary source (that is, the self), rather than stimuli in the

field "out there\" as in the case of perceiving. What has been said

in that discussion suggests that field-independent persons are

more likely to be aware of needs, feelings, attributes, which they

experience as their Qwn and as distinci, from those of others.

f These distinctive needs, feelings, and attributes in effect provide

internal frames of reference to which the person may adhere 'in

dealing with external social referents. In the separateness of self

from nonself, such people may be said to havq a self which is

experienced as segregated; and, With the availability to them of

distinctive internalized frames of reference, they may be said to

have a self which is experienced as structured. These are essen-

tially the characteristics we earlier subsumed under "articu-

lated." In contrast, the characteristics of relatively field-

dependent persons of having less distinctive and less closely

adhered to internal frames of reference, and of showing greater

continuity between self and nonselfin other words, less segre-

- gation and less internal structureare indicative of a more

globally experienced self. We have srioken elsewhere of this

difference in ways of experiencing the self as a difference in

extent of "sense of separate identity" (Witkin et al:, 196'21974).

The slifferenee in sense of separate identity between relatively

field-dependent and field-independent people has consequences

O
. I
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for the nature of the social roles they are likely to assume in
particular circumstances. In general, for field-dependent people,
compared to field-independent ones, social roles tend not to be
defined as distinct from the roles of those with whom they
interact. Evidence of this is provided by several studies of
therapist roles. One study showed that field-independent
therapists were likely to adopt noninvolving or directive ap-proaches to treatment, whereas relatively field-dependent
therapists tended to favor approaches which were less directiveand likely to involve them in interaction with their patients
(Pollack & Kiev, 1963). Another, study (Witkin, Lewis, & Weil,
1968) revealed a tendency for field-dependent therapists to share
"speaking time" more equally with their patients than did field-
independent therapists. We will see later, in the section, "Howteachers teach," that there are similar differences in teachers'
classroom behavior, as a function of differences in cognitive
style.

We can do no more than mention here that the articulated-
global dimension has been shown to extend beyond the domains
through which we have thus far traced it, into the doniains of
body concept and defenses. In the body-concept domain it has
been demonstrated that relatively field-independent persons arelikely to have an articulated conception of the body, that is, to
experience the body as having definite limits or boundaries and
the parts within as discrete yet interrelated and formed into astructured whole; relatively field-dependent persons tend to
have a more global conception of the body (Adevai, Silverman) &
IticGough, 1968; Faterson & Witkin, 1970; Goldberger & Bendich,
1972; Witkin et al., 1962/1974). Iii the defenses domain, morefield-independent persons are likely to use specialized defenses,
such as intellectualization; relatively field-dependent persons
tend to favor nonspecific defenses, such as repression (Schimek,
1968; Witkin et al., 1962,1974).

We thus come out of this account of the unfolding of the work
with the conclusion that there is a broad dimension of self-
consistency in forms of cognitive functioningthe articulated-global dimensionwhich runs through the perceptual and intel-
lectual domains, as well as domains commonly conceived of as
"personality"soCial behavior, body goncept, and defenses.4.

Using this detailed characterization of the articulated and
global cognitive styles, we may now enumerate the essential
characteristics of cognitive styles in general.

Elsewhere we have proposed that "differentiation" provides a developmental
framework for viewing the 8W-consistencies that have been described here
(Witkin et al., 1962/1974).
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First, cognitive styles are concerned with the form rather than
the content of cognitive activity. They refer to individual differ-

ences in how we perceive, think, solve problems, learn, relate to
others, etc. The definition of cognitive styles is thus cast in
process terms. This.feature is a natural consequence of the origin

of cognitive-style dimensions in laboratory studies, where proc-
ess is the central issue. The experimental literature on the

processes underlying field-dependent and field-independent be-
havior is now quite extensive (Witkin et al., 1962/1974; Witkin et

al., Note 1; Witkin .et al., Note 2). As we make progress toward

more precise specification of these processes, .suggestions are .`

emerging, as we shall see, far ways of teaching students to use
problem-solving strategies most appropriate to their styles, and

even to shift to strategies more suitable for the task at hand than

their preferred strategies.
Second, cognitive styles are pervasive dimensions. They cut

across the boundaries traditionallyand, we believe,
inappropriatelyused in compartmentalizing the human 'psyche

and so help restore the psyche to its proper status as a holistic
entity. This characteristic has important implications for the

educational setting. Reflecting their pervasiveness, cognitive

styles carry a message about what we traditionally call "person-
ality." So, it is a feature of personality, and not alone of cognition

in the narrow sense, that an individual likes to be among people,

is particularly attentive to what others say and do, and takes
account ofinformation from others in defining his own beliefs
and sentiments. It is something of a paradoxbut on the surface
onlythat tests of cognitive style have potential value in asses-
sing what have come to be called "noncognitive" attributes. The
pervasiveness of cognitive styles, also means that they can be
assessed by nonverbal (perceptual) methods. This is a feature
which also stems from the origin of cognitive-style work in the

laboratory. To the extent that perception can be assessed by

objective, controlled techniques, perceptual performance may be

used as a measurable "tracer" for identifying an individual's
cognitive style. The use of nonverbal perceptual techniques to

assess an individual's cognitive makeup helps avoid the penalty

which students out of the mainstream culture commonly suffer

on our usual heavily verbal assessment procedures (Witkin,

Faterson, Goodenough, & Birnbauin, 1966).
A third characteristic of cognitive styles is that they are stable

over time. This does not imply that they are unchangeable;
indeed, some may easily be altered. In the nortal course of

events, 'however, we can predict with some accuracy that a
person who has a particular style. one day will have the same

style the next day, month, and perhaps even years later. This
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stability makes stylistic-dimensions particularly useful in long-
range guidance and counseling.

Fourth, with regard to value judgments, cognitive styles are
bipolar. This characteristic is of particular importance in distin-
guishing cognitive styles from intelligence and other ability
dimensions. To have more of an ability is better than to have less
of it. With cognitive styles, on the other hand, each pole has
adaptive value under specified circumstances, and so may be
judged positively in relation to those circumstanees. This isclearly evidva in the case of.the articulated-global dimension,
where the ciAster of competence in cognitive articulation plus animpersonal orientation, at one pole, and the cluster of a social
orientation and social skills plus less competence in articulation,
at the other pole, may each be seen as especially suited to meet
the requirements of particular tasks. When we come to discuss
career differentiation, we will provide a number of illustrations
of this, but one example may be cited here. In a recent study
(Quinlan & Blatt, 1972), psychiatric student nurses who were
judged to be good by their mentors were compared on tests offield-dependence-independence to surgical nurses who were
judged to be good. Whereas the .psychiatric group proved to be
relatively field dependent, the surgical group was relatively field
indeuendent. This outcome is not surprising when we consider
the tasks to be performed in psychiatry and surgery. Effective
work in psychiatric nursing leans heavily on an interest in people
and on social sensitivity, but not particularly on analytical skills.
This job description fits the amakeup of the relatively field-
dependent individual. In contrast, surgical nursing does not call
particularly on social interests and sensitivities; too often the
surgical nurse's' encounter with tt patient is limited to a small
segment of the patient's exposed abdomen! Success as a surgical
nurse is likely to depend more on skill in quickly disembedding
the correct forceps from a complex array of instruments on a
surgical tray. This job description is in line with the makeup of
the relatively field-independent individuals

5 Although the articulated-global dimension. is bipolar, all the tests now
commonly used in its assessment require an articulated approach for successful
performance. An urgent task how to be.met is the developmebt of standardized
tests that require a global apProach for successful performance. There is another
feature worth noting about the present psychometric state of affairs in assessment
of the articulated-global dimension. Because tests of cognitive articulation, such
as the standard tests of field independence, are abilities tests, and because abilities
may share an underlying. general competence component (G), some relation may be
expected between.- field-independence measures and other ability measures.
Positive correlations have, in fact, been reported, but not consistently, and when
t hey flo occur. they tend ti) he quite small. Taking as illustrative so important a
hunmn e"mprtunry as vrbal nhihty. %ie find that tests this ability. sorb as this
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As pointed- out elsewhere (Within,- 1974), the more neutral
character of cognitive styles, deriving from their value bipolari-
ty, makes it less threatening and therefore easier to communi-

_, cate information about an individual's cognitive style directly to
him, than it is to convey some kinds of information about his
abilities, as, for example, telling him he has a low 1Q. In a period
when we are peeking ways of using evaluation procedures to

serve the student himself, rather than the institution, this
feature of cognitive styles is indeed an important adVantage.

Taking as background what we have said about the articulated
and global cognitive styles, and about the nature of cognitive
styles in general,' we turn now to the implications of work on
these styles for edUcational issues.

Educational Implications of Cognitive Styles

How Students Learn

Studies of the role of cognitive style in student learning ;hate
used both the cognitive and social characteristics constituent in

the articulated-global dimension to conceptuiilize relations be-

tween learning behaviour and cognitive style. Of the four learning
areas we consider, the first two have used the social chavicteris-
tics as a bridge between the domains. These two alLas are
learning of social material and the effects of social reinforce-

ment. The third and fourth learning areas used mainly the
cognitive characteristics as a btidge. These are the areas of

mediating mechanisms in learning and cue salience.

Lea4-ring of Social Material
We have seen-that relatively field - dependents people are pal:-

ticularly interested in and selectively attentive to social aspects
of the surround. It need not be surprising to find that, because of
this orientation, such persons are better at learning material.

Vocabulary, Information, and Comprehension subtexts of the Wechsler scales, load

a separate factor from tests of field independence (Goodenough & Karp, 1961; Karp.

1963). Furthermore, scores from the Verbal Scholastic Aptitude Test, one of thi

major standard tests of verbal functioning now in use in the educational setting.
have been found to show an average. correlatidn of less than .17 With fielo

independence measures in the data from 21 studies. In addition, the results of 2

studies with adults which examined the relation 'between scores from- tests
field- dependence- independence And scores froin vocabulary tests yielded a mean.

correlation of only .18 between these two kinds of measures.
" Because the early designations. "field dependent" and "field -independent:

have come into popular usage. we shall employ them in the remainder of thiR

paper. taking them to stand "global" and "articulated.-
0.0
(s.)
0
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with social content. Now relatively field-dependent and field-
independent persons seem not to be appreciably different in
sheer learning ability or memory. However, reflecting differ-
ences between them in what is e evant, attended;o, and salient,
field-dependent persons tend o be better at learning and re-
membering social material t persons who are relatively field
independent.

Illustrative of several studies which examined the role of
cognitive style in learning social material is one by Ruble and
Nakamura (1972). The children who were subjects in the study
were given three concept-attainment problems; on each trial of
each problem their task was to identify the correct figure among
three shown to them. In the first problem, "large, size" was
correct, but the experimenter provided an additional redundant
cue, social in nature, by looking at the figure which was correct. In
the second problem, the social cue alone was relevant; and in the
third problem, size, alone was the correct cue. The field-
dependent children showed. better learning than field-
independent children on the second problem, which featured the
social cue alone. On the other hand, the field-independent chil-
dren showed better learning on the third problem, which did not
involve social cues at all. This pattern of findings makes it
evident that field-dependent children were better at picking up
social cues provided by th0 adult experimenter, and using these
cues in learning. A

Another example of field-dependent persons' superior memory
for social information comes from a study by 'Crutchfield et al.
(1958). These invesitigators found that relatively field-dependent
Rimy officers did significantly better. than "field-independent
officers in recognizing photographs of other officers who had
spent-several dayS with them at an assessment center. The clear
finding from a number of studies (for example, Adcock & Webber-
ley, 1971; Baker, 1967) that field-dependent persons are not
superior in recognizing faces when the task is\one of intentional
learning of faces suggests that their superiority in the Crutch-
field et al. study wasit function of selective attention to the faces
of their peers rather than of better ability to learn and remember
such material.

Relevant here too are studies which have shown that field-
ore, dependent persons are better at learning social material, when

the material is peripheral to the task on which they are concen-
trating. For example, Fitzgibbons et al. (1965) used an
incidental-learning paradigm in Which the subject was given a
learning task to perform while in another part of the room,
separated by a curtain so that sounds could get through, a
"planted" subject, in another "experiment," called out words.132
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Among these words were some that had social connotations and

others that were neutral. At the end of the experiment the "real"

subject !vas unexpectly asked to recall any words he had heard

from the other side of the curtain. The relatively field-dependent

subjects recalled more social words than the .field-independent

subjects, but for the neutral words there was no difference.7

The findings that have been reviewed suggest -that field-

dependent persons are better at remembering social material

and that this superiority is based on their selective attention to

social material.
The implications of these findings for the classroom are appar-

ent. Because of their social orientation relatively field-dependent

children are apt to be particularly adept at learning and remem-

bering materials that have social content. To the extent that the

inferiority of field-independent 'children with such material is a

function of lack of attention, rather than lack of ability, their

performance can easily be made equivalent to that of field-

dependent children by bringing social material to focal attention,

as was done in studies which made the learning of such material

an intentional task.

The Effects ofReinforcement

A second way in which students' cognitive styles may influence

their learning is found in the effects of different kinds of rein-
, foreement. The relations that have been observed between cogni-

tive style and reinforcement may be understood on the basis of

differences in sense of separate identity between relatively

field-dependent and field-independent persons. As described ear-

lier, individuals with an articulated cognitive style are likely to

have internalized frames of reference to which they adhere as

guides to self-definition and which they maintain as distinctly

separate from external social referents. Those with a global style

tend to rely more on external referents for self-definition. Qn this

basis we may expect that field-dependent students would be

more likely to require externally defined goals and reinforce-

ments than field-independent students who tend to have self-

defined goals and reinforcements.

7 Other studies have demonstrated a similar superiority of field-dependen

persons in incidental learning of social cues (for example, Eagle et al., 196',,;

Messick & Damarin, 1964), although there have been studies in which thi,.

superiority was not evident (for example, BeijkDocter & Elshout, 1969; Fitz.

1971). In contrast to this picture for incidental learning of social material, th.

results of numerous studies of incidental learning of nonsocial material show a

small but general syperiority of field-independent subjects in sych learning task

(for example, Beck, 1971; !man, 1973; Klein, 1968; Valinsky, 1971; Witkin et al.,

1962/1974).
e
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A great deal of evidence is now available, from experimentalsituations, on the relation between field-dependenee-
independence and the effects of various kinds of reinforcement.The evidence suggests, as expected, that field-independent per-sons tend to learn more than field-dependent persons underconditions of intrinsic motivation (for example, Fitz, 1971; Pac-lisanu, 1970;,Steinfeld, 197.3). However, this difference disappears
when external rewards for learning are introduced, regordless ofwhether the rewards are material in nature or in the form of
praise (for example, Ferrell, 1971; Paclisanu, 1970; Steinfeld,
1973).

The study by Steinfeld may be used to illustrate these findings.
Eight- and 11-year-old children played an experimental game
called "marble in the hole." There were two holes into which the
child could drop marbles. After a baseline period in which the
child's preference for one hole or the other was observed, the
nonpreferred hole was reinforced, and the effect of the rein-
forcement of the percentage of marbles dropped into this holewas determined. The effects of three types of reinforcements
were then compared. In one type of reinforcement (abstract) a
flashing light came on when the child dropped marbles into the
initially nonpreferred hole. In this condition light served as a cue
for self-reward, and, as expected, field-independent children
learned more than field-dependent children. A second type of
reinforcement (material) made use of token rewards which were
redeemable for small toys. With such material rewards field-,
dependent children did as well as field-independent children. A
similar result was obtained with a third type of reinforcement
(social) which took the form of praise from the experimenter.
Thus, with intrinsic motivation, field-independent children didbetter, but this difference was eliminated when extrinsic
rewardsmaterial or socialwere used.

Most of the research on the effects of punishment have made
use of social reinforcement given in the form of verbal criticism.
These studies provide evidence that field-dependent people are
more affected by criticism than field - independent' people.
Whether the criticism has a positive or adverse effect on learning
depends upon the manner in which the criticism is administered.
Either way, this type of external reinforcement seems to have a
particularly potent effect on field-dependent persons (for exam-
ple, Duvall, 1970; Ferrell, 1971; Fitz, 1971; Konstadt & Forman,
1965; Randolph, 1971).

Whether used consciously or unconsciously, reinforcement is
one of the handiest tools in the teachers' armamentarium of
devices for perpetuating some student behaviors and eliminating
others. Common sense and everyday experience in the class-
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rooms make it not at all surprising that reinforcement does not
work equally well for all students or that particular kinds of
reinforcement have differential effects on different kinds of
students. While applied research in the classroom has only just
begun (Raab, 1974), the evidence we have reviewed suggests that
field-dependence-independence may provide a useful basis for
predicting which students are likely to be affected bytwhat kinds
of reinforcement.

The Use of Mediators in Learning
In the cognitive realm, as we havp seen, persons with an

articulated cognitive style are likely to analyze a field when. the
field is organized, and to impose structure on a field when the
field lacks organization of its own. Persons with a global style are
more likely to go along with the field "as is," without using such
mediational processes as analyzing and structuring. In many .
situations field-independent people tend to behavt as if governed
by general principles which they-have actively abstracted from
their experiences. Depending on the situation they find them-
selves in, these abstractions may be correct or incorrect, useful
or useless, hr the performance of people to whom they are
available may be understood in terms'of the-operation of such
mediating conocepts. In contrast, for field-dependent people
information- processing systems seem to make less use otattIth
mediators. 4

The principle that field-independent people more often make
use of mediators is illustrated by studies of organiza,tioval fac-
tors in learning. Frequently in learning, the materiak to be
learned lacks clear inherent structure, creating the requirepent
that the learner himself provide organization as an aid to I ru-
ing. Field-dependent persons are likely to have greater diffic ty
in learning such material compared to field-independent perso s
who are more likely themselves to provide the mediating stru
tural rules that are needed to facilitate learning. On the othe
hand, when the material to be learned is presented in an already''.
organized form, so that structuring is not particularl.I called for,
field-dependent and field-independent people are n t likely to
differ in their learning. Several studies may be cited to illustrate
these points.

In one study (Fleming, 1968), a list of words was shown to
field-dependent and field-independent subjects and free recall of
the words subsequently measured. A novel feature, of the study
was that the words belonged to a hierarchical structure and were
presented to the subjects in either a superordinate to subordi-
nate sequence (e.g., animal, vertebrate, man) or vice versa -(e.g.,versa
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man, vertebrate, animal). When the superordinate items camefirst, the word*.set was given an inherent organization from thebeginning. This klvfince organizational aid to learning wasmissing, however, in the subordinate to superordinate sequence.It might be expected, therefore, that the subordinate to superor-dinate sequence would be particularly difficult for field-dependent people. This proved to be true. Fleming's field-dependent subjects recalled fewer, words than his field-independent subjects when this sequence was used. In contrast,no significant relationship was found between field-dependence-
independence and word recall with the structured, superordinateto subordinate sequence.

In a second study, Koran, Snow, and McDonald (1971)examined the acquisition of a teaching skill from written andvideo-modeling procedures. These two treatments were found to _be differentially effective for relatively) field - dependent andfield-independent intern teachers. Field-dependent teacherswere found to benefit more from the video modeling than field-independent teachers whO did as well with the written as withthe video modeling. The authors suggest that for the morefield-dependent teachers
The video-modeling treatment ... through explicit, concretepresentation of the stimulus elements . may provide abehavioral representation for the learner that he could notgenerate for himself if given the written:modeling treat-ment. (p. 226)

Two studies which used programmed instruction sequencesvarying in the amount of structure provided by the programmedtext are also relevant herenn the first study (Schwen, 1970), thenumber of generalizations and examples given before an activeresponse was required by the learner_ was varied. In one (large-step) version of the text, all of the generalizations of an "imagi-nary" science were presented first"with examples and discussion,and then the learAer was asked, to answer' questions and to solvesome problems, with corrective review if he responded incor-rectly. In the second (small-step) version, each generalizationwas presented individually with examples and 'discussion, and'.the learner answered questions with corrective review after eachsection before proceeding to the next one. In this way, the secondversion proke the learning sequeice doWn so that eaeh,,learningblock covered one generalization at a time, while the first versionleft the learner to monitor his own learning of. the materialbefore the final test. In the small-step program condition, therewas no relation between field-depetfdence-independence and re-tention three weeks later; However, in the large-step program

ti,..Vwc.,--1007,:r4v,W,
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conditions, greater field independence was associated with
greater retention.

In the second programmed instruction study (Renzi, 1974), the
amount of feedback given the learner was varied. Each subject
was required to learn to draw an "exact" ellipse. In one version of
the text, Subjects were not given feedback about their perform-
ance when they attempted to draw the ellipses required by the
text. In the second version, a correctly drawn ellipseiNas pro-
vided as an overlay in the text. Results indicated at the
performance of relatively field-independent university students
was not influenced by whether or not they received feedback in
the text. On the other hand, field-dependent students performed
significantly better on the posttest when feedback was provided
in the text.

Consistent with these findings on field-dependent people's
greater need for external structuring were the teachers' reports
on students of different cognitive styles made after a minicourse
organized by us for a study (unpublished) of the role of teachers'
and students' cognitive styles in the teaching-learning process,
to be described later. In an analysis of teachers' responses to a
questionnaire he constructed for this study, our colleague, %Vat-
ter Emmerich, found that teachers described field-dependent
students as profiting more frain "proViding students with a
plan"; field-independent students were described as profiting
less from such a teaching approach.

Evidence from another quite different naturalistic
situationpsychotherapy---sugzests that the greater need of
field-dependent persons for aternally provided structure is a
general characteristic of their behavior: Greene (1972) found that
therapists significantly'more often chose supportive therapy for
their fi*Id-dependent patients and modifying therapy for their
field-independent patierita. ksimilar result has been reported by
Karp, Kissin, and Hustmyer (1970). In supportiVe therapy the
therapist assumes greater responsibility for providing structure
for the therapeutic process, whereas in modifying therapy the
patient himself plays a part in determining' the content and
progress of the process.

There is still another line of evidence which shows that field -

independent, persons are more likely to use mediators, of their
own design, in dealing with a learning task, whereas field-
dePendent .persons are more likely\to rely on charaCteristics of
tilt learning task itself. This evidence -comes from Studies of
concept attainment. Two main kinds of theoretical Models/have
been traditionally used to describe the process of concept at-
tainment. One model assigns an active role to the reamer; the
learner forms an hypothesis as to what the concept may be, and
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he then. tests the hypothesis by applying it to exemplars of the
.poncept cldss. If the hypothesis is found wanting, a new hypothe-
sis is formulated, followin some strategy of search for the
correct concept, In this view, the hypothesis formulated by the
learlic.kroand the rules which govern the sejuence of hypotheses
he adopt`';, are both regarded as learning mediators. The
hypothesis-testing model of concept attainment has been- inten-
sively studied by Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (1956), among
many others. In the second model of concept attainment the
learner is conceived to have a more passive or spectator role. As
each new texampfe of a concept is encqpntered, the constant
relevant features of the_concept crass gradually enierge and the
more variable, irrelevant features of the examples wash out
(Woodworth, 1938). This' view of concept attainment postulates
the use of neither mediating hypotheses nor lo.ypotheses-testing
strategies.

If the use of mediators is indeed more characteristic of field-
independent than field-dependent people, we would expect that
the former would attemRt to use an hypothesis-testing apultoach
and the latter -a gPectatqlr approach to concept attaintnerft. The
results of,a study by Nebelkopf and Dreyer (1973) provide support
for this expectation. These investigators studied- the shape oI
learning curves of field-dependent and field-independent sub-
jects in a concept-attainment task. Their field-independent sub-
jects showed no significant change in accuracy from trial to trial
for a period of time, but then a sudden improvement-in perform-
ance occurred as the criterion was achieved. Such discontinuity
suggests the use of an hypothesis-testing approach. While incor-
rect hypotheses are being considered and discarded, there is no
improvement in performance at the point where the correct
hypothesis occurs, improvement takes place. In ,contrast, the
learning curves for field-dependent subjects showed giadual
improvement in performance fromotrial to trial, an outcome to be
expected from the use of a spectator approach to the concept-
attainment task.

.1It is important to point out that effective learning may take
place by either an hypothesis-testing or a spectator approach.
Thus, in the data of Nebelkopf and Dreyer there was no signifi-
cant difference between field-dependent and field-independent
subjects in number of trials required to attain the correct con-
cept. Here, as in many other circumstances, field-dependence-
independence appears to be more related to the "how" than to
016 "how much" of cogpitive functioning.

It is also important to emphasize that the tendency of field-
dependent persons to favor a spectator over an hypothesis-
testing approach is found under conditions where both options

1'
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are available. In most concept-attainment studies, however, the
subject is implicitly directed to an hypothesis-testing approach.
This is done, for example, by giving the subject a set of hypothe-
ses from which the concept is to be drawn or by asking the
subject to attempt to identify the concept after each trial. When
encouraged by these methods to learn concepts through an
hypothesis-testing approach, field-dependent subjects are able to
do so:As we shall see in the next section, however, when they do
use an hypothesis-testing approach they seem to form hypothe-
ses'on a different basis than do field-independent persons.

The evidence we have reviewed suggests that their lesser use
of structuring as a mediator may handicap field-dependent stu-
dents in unstructured learning situations. There are probably
many classroom situations where, because the material to be
learned is not clearly organized, the field-dependent student may
be at a disadvantage. Field-dependent students may need more
explicit instruction in problem-solving strategies or more exact
definition of performance outcomes than field-independent stu-
dents, who may even perform better when allowed to develop
their own strategies. Attention to cognitive-style differences in
learning under more structured and less structured conditions,
and detailed analysis of the problem-solving skills and strategies
assumed for different learning tasks, are'necessary.

Cue Salience
It is clear that, in the formation of hypotheses about the nature

of the concepts to be learned, noticeable cues are, in general,
more likely to be used than cues that are not very noticeable (for
example, Bruner et al., 1956). It is equally clear that concepts
defined in terms of more salient cues are generally easier to learn
than concepts defined in terms of less salient cues. Now field-
dependent persons, as we have seen, are particularly responsive
to the dominant arrangement of the field as given and are not
very likely to depart from that arrangement. Onjliis basis, we
may expect the effects of cue salience to be more pronounced for
field-dependent than field-independent concept learners. A vari-
ety of evidence is consistent with this expectation.

In the typical concept-attainment problem the subject is pre-
sented with a series of complex stimuli, some of which are
exemplars and others nonexemplars of the concept to be learned.
For each stimulus the subject guesses whether it is an exemplar
and is,then t6ld by the experimenter whether his guess is correct
or not. This procedure continues until the subject reaches some
criterion of success in his guesses. It has been shown in several
studies that in this kind of task field-dependent learners, in,
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constructing their guesses, tend eto ignore some (presumablynonsalient) attributes. In contrast, field-independent learnerstend to Sample more fully from the array of cues objectivelyavailable for concept definition (Dickstein, 1968; Kirschenbaum,1969; Shapson, 1973). In view of this difference in cue-samplingbehavior, it might be expected titi,at field-independent peoplewould learn concepts More rapidly when the salient cue isirrelevant to the definition of the concept. The evidence frommany studies is consistent with this expectation (Goodenough,
1976). The case in which the relevant cues are salient is particu-larly interesting, because of the possibility that field-dependentpeople may learn more rapidly than field-independent peopleunder such circumstances. The evidence on this point is scanty,but a few studies in which field-dependent subjects tended tolearn concepts more rapidly than field-independent subjects mayhave involved relevant cues which were salient (Ruble &Nakamura, 1972; Zawel, 1970).

If certain cues have a history of relevance in the experience ofthe learner, their salience may be enhanced. Correspondingly,
cues which are nonrelevant to the learner's experience maybecome less salient. One may ,therefore expect that field-
dependent people would have particular learning difficultiesunder conditions in which cues useful for one concept definition
become irrelevant in the context of a new learning problem. The

tr evidence suggests that field-dependent people do indeed have,difficulty breaking learning sets of this sort ,(Ohnmacht, 1966;Zawel, 1970).
The relationship between field-dependence-independence and

concept attainment is of particular concern to educators becauseof eir interest in having students learn concepts, rather thanfa alone. It is therefore natural to ask how field-dependent
students may be aided to overcome their domination by salientcues. There are some suggestions in the experimental literatureas to the aids to cue usability that may be effective in teaching
concepts to field-dependent learners (Shapson, 1973).'Reports ofattempts to develop such aids for application in classroom set-tings are beginning to appear in the literature but these attempts
have not yet been successful (Dickie, 1970; Grippin, 1973; Nelson,1973).

We have noted that cognitive styles tend to be stable over time.However, many behaviors that emanate from cogM ve stylesare far more malleable. 'Thus, as we have seen, alth, h field-dependent persons tend to favor a spectator approach" 'conceptattainment and field-independent persons an hypothesis-testing
approach, it seems easily possible to induce field-dependentpersons to use an hypothesis-testing approach by as simple a
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means as providing directions to use such an approach. We have
also seen that when using an hypothesis-testing approach field-
dependent persons may be more strongly guided by salient
features of the stimulus array than field-independent persons.
who sample the array more extensively. Here again there is some
suggestion, though hardly yet proof, that field-dependent per-

sons may be helped in overcoming their tendency to adhere to
what is salient.

The case seems well documented that relatively field-
dependent and field-independent persons tend to favor different
learning approaches: The approaches favored by the one kind of
person do not necessarily make for better achievement than thc.
approaches favored by the other kind: Whether one approach will
lead to a better learning outcome than others seems to depend
rather on the specific characteristics of the learning tasks and
the particular circumstances under which learning takes place.
It is not unreasonable to expect that as teachers become more
aware of the ways in which relatively field-dependent and field-
independent students learn Concepts, they may become more
effective in adapting instructional procedures to the needs of
these different kinds of students. Beyond encouraging teachers
to adapt their teaching to students as they find them, we may
hope even more that teachers may find ways of helping students
diversify their learning strategies. The apparent malleability of
learning strategies flowing from cognitive styles gives sonic
encouragement to this hope.

'How Teachers Teach

Research on the role of teachers' cognitive styles in their
approach to teaching has, for the most part, used the social
versus-imfersonal orientation and sense-of-separate identity as-
pects of the articulated - global dimension as points of departure
for investigating classroom behavior of teachers with contrast-
ing styles. The, characteristics relevant to the teaching situation
which stem from a more social or more impersonal orientation
include extent of interest in interaction with others and in more
soda] or more abstract curriculum content. The characteristic
most relevant to teaching which stems from sense of separate
identity is the extent to which the teacher iS likely to assume
responsibility for directing the teaching situation or to share this
responsibility with students. Studies of teachers' preferences and
of teachers' behavior in simulated teaching situations provide
evidence of the expected differences in these characteristics
between more field-dependent and field-independent teachers. 1

This evidence indicates, first of all, that whereas relatively
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field-dependent teachers favor teaching situations that allow
interaction with students, more field-independent teachers pre-
fer teaching situations that are impersonal in nature and
oriented toward the more cognitive aspects of teaching. As one
finding, class discussion has been judged by more field-
dependent teachers to represent better teaching and to be more
effective for learning. A discussion approach, it should be noted,
not only emphasizes social interaction, but it also gives the
students more of a role in structuring the classroom situation.
Wu (1968), for example, found that more field-dependent student
teachers in social studies ranked discussion as more important to
the practice of good teaching than either lecture or discovery
approaches, which were favored by more field-independent
teachers. Both lecture and discovery approaches reserve to the
teacher much of the organization of the learning situation, either
through facilitating and guiding student learning or through
providing information.

Results from a recent study by Moore (1973) of patterns of
verbal teaching behavior may perhaps also be seen as bearing on
the issue of teacher directiveness. Moore used a simulation game
devised to investigate differences in teachers' use of rules, rela-
tions and examples in explaining chemistry subject matter and
questioning students on the content. The results suggest that
the more field-independent teachers tended to use questions as
instructional tools more frequently than the field-dependent
teachers. Field-independent teachers tended to use questions in
introducing topics and following student answers, whereas the
more field-dependent teachers used questions priMarily to check
on student learning following instruction. Since verbal interven-
tiqii was restricted and student responses very.limited, discovery
or discussion techniques could not be employed by the teachers.
The kind of questioning approach used by the more field-
independent group may be seen as the main avenue for teachers
to attempt translation of a discovery approach within the context
of the game.

Additional data on teacher roles were obtained by Emmerich in
our study of the role of cognitive style in the teaching-learning
process mentioned earlier. After teaching students in the
minicourse, experienced social studies teachers who were field
dependent reported feeling that class discussion was an effective
technique for enhancing the learning of students. Particularly in-
dicative of the field-dependent teachers' effort to involve students
in organizing the content and' sequences of the teaching-
learning process is Emmerich's additional finding. that field-
dependent teachers (but not field-independent ones) felt encour-
agement of students to set up ,a group standard to be a useful
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teaching practice. Correspondingly, teachers' statements about
effective teaching techniques suggest that the field-dependent
teachers were more student-centered in their approaoh. In con -
trast, students reported that field-independent teachers more
frequently emphasized teachers' standards.

Another finding of Emmerich's, on teachers' preferences for
different kinds of reinforcement, also seems consistent with
expectations on teacher directiveness. .Field-independent
teachers, but not field-dependent ones, felt that informing the
student when a response was incorrect and, in addition, telling
him why it was incorrect, was effective in enhancing student
learning. Obviously, corrective 'feedback provides the student
with information for improving his own performance. In their
use of such feedback, field-independent teachers may be seen as
using a teaching approach in which they theinselves organize
and guide student learning. Field- independent teachers also
described themselves as considering negative evaluation (thAt is,
expression of displeasure when a student performed below capac-
ity) to be an effective teaching technique. That both corrective
feedback and negative evaluation, which involve making critical
comments about another person, should be emphasized by .field-
independent, but not by .field-dependent teachers, is consistent
With the evidence from several recent studies that field-
dependent persons are less likely to express (and perhaps even to
feel) hostility toward other persons than field-independent per-
sons (Bogo, Winget, & Gleser, 1970; Greenfield, 1969; Ihilevich &
Gleser, 1971; Witkin, Lewis, & Weil, 1968). This difference has
been interpreted in terms of the greater 'sense of separate
identity of field-independent people (Witkin, Lewis, & Weil, 1968);
the field-dependent person's greater reliance on others for self-
definition makes it a problem for him to antagonize others.

Probably also reflecting the greater interest of field-
independent people in the abstract and theoretical, as well as in
structuring, is Emmerich's finding that students of field-
independent teachers perceived these teachers as encouraging
students to apply principles; in contrast, field-dependent
teachers were more often seen as teaching facts.

The differences observed in preferred teaching techniques and
in teaching under simulated teaching .conditions suggest that
field-dependent and field-independent teachers may conduct
their classes differently and show different patterns of actual
teaching behavior in the classroom. So far, only two studies of
classroom teaching behavior, in relation to field-dependence --
independence of teachers, have been reported. Theseitudies are;
however, too limited in the teaching variables explored to be
informative about teaching differences. In the first study, En-
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gelhardt (1973) employed Hall's observation schedule (Instru-
ment for Analysis' of Science TeacIftrig) to observe elementary
school student teachers in a minicourse setting. No relation was
found between field-dependence-independence and intensity of
teaching, style of teaching (student-centered or teacher-
centered), or consistency of teaching style. Unfortunately, only
results relating to these summary teaching variables are re-
ported, leaving open the possibility that teachers of differing
cognitiVe style may have differed in more specific teaching
behavior. In the second study, Ohnmacht (1967a) also found no
relation between field-dependence-independence and direct or
indirect teaching, as defined by Flanders Interaction Analysis
summary scores. Again, the relation of cognitive style to particu-
lar types of teaching behavior (for example, praise, criticism, use
of student ideas, questioning, lecturing) is not reported. In
addition, the research by Ohnmacht (1967b, 1968) suggestingrthat
field-dependent, high-dogmatic men may be le-ss stimulating and
imaginative in their teaching than other teachers was not sup-
ported when classroom data from Flanders Interaction Analysis
scale were considered ( Ohnmacht, Note 7). In summary, then,
little is yet known about differences in actual classroom teaching
behavior of more field-dependent and more field-independent
teachers.

Clearly, work is needed to determine whether the differences in
teaching preferences and in teaching behavior between rela-
tively field-dependent and field-independent teachers, observed
under the special research conditions of the studies reviewed, are
representative of cognitive-style differences in actual classroom
teaching. Beyond that, there is the large research task of exam!
ining in more detail the relations that have been identified in
order to determine the processes underlying these relations. In
addition, implications of cognitive .styles for aspects of teaching
to which they have not yet been applied need to be pursued. One
example is the way in which tendencies toward a more articu-
lated or more global way of processing information enters into
teachers' construction both of their communications to students
and their resjonses to students' communications.

Several prihciples suggested by the e'.ridence reviewed here, t
and by other evidence, are worth keeping in view in considering
further lines of research.

First, whatever differences there may be between teachers of
contrasting cognitive styles, such teachers do not seem to differ
i9 sheer teachihg competence. Taking student achievement as
the product of the teacher's teaching efforts, students of field-
dependent and field-independent teachers in our study of cogni-
tive style invitile teaching-learningprocess were hot significantly
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different in their total .post minicourse test scores. Neither were
the students different in their overall scores on a test of expresql
interest in the subject matter of the course at the course's'end.
The differences between field-dependent and field-independent
teachers seem to lie rather in their approach to the teaching
situation, the consequences 'of which are not likely to be detected
in gross student achievement indices. For example, through a
discussion approach which their social orientation seems likely to
favor, field-dependent teachers can employ personal conversa-
tional techniques' to engage students in a learning situation and
to develop rapport with students. Class discussion is also likely to
give students more of a sense of participation in setting stan-
dards and goals and influencing coverage of class material.
Through the use of such approaches, field-dependent teachers
may show strength in establishing a warm and personal learning
environment. In contrast, because of their particular cognitive
and personal characteristics, field-independent teachers may
show strength in the organization and guidance of student
learning. These observations inevitably bring to mind the ques-
tion of the compatibility of these different teaching strengths
with the needs of different kinds of students. This is a question
we consider in the next section.

If future research demonstrates differences in teaching ap-
proaches in the classroom itself, related to differences in
teachers' cognitive styles, the question will then arise whether
teachers are able toadopt teaching approaches, other than those
fostered by their cognitive styles, in order better to meet the
needs of a particular student. This issue of teacher adaptation
has not yet been investigated, but some evidence from research
on therapy (Witkin, Lewis, & Weil, 1968) suggests that this line of
research may be a fruitful one. While frequency of therapist
interactions tended to relate to therapist cognitive, style in that
study, it was also found that therapists intervened signififantly
more often with their field-dependent than their field-
independent patients; We now understand this difference to be
due to therapists' adaptation to differences in their patients'
need for structuring, following from differences in patients'
cognitive styles, An analysis of therapists' utterances, not in-
cluded in the published report of the study, showed that each
therapist, whatever his own cognitive style, asked more specific
questions, answerable by "yes" or "no," of his field-dependent
than his field-independent patient, and more open-ended ques-
tions of his fieldlindependent than field-dependent patient. The
patient's options in answering the first kind of question are
minimal and clear-cut, so structuring of responses is not particu-
larly required. This makes such questions appropriate to the
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field-dependent patient's lesser use of structuring. In contrast,
open-ended questions, by leaving more options to the patient,
and so requiring the patient to take more responsibility for
structuring his responses, seem appropriate to the cognitive
makeup of field-independent patients. It is noteworthy that,
whatever cues they used, therapists proved able in the very first
session of therapy to identify the needs of their patients, stem-
ming from the patients'ipgnitive styles, and to adapt the form of
their questions accordittly.

Another example of the ability pf therapists to make adjust-
ments to the cognitive styles of their patients comes from the
finding that therapists more often favor supportive forms of
therapy for their field-dependent patients and modifying forms
of therapy for their more differentiated patients, as noted ear-
lier. Considering the modes of interaction involved in these two
therapeutic approaches, it seems that therapists, very early in
their encounters with their patients, choose to enter into quite
different sorts of interpersonal relations with these two kinds of
people.

We may wonder wh9ther teachers show similar adaptation to
their students'Aiteds. We may wonder as well whether there are
individu91 differences among teachers in, the ease with which
they are able to. determine that a shift from the teaching ap-
proach fostered by their cognitive styles is required and then to
make the shift. And we may ask as well whether, by sensitizing
teachers to the implications of their own cognitive styles and the
styles of their students for the teaching-learning process, we may
increase the adaptability of teachers, so thpy become more
diversified in the teaching approaches they INe. The evidence
considered earlier that people can rather easily be made to use
learning approaches other than those fostered by their cognitive
styles makes it plausible to believe that, with appropriate trtIru-
ing methods, teaching approaches may also be diversified.

How Teachers and Students Interact

In the studies reviewed to this point the role of students'
cognitive styles in their learning behavior and of teachers'
cognitive styles in their teaching behavior have been considered
apart from each other. For the classroom, where teachers and
students are engaged in a continuous, interactive dialogue,
which constitutes the integral teaching-learning process, studies
of the combinatory effects of the cognitive styles of both con-
tributors to thiS process are likely to be even more informative.
The full contribution of cognitive style to any sociatinteraction is
more than the sum of the effects of each participant's style.
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Interactions acquire unique properties which are emergents of
the particular combination of characteristics of the individuals
involved. This principle has been shown to operate in the case of
cognitive styles. To date studies of the combinatory effects of
cognitive styles have focused mainly on the progress and out-
come of an interaction when its participants are matched or
mismatched in cognitive style. The match-mismatch, issue has
been examined in three studies of teacher-student interaction.

DiStefano (1970) used as subjects teachers and students in a
regular classroom situation. He found that, in their responses to
several questionnaires, teachers and students matched to each
other in style viewed one another positively, whereas teachers
and students who were mismatched viewed each other nega-
tively. It is noteworthy that the positive and negative evalua-
tions included not only personal characteristics but cognitive
characteristics as well. In another study, James (1973) used a

;Y," specially created minicourse in which each teacher taught a class
of three field-dependent and three field-independent students.
Responses to questionnaires similar to those used by DiStefano
confirmed DiSteffano's finding of significantly greater interper-
sonal attraction in matched than in mismatched teacher-student
combination. In addition to obtaining questionnaire data; fames

. asked each teacher, at the end of the course (but prior to th opal
examination), to assign grades to his six students on the b sis of
their classroom performance. The most extremely field-
independent teacher gave all three of his field-independ nt stu-
dents higher grades than the three field-dependent s udents.
Conversely, the-most extremely field-dependent tea her as-
signed the three highest grades to his three field-d pendent
students.

Since the grades assigned by teachers in the James study were
based on classroom impresSi6ns, they undoubtedly reflect, in
some degree, the effects of interpersonal attraction. In the
DiStefano study, the questionnaires used for student evaluations
focused even more directly on the teachers' attitudes and feel-
ings toward the student. It thus seems reasonable to interpret
both the DiStefano and James findings .as demopstrating that
teacher-student 'match in cognitive style makes for greater in-
terpersonal attraction than mismatch. ft is also possible that
teachers' higher evaluation of students similar to them in cogni-
tive style may have reflected better' student performance. but
since only teacher estimates of student chievement were avail-
able in these studies, this possibility ha, not been clearly demon-
strated. Yet, it is a possibility that see .s quite reasonable. The
concept. made plausible by common se/ se and experience,. that
particular teachers do better with sane students than others,
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may apply here as well; teachers may indeed do better with
students similar to themselves in cognitive style, and students-
may learn more effectively when taught by teachers matched to
them in cognitive style.

The third study of teacher-student cognitive style match-
mismatch effects is one, already mentioned, we ourselves con-
ducted in collaboration with Walter Emmerich, PhinfrOltman,
and Frederick McDonald. For that study a four-session
minicourse was organized, using a curriculum designed to allow
expression of likely subject-matter and teaching-technique pref-
erences of field-dependent and field-independent teachers and
subject-matter and learning-strategy preferences of field-
dependent and field-independent students. Each of 24 teachers
(12 men and 12 women, six of each sex field dependent and six
field independent) taught this minicourse. Each class consisted
of four 14- to 15-ear-old students, two boys and two girls, one
student of each sex field dependent, the other field independent.
Teacher and student responses to postcourse interpersonal at-
traction questionnaires did not show the expected teacher-
student' cognitive-style match-mismatch effect. Instead, a
teacher-student sex match-mismatch effect was observed. With
these adolescent students, it was found that teachers i&stu-
dents of the same sex valued each other more highly than
teachers and students of the opposite sex. Apparently, the sex
match-mismatch effect was more potent and took precedence
over the cognitive-style match-mismatch effect. It should be
noted that while the design of our study allowed a sex match-
mismatch effect to occur, the DiStefano and Jamps studies did
not: DiStefano used male teachers and male students, and Jatines
used male teachers and female students.

Though up to this point there have been only .these three
studies of teacher-student match-mismatch effects, cognitive
style match-mismatch effects have been observed in other
social-interaction contextsin patient-therapist interactions
(Foltnan, 1973; Greene, 1972).and in peer interaction (Welkowitz,
Note 8)although it was not found in a study of client-counselor
interaction (Dingman, 1972).

The studies cited, together, suggest that cognitive-style
match-mismatch effects on interpersonal attraction are gen-
erally to be found in social interactions where participants are
working together toward a common goal.

Several bases are Suggested by the literature on field-
dependence-independence for the tendency of persons matched
in cognitive style to like each other better and, perhaps, to make
greater ,progress in achieving the goal of the interaction,
whether that goal is better learning by students or improved
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feelings in patients. One basis is shared interests. It is not
difficult to see, for example, how the social orientation of field-
dependent persons and the impersonal orientation of field-
independent persons could cause matched pairs, when they come
together, to focus quite spontaneously on the same aspects of a
situation at issue, thereby heightening_ the facility and enjoy-
ment of their interaction. A second possible basis for greater
interpersonal attraction between individuals of similar cognitive
style may lie in their shared personality characteristics (for
example, Witkin et al., 1954/1972; Witkin et al., 1962/1974). Thus,
the defenses favored by relatively field-dependent persons and
relatively field-independent persons are likely to make for simi-
larity, and hence congeniality, among persons of each kind in
mode of impulse expression and in responses to feelings dis-
played by others. A third possible basis for the greater interper-
sonal attraction observed between persons matched in cognitive
style may lie in similarity in modes of communication (for exam-
pie, Doob, 1958; Freedman, O'Hanlon, Oltman, & Witkin, 1972;
Jennings, 1968; Marcus, 1970; Shows, 1968; Luborsky, Note 9).
That similarity in communication modes deriving from cognitive
style may facilitate understanding is suggested by the results of
a study by Shows (1968). In that study two verbal descriptions of
a series of pictures were prepared consisting of adjectives
selected by a group of judges as likely to be employed by
field dependent and field-independent persons. Subjects did sig-
nificantly better in matching verbal description te picture with
descriptions prepared as corresponding to their comitive style.
It seems plausible that interaction between people should pro-
ceed more smoothly, and mutual feelings between them should
be more positive, when, as. a function of similarity in style, they
share the same interests, have common personality attributes,
and use similar communication modes.

It is impressiVe that in some of the studies cited
interpersonal-attraction effects were observed after short
periods of interaction. Evidence of such effects might have been
found even earlier'in the interaction process had it been sought,
It is also impressive that people not knowledgeable about cogni-

- tive styles, and naive with respect to the particular styles of
those with whom they are interacting, should respond quite
naturally, and with apparent ease, to cues about other'people's
field dependence or field independence. Evidently, some behav-
iors associated with' these cognitive styleS are salient and obvi-
ous to all.

The evidence now on hand has established match or mismatch
in cognitive styles as a factor in teacher-student and other kinds
of social interaction as well. To have demonstrated that a
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match-mismatch phenomenon exists is to have opened the door
only a crack. What is already visible through that crack suggests,
however, that we may find much of interest behind it for the
teaching-learning process. There are many basic questions to beanswered before we can even begin to consider the practical
implications of the match-mismatch phenomenon for the class-
room situation. These questions, fortunately, are all answerable
by research.

The first and foremost question is whether matching for cogni-
tive style makes for better student learning, and not alone for the
greater interpersonal attraction that has been demonstrated to
this point.8 On the one hand, it is possible to see ways in whichteacher-student match may have a positive learning outcome.
For example, it may well be that the greater interpersonal
attraction between teachers and students matched in cognitive
style creates a classroom atmosphere conducive to learning. Also
congenial to each other are the tendency of field-independent
teachers to encourage the application of principles aid of field-
independent students to favor the theoretical and abstract, and,
correspondingly, of field-dependent teachers and students to
favor material that is informational in content. Again, the field-
dependent teacher's preference for classroom discussion may
provide the kind of social context suited to the personal needs of
field-dependent children. On the other hand, it is equally possible
to conceive of negative consequences of matching. As one exam-
ple, it may be that for some kinds of learning content a contrast
in styles between teacher and student may be more stimulating
than similarity. In general, because heterogeneity makes for
diversity in viewpoints and responses, it may serve to make the
classroom more lively; if so, homogeneous classes may be ill-
advised. As another example, while the interpersonal effects of
the discussion approach used by relatively field-dependent
teachers may be helpful to learning by field-dependent students,
that very approach at the same time minimizes structure from
the teacher which field-dependent students seem to need for
most effective learning. Ai still another example, we have seen
that relatively field-indepident teachers' are likely to use.nega-
tive reinforcement in the classroom, but it is the more field-
dependent student who is particularly responsive to this tech-
nique, although, depending on circumstances, its effect on
learning may be positive or negative. There is a similar "dispar-

8 The study by Folman (1973) has shown thAt match in cognitive style may lead
to patient improvement, as well as to greater patient-tlitrapist interpersonal
attraction. Folman found that patient dropout rate, a coamonly used achieve-
ment criterion in therapy studies. was lover for patients from matched than from

igrtlfitchyd pritierit-therapist dyads.
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ity" in the more field-independent teacher's tendency to provide
feedback and the field-dependent child's benefit from feedback as
a source of structuring. The possibilities that have been listed
reflect the complexity of the relation between cognitive style
match-mismatch and student achievement, and they provide a
strong note of elution against deciding about the desirability of
matching before a great deal more is known as to the conse-
quences of matching for student learning. An added note of
caution is suggested by the obvious practical problems likely to
be encountered in attempting to create classes of students
homogenous in cognitive style and matched in style with their
teacher.

As a second question, we need to find out how match or
mismatch in cognitive style works to produce the. effects ob-
served. For this purpose, a microscopic examination needs to be
made of the processes of teacher-student interaction which lead to
a more positive outcome in interpersonal attraction (and perhaps
in better learning) with match than with mismatch.

A third question that needs to be answered concerns the role o.
situational variables in moderating the effects of match or
mismatch in cognitive style. The operation of such moderator
variables has recently been demonstrated by Oltman et al. (1975)
in a study of conflict resolution. It is not difficult to think of
variables specific to the classroom situation which may modify
the effects of teacher-student cognitive style match-mismatch
effects; As one example, just noted, in our study of cognitive style
in the teaching-learning process, match or mismatch in sex of
student and teacher had such a potent effect on mutual attrac-
tion for the high- school -age' population we used as to obscure the
effects of cognitive-style match-mismatch. Another classroom
variable, that could modify cognitive-style match-mismatch ef-
fects is course curriculum. In areas where good student perform-
ance requires highly specialized skills, the availability of these
skills may overwhelm cognitive-style match-mismatch effects.

In using studies of cognitive-style match-mismatch effects as a
route to understanding what goes on in the classroom, it is the
teacher-student interaction process which is made the focus of
inquiry; at the same time, account is taken of individuality and
diversity of teachers and of students. The broad approach they
follow is likely to make teacher-student match-mismatch studies
informative about the classroom situation, whatever their ulti-
mate implications for placement of teachers and 'students. One
practical use of knowledge about the effects of teachers' and
students' Cognitive styles, studied in intfraction, may be to
provide teachers with'information on how to adapt their teaching,
strategies to match the jearning n
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Teachers' adaptation will be a realizable goal if we are able to
identify particular teaching strategies which teachers may use,
either spontaneously or with training, when teaching students
with different cognitive styles..

Career Differentiation
v.

There is now a growing body of evidence on the rple of cognitive
style in career differentiation. One reason for the increasing
interest in this issue is that, particularly because of their bipolar
nature, cognitive styles provide an alternative to the usual
abilities approach .to career differentiation. The complementary
use of information about abilities and cognitive styles seems
likely to provide a rich and broad basis for making career
decisions.

Precisely because of their bipolar nature, cognitive styles are,
generally speaking, more useful in guidance than in selection.
Admissions committees, faced with the task of selecting groups
as heterogeneous as a college class, seek measures which can be
used to separate those more likely to make it through college
from those less likely to make it. For such general-purpose
efforts, bipolar dimensions, such as cognitive styles, are not par-
ticularly useful. Cognitive styles, as we have seen, emphasize the
ways in which persons towards one pole or the other are different
with regard to the settings in which they can best function. One
circumstance in which cognitive styles may prove useful in
selection, however, is where candidates are being chosen for a
rather specialized situation, which specifically calls for the attri-
butes found towards one pole or the other of the style.

Consistent with the ideas that general-purpose selection, a}s in
composing an -entering college class, is not "where it is at" for
cognitive styles is the repeated finding that measures of field-
dependence-independence bear little relation to college grade-
point average. This relation has been examined in a number of
studios conducted in a liberal arts college setting, and, with only
rare exceptions, the correlatiOrA obtained were not significant
(for example, Anderson, 1972; Gehlmann, 1951; Glass, 1967;
Montgomery, 1972; Pohl, 1967).9. The largest of these studies, a
longitudinal one we ourselves are conducting with a sample of
college students, yielded correlations of only .08 for men
(N = 583) and .05 for women (N = 633) between measures of
field dependence independence and four-year college grade-point
averages. "'" Relatively field-dependent and field-independent

9 In one study (Baker, 1971), no relation was found at the graduate-school
, level.

'° Verbal ability, in contrast, does appear to relate to college grade-point
average. Thlis, in our longitudinal study the correlation of verbal SAT scores with
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students are clearly not part cularly different in how they come
through college on a ov all achievement measure such as
grade-point average. However, as we shall see, they are likely to
be different in the mix of courses they select in which the
essentially same grade-point averages are earned (Witkin, Moore,
Oltman, Goodenough, Friedman, & Owen, Note 10).

The evidence we draw upon in examining the role of cognitive
style in career differentiation comes primarily from the litera-
ture that has accumulatM over the past few years. Supplement-
ing that evidence are the results now emerging froM our own
longitudinal study, just cited. The population of that study was
the entire class of approximately 1600 students from a large
municipal college. On entering in 1967, these students were
assessed for cognitive style, and we were able to obtain their full
high-school transcripts, their SAT scores, and other kinds of
information about them. Four years later we obtained the com-
plete college transcripts of those who made it through to gradua-
tion. Those in the class who went on to graduate or professional
schools were identified, and information obtained about their
movement into postgraduate work. This study thus provides an
opportunity to pursue the implications of an individual's cogni-
tive style for various facets of his academic development over a
12-year period: through high school, college and graduate/
professional school. It is an obvious advantage of the longitudi-
nal design of this study, over cross-sectional studies, that it
allows us to trace the long-range academic evolution of the same
students.
college grade-point average was .37 for women (p < .001,N = 633) and .33 for men
(p < .001, N = 583). In two other studies, verbal SAT scores significantly predicted
college grade-point averages, while measures of field-dependence-independence
did not (Pohl, 1967; Stein, 1968). In a fourth study, ETS Cooperative English Test
scores also significantly predited grade-point average, but field-dependence-
independence measures did not (Glass, 1967).

" There seems to be somewhat more of a relationship, though not a strong one,
between field-dependence-independence and grade-point average at the high-
school level (for example, Acker, 1968; Cline, Richards, & Abe, 1962; Mayer, 1967;
Quinlan, 1971) and a rather definite relation at the elementary school level (for
example, Cropley, 1966; Erginel, 1970; Frederick, 1967; Wagner, 1974). The
difference between the elementary school and college levels may be connected
with the difference between the usually compulsory curriculum at the elemen-
tary school level and the elective curriculum at the college level. To the-extent
that an elective system allows students to gravitate toward courses compatible
with their cognitive styles, and to the extent that students, as we shall see, tend
to do well in courses they have thus selected, there is less likely tq be a relation
between cognitive style and achievement in an elective setting. In a nonelective
curriculum, field-dependent students are likely to be penalized in that part of the
curriculum which calls for analytic skills, such as mathematical and scientific
subjects. On the other hand, field-independent students are not as likely to be
penalized in the social sciences domain because courses in that domain are, as wet
shall suggest later, often "broad-gauge" disciplines.
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As we turn to an examination of the evidence on the role of
lognitive style in specific facets of career differentiation, it is
important to emphasize again that when using cognitive style to
predict behavior, we are able to rest our predictions on a cluster
of characteristics subsumed by that style. Within that cluster,
some characteristics may be highly relevant to a particular
educational-vocational domain and other characteristics not par-
ticularly relevant.

Educational-Vocational Interests
The results of the very large number of studies that have

examined the relation of educational-vocational interests and
attitudes to field-dependence-independence present a picture
that, by and large, is in keeping with expectations (for example,
Arbuthnot & Gruenfeld, 1969; Chung, 1967; Crutchfield et. al.,
1958; Keen, 1974; Pemberton, 1952; Scheibner, 1970; Zytowski,
Mills, & Paepe, 1969). As a general principle, relatively field-
independent persons, taken as a group, are likely to show interest
in domains, where their cognitive skillcompetence in articula-
tion or in analysis and structuringare called for and where rela-
tions with people are not particularly involved. In contrast, rela-
tively field-dependent persons, as a group, are likely to favor
domains with a "people" emphasisthat is, which feature social
content and which involve interpersonal relations in daily 'ongo-
ing activitiesand for which analytical/structuring competence
does not particularly matter. This pattern has emerged with a fair
degree of regularity in the studies .done to date on educational-
vocational preferences, though there are exceptions. We review
now some of the findings which illustrate these generalizations.

Since most of the studies used the Strong Vocational Interest
Blank, or similar instruments, the relationships that have been
reported are almost entirely between cognitive style and inter-
ests defined in vocational terms.

It has been found repeatedly that the responses of more
field-independent people to standard interest inventories are
consistent with those of people in the mathematici and science
domainsas, for example, mathematician, physicist, chemist,
biologist, architect, engineerand of such health professionals
as physician, dentist, psychiatrist. In some studies field-
independent persons have also shown interest in the teaching of
mathematics-science, industrial-arts and vocational-agricultural
subjects. These teaching areas, as well as the health-profession
areas cited, all require analytical/structuring competence (for
psychiatrists, perhaps more during their training than during
their medical practice). Nn(I, although these areas may also
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involve interpersonal relations in varying degree, they tend to go
with field independence. Field-independent persons also show
interest in practical domains, such as production manager, car-
penter, forest service, farmer, mechanic (for example, Gehlmann,
1951; Levy, 1969; Pierson, 1965), and they give clear evidence of
theoretical interests (for example, Adcock & Webberley, 1971;
Pemberton, 1952). There is finally a result for which we did not
have an advance hypopiesis but which is worth noting because it
,has apiSeared in a number of studies: field independence is
associated with artistic interest (for example, Clar, 1971; Crutch-
field et al., 1958).

In contrast with the preponderant interest of field-
independent persons in the analytical-impersonal domains listed
above, field-dependent persons express interest in interpersonal
domains that particularly require social skills. One cluster of
interests they frequently express falls in the welfare-helping-
humanitarian domain; including social worker, minister, re-
habilitation counselor, probation officer. Another is the teaching
of social sciences, elementary-school teaching, and business ad-
ministration. It is noteworthy that the teaching and health-
profeimion areas we find here on the field-dependent side do not
involve analytical competence, in contrast to their teaching and
health-profession counterparts found en the field- independent
side, although all these occupations invave interpersonal rela-
tions to some degree. Other vocational interests frequently ex-
pressed by field-dependent persons fall into the "persuasive-
activities" domains (selling. advertising) and administrative
activities which involve dealing with people (for example, per-
sonnel director, community recreation administrator, YMCA
public administrator, city school superintendent, and chamber of
commerce director)."

With, the view that the analytical-nonanalytical and
impersonal-interpersonal dimensions best distinguish the ex-
pressed interests of relatively field-dependent and field-
independent persons, Clar (1971) applied these dimensions to the
data from her study of the Strong Interest Inventory responses

12 It is of interest that field-dependent persons may be drawn to occupations
which place them in a position of leadership. The association of interests in social
leadership with field dependence and, as we just saw, of "practical" interests
(such as mechanic, farmer, carpenter. forest serviceman) with field independence,
suggests that the conventional social-status values of occupations do not, in any
simple way, distinguish the interests of relatively field dependent and field-
inZlependent persons. As we shall see. this is also true of educational-vocational
choices. Thus, academic majors such as the humanities and sociology, which tend
to be favored by relatively field-dependent students, are not easily classified as
having greater or less status than the sciences, favored by field-independent
students.

O
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of these two kinds of persons, with striki g results. Clar created
four interest categories on the basis of these two dimensions,
with six vocations in each category. The impersonal-analytical,
category InOuded chemist, mathematician, biologist, engintdr,
physicist,. and artist. The interpersonal-nonanalytical category,
at the opposite extreme, included social worker, personnel di-
rector, business-education teacher, chamber of commerce execu-
tive, credit manager, and community recreation director. Clar
found that measures from the embedded figures test she used to
assess field-dependence-independence correlated significantly
and positvely with all six Strong measures in the impersonal-
abstr category (more field-independent persons favored these
vocat rns) and significantly but negatively with all six Strong
measures in the interpersonal-nonanalyteical category (more
field-dependent persons favored these vocations). Measures for
each set of six Strong measures in the two intermediate "mixed='
categories (impersonal-nonanalytical and interpersonal-
analytical) showed correlations which were variable, both as to
direction and statistical significance, with measures of field-
dependence-independence. Vocational interest measures are
thus more likely to show a relation to measures of field -'
dependence-independence when they call for both the cognitive
and social characteristics found together toward each pole bf
that dimension,

Several additional studies are worth mentioning because they
suggest another parameter that may be involved in the relation
between interests and cognitive style. In one study (Witkin et al.,
1962/1974) it was found that field- dependent 10-year-old "boys
preferred the particular vocation most frequently chosen by
their peer group. Linton (1952) similarly found that relatively
field-independent college students expressed preferences for oc-,
cupations that were unusual for their peer group. These findings
may be taken as another manifestation of the greater reliance of
field-dependent persons on external social referents.

Educational-Vocational Choices

Choices represent an actual commitment to a domain, and so
are "harder" expressions of educational-vocational orientation
than interests. At the same time, since both choices and interest
have the same underlying sources, it is not surprising to find that
educational-vocational choices show patterns of relations to cog-
nitive style similar to those found for interests. The very large
number of studies in which the relation between educational-
vocational choices and cognitive style has been examined are,
with only few exceptions, consistent in their outcome; and they
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-strongly-reinforce the finding from the studies of interests that
relatively field-independent persong favor impersonal domains
which require competence in cognitive articulation and field-
dependent persons favor interpersonal, domains which do not call
for that kilid of cognitive competence (for example, Baker, 1971;
DeRussy & Futch, 1971; Holtzman, Swartz, & Thorpe, 1971;
Kangas, 1971; Mayo & Bell, 1972; Osipow, 1969; Paeth, 1973;
Peterson & Sweitzer, 1973; Swan, 1974; Witkin, Moore, Oltman,
Goodenough, & Friedman, Note 10)."
* In the academic setting, relatively field-independent college
and graduate students are likely to choose for specialization such
fields as, for example, the sciences, mathematics, art, experimen-
tal psychology, engineering, architecture. Relatively field-
dependent students are likely to choose, for example, sociolo-
gy, humanities, languages, social work, social services (religion),
elementary school teaching, education, clinical psychology, writ-
ing, nursing. Complementing these findings, studies of persons
already engaged in occupations have shown that engineers,
architects, Air Force captains, mathematics-science teachers,
and airplane pilots are likely to be very field independent (Bar-
rett & Thornton, 1967; Crutchfield et al., 1958; Cullen, Harper, &
Kidera, 1969; DiStefano, 1970; MacKinnon, 1962), whereas
social-studies teachers (DiStefano, 1970), social workers (Braun,
1971), and writers (MacKinnon, 1962) tend to be field dependent.

The positive orientation of field-dependent persons toward
domains in which "people" content is identifiably involved may
be connected with the earlier observation that such persons are
attentive to and therefore more likely to learn about the social
content of any situation. Their better learning of social types of
material is likely, even very early on, to encourage a favorable
attitude toward fields which feature such material and so foster
their interest in and choice of such fields.

Interests/Choices within Educational-Vocational Domains
Congruent with the differences in educational-vocational

interests and choices that have been observed between domains
are the differences found within domains.'

The within-domain relations have been observed in "broad-
gauge" rather than "narrow-gauge" disciplines. Vocational

13 In the Witkin et al. study (Note 10) the relations observed between cognitive
style and academic choices remained significant after partialling out measures of
ability from SAT-V and SAT-M, suggesting that cognitive style makes a contribu-
tion to academic choices separate from the contributions made by these abilities.
We may also note here the clear evidence from the factor-analytic literature that
tests of field-depencdence-independence ,such as the embedded figures test, and
tests of spatial-visualization ability ball separate first-order factors.

O
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categories such as "mathematics," "science," "architecture,"
"engineering," "social work," and "elementary school teaching"
may be regarded as "narrow-gauge" domains, in the sense that
they require particular attributes (analytical/structuring compe-
tence or a social orientation). On the other hand, categories such
as "social science" are "broad-gauge" in the sense that within
them there exist opportunities for persons with diverse attri-
butes. As one might therefore expect, in the few studies where
"social sciences" was used as a category, its choice tended to be
associated only weakly with greater field dependence. It is for
these reasons that within-category relationships between cogni-

,tive style and vocational choices are likely to be found in broad-
gauge categories. The data summarized in Table 1 support this
expectation. Each line in the left-hand column of the table lists
the interests /choices of relatively field-dependent persons, as
identified in one or more studies (for example, Chung, 1967; Clar,
1971; Nagle, 1968; Pierson, 1965; Pollack & Kiev, 1963; Quinlan &
Blatt, 1972; van Meel-Jansen, 1974); in the right-hand column, on ,r"
the same line, we see the interests/choices in the 'same
educational-vocational domain of relatively field-independent in-
dividuals. Exceptions to these within-occupation contrasts are -

rare (Schaefer, 1973).
There are several studies which have examined cognitive

styles of groups that, while generally quite field independent,

TABLE 1
InterestsiChOices of Relatively Field-Dependent and Field-Independent

Individuals within Educational-Vocational Domains

Field Dependent Field Independent

Clinical psychology

Psychiatric nursing

Psychiatric practice favoring
in"terpersonul relations with
patients

1Business personnel director t
!Business education teacher

iSocial studies teacher

lElementary school teacher .

Art students with informal
art style

Experimental psychology

Surgical nursing

.1Psf.chiatric practice favoring
impersgial forms of therapy

iBusiness production manager

)Natural Science teacher

)Industrial arts teacher
Art students with formal art

style
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proved to be significantly different from each other in extent of
field independence. Thus, systems engineers have been found to
be more field independent than nonsytem engineers (Nussbaum,
1965), and student pilots in a naval officer training program more
field independent than student nonpilots (navigators, radar
intercept operators, etc.) (Kennedy, 1972). Also relevant here is a
study by Rosett, Nackenson, Robbins, and Sapirstein (1966)
which showed that engineering students with exclusive science
interests on the Thurstone Interests Schedule were significantly,
more field independent than engineering students who showed,
in addition, interests in music, art, and business.

Achievement in Specialized Educational-Vocational Arecth

We have seen that field-dependence-independence does not
shoW much relation to overall achievement measures, such as
college grade-point average. In contrast, numerous studies have
demonstrated a relation between cognitive style and perform-
ance in specialized areas. The relations observed in these studies
are generally consistent with expectations and, of course, with
the relations reported earlier between cognitive style and
educational-vocational interests and choices.

We consider, first, performance in the academic situation. By
far the largest number of studies here have looked at achieve-
ment of students in the mathematics-science area, and to an
extent in engineering and architecture. Achievement hag most
often been assessed by grades or teacher-made test scores in
individual courses or clusters of courses or by scores on standard
achievement tests; several studies have considered teacher'S'
ratings of student performance, and a few have examined overall
grade-point averages earned by students specializing in one of
these domains, so that grades in courses in the specialty have
strong representation in these averages. Subject populations
sampled have included college students, high school students,
and students in special training programs. -

In a good majority of the large number of studies with college
populations, relatively field-independent students were found to.
perform significantly better in the mathematics, sciences, en-_
gineering, and architecture domains than field-dependent stu-
dents (fOr example, Dubois & Cohen, f970; Greenfield, 1971; Hunt
& Randhawa, 1973; Margulis, 1972; Rosett, Robbins, & Watson,
1968; Schmidt, 1973; Stein. 1968; Williams, 1970). In the studies
where a significant relation was not found, the results were
invariably in the expected direction. If we consider the succes-
sive steps involved in career differentiation, we can' see when we
put this finding together' with observations made earlier. that
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relatively field-independent persons are likely to express interest
in these domains, to choose them for specialization, and to
perform better in them once the selection has been made. It is
noteworthy that relationships between cognitive style and
achievement appear despite the restricted range in cognitive-
style scores likely to occur in groups filtering into these domains.

Results obtained with the Mathematics Scholastic Aptitude
Test (MSAT), which are relevant here to the extent that MSAT
assesses mathematical competence, merit separate considera-
tion because of the wide use of the SAT in the educational
setting. Indeed, the evidence from studies which have examined
this relation is in keeping with expectations, although, for rea-
sons not now apparent, the relation is stronger for women than
for men. In all 11 studies which used women as subjects, the
relation was significant; the mean of the correlations of the nine
studies which used this statistic was .44. In studies with men a
significant relation was found in 11 of 16 studies; and the mean of
the correlations of the 13 studies which report this type of
measure was .29 (for example, Abelew, 1974; Bieri, Bradburn, &
Galinsky, 1958; Farr, 1969; McCaulley, 1965; McKenna, 1968).14

Studies of the relation between 'cognitive style and perform-
ance have been less frequent with high school students than with
college students, and their results not as clear. In only about half
of the studies with high school students now on record was the
relation between mathematics-science achievement and mea-
sures of field-dependence-independence significant, although in
every study, the difference in performance as a function of
cognitive style was in the expected direction. Several possible
baset for the difference in outcome at the college and high school
levels suggest themselves. One is that the content of courses at
the high school level which bear the labels "mathematics" and
"science" may not rely as much on field-independent functioning
for effective performance as courses carrying these designations
at the college level. A second is that interpersonal attraction may
enter to a greater extent in teachers' grades at the younger
levels.'5

14 In contrast with the picture for the .Mathematics SAT,.ip 9 studies with
women, the mean correlation between Verbal SAT scores and measures of
field-dependence-independence was .14; in 13 studies with.men, the mean correla-
tion was .13.

15 Because of uncertainty about what "mathematics" encompasses at the
elementary school level, we have not considered here the few studies which
examined the relation of cognitive style to performance in mathematics. In two
studies conducted with elementary school children, a significant relation between
field independence and science performance was found in one (Sieben, 1971), kit
not the other (Vernon, 1972).
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In contrast to the very large body of work on performance in
academic domains likely to be favored by field-independent stu-
dents, there have been very few'studies which looked at domains
where good performance may be expected to go with field de-
pendence. This striking disparity in effort may have several
bases. First, workboth conceptual and empiricalon the
impersonal-interpersonal constituent of the articulated-global
dimension has developed relatively recently. As it has become
clear from this work that field-dependent persons are likely to
have a predominant social orientation, a stimulus (and an
hypothesis) is now provided for looking at performance in
educational-vocatiorial domains where such an orientation might
benefit performance. Earlier, the evidence on interests and
choices of field-dependent persons was the accidental by-product-
of the use of comprehensive inventories and course coverage,
rather than the product of focused inquiry. Another possible
reason for less research on performance of field- depende "nt per-
sons in areas where they may be expected to do well is that it is
more difficult to develop adequate tests of achievement in these
areas, which are less delineated in content and less easily defined
as to the processes they involve than tests in the gethematics-
science domain. ,

In the present state of the evidence, we may say that there has
not yet been a real check on the expected relation between field
dependence and better performance in educational domains
where a social orientation is emphasized. What little evidence
there is suggests that investigation of this relationship will
require careful delineation of specialties. This is because, as we
have suggested, in a number of instances the specialties to which
field-dependent persons are drawn are 'constituents of broad-
gauge disciplines. Psychology is an example, and we may. recall
here the finding of Nagle (1968) that graduate students in clinic
psychology tend to be field dependent and those. in experimental
psychology field independent. It seems clear that labels in the
social sciencis.domain are likely to cover greater diversity in the
kinds, of stfbject matteif they encompasS than labels in the
mathematics and science domains.

We consider finally achievement in vocational domains as a
function of cognitive style. Little has been done on this issue, but
the evidence available is consistent with expectations.. To the
extent that the supervisors' ratings of the performance of surgi-
cal and psychiatric student nurses in the Quinlan and Blatt
study (1972), cited earlier, were based in part on observations in
the actual work situation itself, that study is releVant here. It
will be recalled that student nurses who were judged to have
done well in surgery were relatively field independent, whereas
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students who did well in psychiatry tended to be more field
dependent. To be cited here, too, is the finding from a study by
MacKinnon (1962). MacKinnon found practicing architects
selected as outstandingly creative by their peers to be markedly
field independent, whereas writers selected on a similar basis
were quite field dependent. As a noteworthy aside, in a test of
verbal ability, the two groups shifted rank among the occupa-
tional groups compared, the writers moving to a top ranking and
the architects to a low ranking. Finally, we cite the finding of
Kennedy (1972) that field independence was a significant predic-
tor of success in training of the Naval Flight Officer Candidates
and the Naval Aviation Officer Candidates he studied. These
findings were validated in a second study. It should be cautioned,
however, that the relation reported by Kennedy is quite small
although, with the large number of cases he used, his results
were significant.

Some of the relations reviewed in this section may be con-
nected in an interesting though complex way to the match-
mismatch issue considered earlier. We have just seen that field-
independent students are likely to do better in mathematics and
the sciences. We now also know that teachers who teach these
subjects are likely themselves to be relatively field independent.
May the better performance of field-independent students in
these subjects therefore reflect, in some degree at least, a
positive effect of teacher-student cognitive-style match on stu-
dent achievement and/or interpersonal attraction? If research
shows the answer to this question to be positive, there will in turn
arise the question of whether methods of teaching mathematics
and science can be devised which are more suitable for field-
dependent students than the methods those now teaching these
subjects are likely to favor as a function of their own field-
independent cognitive style. The possibility of using appropri-
ately different approahces in teaching mathernfittss to relatively
field-dependent and field-independent studeAtqas recently
been raised by Spitler (1971).

Making acrd Changing Educational Choices

Evidence is beginning to emerge that cognitive styles enter
into the process of making career choices. The influence of
cognitive styles has been identified in how careers are concep-
tualized, in the ease with which career choices are made, and in
the shifting of majors.

Tyler and Sundberg (Note 11), in a study of ninth-grade Dutch
children, explored these children's classification of occupational
concepts. Among the classifications identified was one which
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included such characteristics as "concrete" and "usinglassocia-
tions rather than similarity as a basis for grouping." Children
who never used this kind of classification almost all earned
scores that were in a field-independent direction on tests of that
dimension; the reverse was not true, however. In.another study
with children (eighth-grade boys) Glatt (1970) assessed "readi-
ness for occupational planning," as judged from interviews.
Assessments of readiness made use of stich criteria as: aware-
ness of factors relevantAo curriculum choice and to occupatiopal
choice; accuracy of self-appraisal-of cognitive abilities; and4bil-
ity to verbalize strengths and weaknesses. According to ratings
based on such criteria, relatively field-independent boys were
found to shOw greater readiness for occupational planning. Clar
(1971) observed that the more field-independent students attend-
ing a university counseling center showed some tendency, ac-
cording to judgments of their counselors, to have more articu-
lated vocational interests and to be more realistic in their initial
vocational choices, and that there was a tendency for their
vocational interests to be more specialized: In contrast, the
relatively field-dependent counselees were more often d4finitely
undecided about vocations at the termination of counseling. Clar
also reports that counselees taking a more active stance toward
counseling, as judged from statements made in presenting their
problems, were significantly more field independent than coun-
selees who took a passive stance. Along the same lines, it
been observed by. Osipow (1969) that a group of college fro en
admitting difficulty in making career choices and Uncommitt d
to a course of study were significantly more field dependent than
each of four other groups of women who were already enrolled in
specific programs and reported experiencing greater ease in
making career choices. Finally, Scheibner (1970) found that
relatively field-independent college men, compared to more
field-dependent men, showed better agreement between voca-
tional interests and vocational goals. This relation was not found
for college women, however.

The process of making career choices was examined in our own
longitudinal study of cognitive style as a factor in, academic
evolution at another juncture where it may manifest itself: in
abandoning a chosen major in favor of a new major. For each
student we determined whether a shift took place from the major
specified on college admission and the nature of the change when
it occurred. In examining the subject-matter areas involved in
switches in major, we looked particularly at shifts between the

ithematics-science domain, clearly favored by field-
independent students, and education domains, favored by field-
dependent students. This analysis revealed that shifts out of
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mathematics and science were especially common among the
more. field-dependent students; '^ the shifts serve to bring about
a better fit between students' cognitive styles and their career
choices.°

Educational-Vocational Orientation at Early Ages
Several studies which used children as subjects suggest that

cognitive style may begin to influence career differentiation
quite early in life. Because early "signs" of later career develop-
ment can be so very valuable in the guidance process, and yet Are-,,
so rare, it iscVorth bringing together the evidence, some of it
already cited, which suggests that field-dependeltee-
itidependenee may provide one such usable early 'sign.

We have just seqn in the studies by Tyler and Sundberg and by
Glatt, that, already at the eighth- and ninth -grade levels,
conceptions of educational-vocational domains are more articu-
lated among relatively field-independent than field-deperident
children. Earlier development of articulated eareer conceptions
is likely to affect progress toward career chOices and mappern of
implementing these choices. -

Several studies have examined children's orieltation towards
science, through questionnaires and inventories, Its a function of
cognitive style. The instruments used examined such features of
orientation towards science as areas ofjnterest in science,
leisure-time investment in science, finding it fun "to mesg around
in science," and feelings toward science. Significant relations
have been fotInd 'between greater field independence and a more
positive orientation toward science by Bowles and Boss (Note 12)
fo.rpinth-grade boys, and by Sieben (1971) for seventh-grade boys,:
but not girls. Cline, Richards, and Needham (1963) did not find a
relation for either boys' or girls of high school age.- Relevant
to these observations is the finding by.Karp (cited in Witldn,et al.,
1962/1974), that relatively field-dependent 10-year-old boys sig-
nificantly more often chose as their eventual occupation the one
most frequently selected by their peer group.

While the evideire is still-sparse,it seems pronaising enough to
encourage further research on early cognitiveltyle influences in
the evolutiOn of educational-vocational interests and choices.

16 This outcome would appear to lend support to the view that the relationship,),
found between field independence and choice of the mathematics and sciences
domain is a function of field-indepe ent people choosingthese domains over the
alternative view, that the rehttionsh'p is result of the fact that experie n
these domains makes pSople field Wdependerit. AVVi
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Sex Differences
The well-documen ed evidence of small but persistent sex

differences in fie/ -dependence-independence among adults
q suggests that it be useful to examine the interests-choices-

performance domains, in relation to cognitive style, for men and
women separately. The studies reviewed in the preceding sec-
tions indicate that, in general, the role of cognitive style in each
of these domains is similar for men and for women.There is also
evidence, however, only now beginning to appear, that sex-role
assignment, particularly among women, may override the effects ,-.
of cognitive style on career differentiation that we have been
describing.

For instance, in our longitudinal study We found that whereas
28% of the women in our sample, 'graduated as education majors
(mainly in elementary-school teaching), only 2% of our men did
so. Though there is a tendency for education to be chose by
relatively field-dependent persons, in' the case of women thd
sex-role stereotype that teaching is women's work was appar-
ently so influential that teaching was selected by more than a
quarter Of our female sample, among whom there were obviously
a number of relatively field-independent women. Again reflect
ing the influence of sex-role stereotypes, 21% of the men in our
sample, as compared with 5% of the women, majored in science. A

VITsimilar pattern has been reported by Goldman an arren
(1973). They found that the college men in their sam e were
much more likely than the college women to majonin the physical
and biological sciences, whereas the women were more likely to
major in the hunianities.

Further evidence of the interplay of cognitive style and sex-
role assignment in the development of vocational orientation
comes from a study by Scheibner. (1970). Scheibner found that
field-independent college men had more Mathematical-
Analytical-Research and Scientific interests than their field-
dependent male peers. However, when field-independent and
field-dependent women were compared, the field-independeht
women significantly more often endorsed such items as author,
editor, and columnist. Field-independent women also scored
higher (though not significantly) than field-dependent women on
the Artistic-Aesthetic and Entertainment-Expressions interest
scales. Vernon (1972) found that greater field independence was
associated with artistic interests for eighth-grade girls but not
for eighth-grade boys. A reasonable interpretation of these two
studies is that the field-independent females tended to have
interests_Oonsistent with more socially acceptable feminine sex

,
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Whpt about those who break away from traditional sex roles?
Is the wonan. sfrho conforms less to traditional life styles and who
ventures into the more masculine areas more field independent
than the woman, who adheres to the more traditional feminine
role? There is some support for this notion. In two studies
(Corbett, 1974; Welkowitz, Note 13) field-dependence-
independence related significantly to attitudes toward women,
with fleadepAident women favoring a more "conventional,"
family-oriented role and field-independent women favoring a
more "liberated," career-oriented role. Patrick (1973) found that
women working for advanced degrees in "male-dominated pro-
fessions" (lawyels, doctors, architects, and scientists) were more
field independent than female college graduates who were, at the
time of the study, engaged in full-time homemaking: Similarly,
Manning (1969) found that homemaking motivation related to
field dependence. In the same vein, Greenwald (1968) found that
relatively field-independent women strongly favor an "intellec-
tual role" for themselves, whereas relatively field-dependent
women favor a "woman's role" just as strongly. On .the other
hand, Manning (1974) was unable to demonstrate a relation
between field independence and career motivation for women,
and Abelew (1974) found no relation between field-dependence-
independence and sex-role attitude (family oriented versus self-
oriented) for senior high school girls (as well as boys). Abelew
points out a troublesome pitfall inherent in attitude question-
naires, however'. Even though ield-dependent and field-
independent girls may both endotie....a more liberated sex-role
attitude, they may do so for different reasons. In response to the
times, the field-dependent girls may be adopting these attitudes
because they are _socially in vogue rather than because of a
greater sense of separate identity.

In reporting the evidence on sex differences, whether in cogni-
tive style, or in educational and occupational interests, choices,
and performance, we are simply describing the situation as it
now stands. There is no assumption that this is the way it must
be. Whether through the action of the individual or of society, the
sex-differences picture in the linked characteristics of cognitive
style and interests-choices-performance can undoubtedly be al-
tered, should such a change be desired.

The evidenceireviewed in this section on career differentiation
allows us to cdnclude that cognitive styles play an identifiable
role, apparently starting quite early in life, in the complex
process of an individual's educational-vocational evolution.
Knowledge about students' cognitive styles may be useful to
students themselvesand to those in a position to guide them
in the identification of suitable career goals.
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A word of caution is in order, however, against using the
relations now found to exist between cognitive styles and
educational-vocational interests, choices, and performance to
perpetuate a self-fulfilling prophecy. It has been observed re-
peatedly, as we have seen, that relatively field-dependent stu-
dents are not likely to do as well in mathematics and the sciences as
more field-independent students. however, to this statement
must- be added the qualification: "with the present ways of
teaching these disciplines." We have suggated that other
methods than those commonly used in teaching mathematics and
scienceand perhaps even other kinds of teachers than those
now predominantly engaged in teaching these subjectsmay
help field-dependent students perform better in these subjects
than they now do. As we come to know more about how such
students learn and the kinds of people they are, we will be in a
better position to devise teaching approaches helpful to their
mastery of these subjects. More positive experiences in their
early encounters with mathematics and science may also encour-
age field-dependent students to be more venturesome in trying
these disciplines. We may think in a similar way about doing
more to help field-independent students with domains where
interest in people and social sensitivity and skills are important.
It is not difficult to see the benefit to some' domains, such as
medicine, in having in them more persons with both analytical/
structuring competence and a social orientation.

We do not yet know what needs to be done, or how far it is
possible to progress, in training students to move outside the
channels into which we now find them directed by their cognitive
styles; the malleability of learning approaches fostered by cogni-
tive styles encourages us to believe that such movement can be
achieved. We do not assume that everyone can take equally well
to all dahains or that it is' a desirable goal of education to create a
universe of jacks-of-all-trades. However, for the educator, the
development of greater diverSity in behaviors within individuals
seems as important an objective as the recognition and the
utilization of diversity among individuals.
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Article 22

Learning Style: The Myth,
The Panacea, the Wisdom
Mr. Davidman exams kally the work of some prominent educators in the area of
learning styles, particularly Rita and Kenneth Dunn and Gary Price. The Dunn/Price
work on learning styles, he says, promotes a "false .tense of knowing" and, in
promoting the child's Judgments of his or her own needs, `'undermines the greater
vision of public edufation." Responses from Dunn /Price and David Hunt follow.

Leonard Davidman

LEONARD DA VIDMAN (San Luis Obispo
Chapter) is a member of the Department of
Education faculty at California Polytechnic
State University, San Luis Obispo. He thanks
the following colleagues for their contributions
to this essay during its development: Leigh
rhiarelott, Eileen Beckman, Bernard 7)-oy,
John Comedy, Marge Glaser, and Jock Jones.

/
Would you like to identify your
students' learning styles with sci-

entific precision? Are you interested in
creating learning environments that allow
students to realize their potential fully?
Do you want to personalize your curricu-
lum with a power and sophistication that
goes far beyond the best efforts of past

a decades? If your answer to these questions
is yes, you may be ready to join the revor
Mon to which James Keefe, coordinator
of research for the National Association
of Secondary School Ancipals (NASSP),
alluded When he wrote:

Learning style is much more than
just another innovation. It is a fun-
damental new tool with whkh to work.
It is a new way of looking at learning
and instruction, a deeper and more pro-
found view of the learner than known
previously. It is a basic framework upon
which caw theory and practice of instruc-
tion can be built. It makei obsolete any
single framework for tellehing all stu-
dents. All recent innovations, whether
staff utilization, modular scheduling,
independent study, or fundamental edu-
cation, must be rethought in the light of
learning style. It is noshing less than
revolutionary to base instructional plan-
ning on an anal), s of each student's
traits. I

But before jump' n this latest band -
Wagon, a bandwagon that is headed in an

important and approprisl direction, you
would be wise to examin cautiously the
various assertions made by researchers
who are studying the concept of learning
style. At least a half dozen researchers
have mapped out useful positions in the
geography of learning style, and most of
these positions have been clearly pre-
sented in the NASSP publicatioh, Student
Learning Styles: Diagnosing and Prescrib-
ing Programs.2 The several contributors
to this.timely volume state clearly their in-
terest and faith in the learning style con-
cept. They agree that practical khowledge
about the diagnosis and applitatiori of
learning style is .available now. But the
unanimity stops there. The authors dis-
play crucial and significant variance re-
garding the nature of that practical
knowledge.

To illustrate the important differences
and problems that exist, I shall examine
critically two approaches to learning-style-
,based education (hereafter LSBE). Initial-
ly, I intend to compare and contrast the
work of David E. Hunt, professor of ap-
plied psychology at the Ontario Institute
for Studies in Education, and the team of
Rita Dunn, professor of curriculum at St.
John's University; Kenheth Dunn, super-
intendent of the Hewlett-Woodmere
(N.Y.) School System; and Gary Price,
associate professor of counseling educa-
tion at the.University of Kansas. I shall ex-
amine the definitions, philosophical as-
sumptions, `and pedagogical prescriptions
of both H nt and Dunn/Price,3 giving the
Dunn/P ce work a more extensive analy-
sisind critiqA. Finally, I shall outline a
personalized, qualitative approach to
LSBE that draws on the work of Dunn/
Price, H nt, and Madeline Hunter.lite

Let us gin with the Dunn/Price defi-
nition. of earning style,. which is "the
manner in which at least 18 different
elements from basic stimuli affect a per-
son's ability to absorb and retain (in-
ftirmation)."4 These elements include the
influence of found, light, temperature,
time of day, need for food or beverages.

and the answer to such questions as: Does
the individual prefer to learn alone? Does
he or she prefer to learn with and from
'peers? Does he Or she prefer to learn
from, or without. adults? Does he or she
prefer to learn from tactile and kinesthetic
teaching aids? To put it another way, ac-
cording to Dunn/Price learning style is
the aggregate of the student's own opin-
ions about the way he or she learns.

Hunt, on the other hand, says, "Learn-
ing style describes a student in terms of
those educational conditions under which
he is most likely to lestrit.'3 He also states
that "to say that a student differs in learn-
ing style means that certain educational

.., approaches are more effective than others
for him." aterestingly, neither H
Dunn/Price address, in ,their basic defini-
dons, the malleability or durability of
learning style. But their pedagogical pre-
scriptions do reveal some assumptions re-
garding this important question. In order
to know how to react to a student's learn-
ing style, teachers must know more about
the psychological and biological attributes
of learning style. For example, if learning
styles are pothhig more than moderately
strong habits; then teachers could certain-
ly aspire to modify or extend learning
styles. Conversely, to the extent that
learning styles are saunction of biologietzl-
attributes and developmental constraints,

a the potential for modification and exten-
sion will be diminished.

What do the teaching recommenda-
tions of Dunn/Price, and Hunt imply
abeut the nature of learning style? Dunn/
Price recommend that teachers in grades I
through 12 use the Learning Style Inven-
tory to identify the learning style of each
student in a class,/ The teacher is then .ad-
viseddto use the Learning. Style Manual to
create a differentiated learning environ-
ment; which theoretically will reinforce
the potential within each student's learn-
ing style." The educational value of the
Dunn/Price program, which is a formal,
standardized test-oriented approach to
personalized education, depends prilliari-
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ly on two factors. The validity and
liability of the Dunn/Price Learning Style
Inventory (an instrument that Dunn/Price
report they have field-tested successfully)
is the first factor. The second factor con-
cerns the practicality of the strategies rec-
ommended in the Learning Style Manual.
These strategies, supported by the force-
ful, confident remarks OA Dunns make in
their text, Teaching Students Through
Their Individual Learning Styles: A Prtac-
ilea' Approach,' demonstrate that they
honor an old but still influential concep-
tion of the learner. They assu
human beings possess certain
enduring traits, such as. IQ o
style, that are difficult to cha
cantly.

In contrast, Hunt's recommend ns
to teachers suggest that he views learm
style as a malleable trait. Hunt's primary
research has been on "conceptnatlevel,AN
that is, how much structure a c n
in order to learn' best. His wor this
aspect of 'learning style his le him 'to
speculate about general approaches to
LSBE; like -Dunns, Hunt recommends
that te: era assess students' learning

owever, his approach, while sys-
tematic, is decidedly informal. Echoing-
Madeline Hunten,9 Hunt states that teaeh---4.
ers whb Wodd-asseitclear fling style must

,-become are of how learning style dif-
fers fro ability an en must system-
atically vary the structure.. of their ap-
pro44 to teaching observe the re-
sults.") For Hunt, it The teacher's
disciplined trial and evaluation of results
that decide the amount of structure in-
dividual students need in order to learn
Most efficiently. This is quite different
from the Dunn/Price strategy, which em-
ploys a statistical analysis of the opinions
a student expresses on a ques,tionnaire to
identify that student's Ispling style and
thel4bsequent learning environment.

In Hunt's approach, the teacItcr's ex-
perience and classroom observatioh are
the prevailing factors; in the Dudtt/Price
model, the students' self-perceptions ag
most influential. The difference between
the two positions is even greater, however,
because Hunt believes that "learning style
refers to how much he (the learner] re-
quires, not necessarily how much he pre-
fers." it Obviously Hunt believes that stu-
dents' preferences regarding classroom
structure may be quite different from
their real educational needs. He also be-
lieves that it is possible to work with a new
concept like learning style while still
adhering to the older planning tradition
that relies on student needs as determined
by teachers' opinions to formulate objec-
tives and teaching strategies. Dunn/Price
would probably argue that students know
their own learning needs better than their
teachers and that they reveal these needs

e that
istent,
[Mtn
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when they share their learning style prefer-
ences. Although this point may be partial-

true for high school students, I believe
that the opinions provided by elementary
school students,-who have had limited ex-
posure to different ways of learning and
self-evaluation, should be considered
speculative.

As educators learn more about learn-
ing style, we may be able to help learners
of all ages become more perceptive about
their learning styles, their needs, and the
difference between these two concepts.
But that is the desirable future and not the
difficult present.

Let me make one more crucial point re-
garding Hunt's approach to LSBE. For
Hunt there is only one goal for LSBE. He
writes that "any (educational) approach
should be diyected to the long-term devel-
opmental gdal of increasing the student's
independence and initiative, i.e., rend-
ing his learning style,"12 Hunt views learn-
ing style as an 'attribute that can (and
should) change with personality growth.
For him, LSBE is a process that leads to
increased autonomy and expansion of

ruing style. Hunt would be dissatisfied,
hink, with a form of LSBE that did not

ptrtrIonalized educate as a vehicle
---fort ill growth.

At this point, examining the Dunn/
Pricefos4el with Hunt's perspective in
...minsId prove illuminating. As I
mentioned earlier,. to assess the educa-
tion va ue f the Sk nn/Price app'roach
to LSBE . e must a basic questions
about the:Learning Sty Ipventory and
th. instruct peal recomme Jlitions in the
Learning Stylc Manual. Is the Learning
Style Inventory valid? Ddes it measure
and identifz what it claims to? More spe-
cifically, is it likely that an analysis of the
inventory's 104 true/false questions- will
all w the accurate identification of a stu-
den preferred learning style? For this to
be t ase, the i ventory questions
should clearly reveal t e components they
seek, to assess.o If the ntory questions
are ambiguous or simply e kind that
might trigger different types of responses
in students, then the central conclusions
of the inventory going to miss the
mark. 4

In fact, my Milps4 of the Learning
Style Inventory questialiS' Mid compo-
nents suggests that they are far more open
to varying interpretations than Dunh/
Price indicate. An analyslof two inven-
tory components° should clarify this
point.14 The follnwing questions
the "teachlim ated" 'component:

I like making y teacher proud of
me. (LSI 1115)

I think my teacher feels good when I
do well in school. (LSI- I/41)

1
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I like my leacher to check my school-
work. (LSI #54)

I think my teacher wants Ate to get
good grades. (LSI N9/)

I cannot gel interested 2n my school-
work. (LSI 1159)

Things outside of schoql are morc
important to me than my schoolwork.
(LSI OW

There arc many things I like doing
better than going to school. (LSI N30)

For the child who is judged teacher-moti-
vated that is, one who answers "true"
to numbers 15, 41, 54, and 97, and
"false" to numbers 59, II, and 30 the
teacher receives the following advice in
the Learning Style Manual (p. 5):

Establish den area near leacher;
praise often; incorporate reporting 1
teacher into prescription; incibde in
small-group instructional techniques
when teacher is involved.

It is possible, judging from this advice, to
infer that the non-teacher-motivated stu-
dent should not have a den area near the
teacher, should not be praised often by
the teacher, and need not be involved
in small-group activities headed by the,
teacher because this student is simply
not teacher-motivated. Presumably this
child is motivated by other people apl/or
other things (land/or him- or herself).,

But do these questions really reveal
this "teacher-motivated" characteristic so
clearly? Do "false" answers to statements
15, 41, 54; and 97 necessarily indicate that
a student does not I) enjoy making the
teacher proud of him or her, 2) like the
teacher to check his or her work, or 3)
believe the teacher wants him or her to get
good grades or do well in school? Is this
child merely saying that he or she is an in-
dependent learner who doesn't need a
great _dee

M
of teacher attention and praise

in °et( be motivated? Or might that
student be luting thaVere is something
terribly wrong with tIA teacher/student
relationships in the class? If the teacher
passively accepted the superficial meaning
and false precision provided by the Dunn/
Price guidelines, a valuable message could
easily be lost. Human alysis, probing,
perhaps even another n 1, nial question-
naire must follqw the it :I, computer
scoriNt if the authentic m igs of the
inforZative'but superficial Learning Style
Inventory data base are to be discovered.
There are simply too many ways students

i can misinterpret, or interpret inventively,
questionnaires that seem very clear to
adultseitudentS taking the Learning Style
Inventory in late September, for example,
might have difficult)/ with the "teacher
motivated" component tkeause they
don't know their teacher well enough yet.
It is conceivable that these students might
answer numbers 15, 41, 54, and 97 with N
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last year's teacher in mind. Or they might
noeindicate how they really feel hecause
sufficient teacher trust and rapport has
not yet been developed.

Similarly, the questions making up the
"responsibility" component also suggest
the need for caution:

I have to be reminded often to do
something. (LSI 9144)

I have to be reminded often to do
something. (LSI #49)

I keep forgetting to do the things I've
been told to do_ (LSI N82)

I remember to do what 1 am told.
(LSI #42)

-.A

For the student who is not responsible
that is, the student who answers numbers.,
14, 49, and 82 "true" and Qumber 42
"false" the Learning Style Anual pre-
scribes the following (p. 6):

For Individuals who are not responsi-
ble, dcsigik short-term, limited assign-
ments with only single or dual goals;
provide few options and frequent check-
ing by the teacher; directions should be
simple and responsible; peers should be
placed in the immediate environment
and on the fame projects.. Base assign-
ments on interests and use appropriate
praise and rewards.

AThat do these 'prescriptions tell us
about the Dunn/Price understanding of
responsible and irresponsible behavior?
First, they assume that the major problem

for all children responding with three
"trues" and one "false" lies in the
type of assignments and a lack of praise.
Dunn/Price believe that shorter, more
clearly defined lessons accompanied by
more frequent teachtt supervision and
praise will diminish the problem. This
may well be true for some children, but
many other factors could explain the
above-mentioned responses. Moreover,
it's significant that -these "below-the-
surface" realities typically require human
dialogue and trust between teachers and
pupils btfore they emerge. For example, a
Dreikursian analysis suggests that this.pat-
tern of avoiding responsibility might be a
way for a child who feart embarrassment
to avoid displaying "inadequacy" or for
another child, whose ego ,needs may be
great, to gain classroom influence in-
directly," Such children may not fully
Understand their own motivations and
behaviors; even if they ,do,'they may not
reveal this understanding on g true/false
querConnaire. While the ,above-men-
tioned Minn/Price prescription might
partially, cover the needs of the c4ild who
fears embarrassment or simply . needs
praise, it ignores completely the needs of
the child who desires prier.

My point.(an important one) is this:
Many of the Learhing Style Inventory

questions provide interesting information,
WI this information should not be taken
as a clear and irrefutable indication of a
child's pattern of learning. At best, the in-
ventory should be construed 41 leltring
"informed speculations" that caq serve as
points of departure for in-depthistudent/
teacher/parent dialogues. Used in this
fashion, the Learning Style Inventory or
an abbreviated version of it could be quite
valuable. Unfortunately, its authors be-
lieve that their instrument yields precise,
accurate conclusions about individual
students' preferred learning styles; more-
over, Dunn/Price maintain that one can
move from the computer analysis of the
student's preferred learning style and class
profile (a summary of the Learning Style
Inventory responses of the entire class) to
a discussion in which teacher and student
use the inventory results to. "explore
potential alternatives for maximizing
achievement based on the individual's
needs." 16 Nowhere in the Leitrning Style
Manual is the teacher encouraged,p ex-

syonses. And yet the selection nd phras-
ing

meaning of, the re-

ing of the inventory questions demand
such probing by teachers.

Ironically, the Learning Styleinven-
tory, a tool designed to facilitate per-
sonalized education, may in fact under-
mine this process. It leads teachers to
believe that they possess a body of deep,
significant, personal knowledge when in
fact the information provided by the in
ventory is fairly superficial.

But the problem with the Learning
Style Inventory is more serious than the
false sense of knowing it fosters. The
educational philosophy edded in the

"ftLearning Style Invento and Learning
Style Manual is a phil pity that needs
improvenieni. Although unn/Price have
not artialated the ke elements of this
philds,ophy, one ca discern in their
writrng the following *ef system:

1. All children have learning style
-mr,atiother.

2. learning style is a deep rather than
a superficial trait; it has psychological as
well as biological Uspects and cannot be
easily modified.

3. Children in grades 3 through 12 can
reveal their preferred learning styles quite
lucidly and simply through the Learning
Style Inventory.

4:- Alga a child:s preferred learning
style has been identified, a personalized
learning' environment keyed to the stu-
dent's preferences should be cried for
each child.

5. Preferred learning styles should be
considered positive attributes; children
are entitled to their preferred tering
styles, to success in learning, and to a per-
sonalizeg leaqtng environment; teachers
should y ithetp,rage nor, begrudge a

b. '
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chit 's need for structure, intake (food),
or a peer-oriented environment. -Such
preferences arc potential building blocks,
and teachers must stop thinking that all
children can be fit into the same mold.

This view of personalized education
places the student (and his or her ex-
pressed preferences) at the center of the
educational universe. It 'suggests that
schools exist to teach children basic liter-
acy skills in the manner that is most effec-
tive and convenient to the students. And,
in so suggesting, it undermines the greater
vision of public education as a vehicle for
creating enlightened citizens. A view of
the educational universe with citizenship
in mind posits society and the student at
the center, the one embedded in the other.
Therefore, a personalized curriculum de-
mands that the citizenship educator con-
sider not only the needs and preferences
of the students but the needs of the local
community and the larger society as well.
Schools exist to serve both society and the
individual; striking the proper balance is
not a job for a computer, a 104-item ques-
tionnaire, or a 10-year-old child.

There is yet another danger inherent in
the Dunn/Price philosophy: It could be
used to support the efforts of parents who
would remove their children from the
public schools altogether. As I have men-
tioned, Dunn/Price maintain that the way
a child prefers to learn is the easiest, most
effective, and most appropriate stay for
that child to learn. If a child indicates that
he or she is primarily a visual or iural -
learner who likes to learn idlirthe late after-
noon in a cool climate, alone, with music
inite background, and health food or liq-
uids available, Dunn/Ptict would have
educators create a learning environment
designed to fulfill these conditions. But
for such a student, why -cave school at all?
The preferred learning style I hate de-
scribed suggests that he or she would learn
most efficiently at home. And what about
the student who goes beyond the Learning
Style Inventory and tellsitlie teacher that
he finds girls and/or minorities distract-
ing? Surely this inability or tendency is as
real as the inability to learn from adults.
In short, educators using the inventory in
the manner prescribed by Dunn/Price
may find that the problems it creates far
outweigh thf solutions it provides.

However, as I implied earlier, teachers
can adapt the Learning Style Inventory to
their own purposes. The inventory does
address importaarissues. Teachers who
had not considered the effects of light,
temperature, selected teaching strate.,
gies on particular children will be stimu-
lated to do so.

What form should this .adaptation
take? The basic, direction should be from
formal, quantitative, and moderate teach-
er involv ent to informal, qualitative,

.103
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and high teacher involvement. Individual
teachers (or groups of teachers) can use.
the Learning Style Inventory and similar
instruments to create their own mini-ques-
4ionnaires.17 This involvement in the de-
sign process should motivate teachers to
invest time in the crucial follow-up ques-
tioning of individual students. These on-
going, one-to-one or small-group dia-
logues about individual learning prefer-
ences will help create a collaborative
learning environment, and this environ-
ment in turn creates a strong foundation
for self-directed learning.

Further support forffiis informal, per-
sonalized approach to LSBE can be found
in Madeline Hunter's article, "Diagnostic
Tea-king." In this informative essay
Hunter distinguishes among three useful
types of diagnosis: formal, informal, and
inferential. After noting that well-de-
signed tests are the common tools of for-
mal diagnosis, Hunter writes:

Informal diagnosis is the heart and
core of diagnostic teaching. For each in-
dividual or situation, informal diagnosis
yields bountiful information at the mo-
ment it is needed. The information may
be less accurate than the results from
formal diagnosis, but the information is
reasonably reliable and immediately
available. . . . Informal diagnostic in-
formation may be obtained through
group feedback or sensitive observa-
tion. '9

Hunter also emphasizes that teachers
should be concerned with diagnosis of
learning style and that teachers, rather
than computers, have the analytical quali-
ties crucial to such diagnosis.20 This essay
also illuminates Hunter's basic position
on LSBE. In its espousal of learning style
variety and expanikon, her position
meshes neatly with David Hunt's.

My apprOach to learning style diag-
nosis builds upon Hunter's approach,

"MR

which relies heavily on teacher observa-
tion, group verbal and nonverbal feed-
back, and formal diagnosis (based on sci-
entifically standardized tests). I believe
that brief teacher-made instruments will
initiate a more useful diagnostic process.
These 10- to 20-question inventories, per-
ceixed as points of departure, will provide
the rudimentary material for the follow-
up conferences and, ultimately, a respon-
sible form of personalized education.' In-
deed, these heightened individual dia-
logues, created through a variety of strate-
gies - student autobiographies, class-
room meetings, questionnaires, monthly
individual conferences, outdoor overnight
camping trips, etc. - will create the vital
core of personalized evaluation and edu-
cation. And it will be within the context
and relationships created by these ex-
tended dialogues that the wisdom of
learning-style-based education will be dis-
covered.

I. James W. Keefe, "School Applications of the
Learning Style Concept," in J. W. Keefe, ed., Student
Learning Styles: Diagnosing and Prescribing Pro-
grams (Reston, Va.: National Associat'on of- Secon-
dary School Principals, 1979), p. 131. I

2. Ibid. 1

3. In this article 1 shall use Dunn/Price to indicate the
work of three authors, Rita Dunn, Kenneth Dunn,
and Gary E. Price.
4. Keefe, op. cit., p. 41.

05. Ibid., p. 27.
6. Ibid.'
7. More information about the Learning Style Inven-
tory and the Learning Style Manual can be obtained
by writing Gary E. Price, Price Systems, Box 3271,
Lawrence, KS 66044. The inventory and manual re-

l. ,
gerrea so herein arc the latest (1979) versions,
8. Rita Dunn and Kenneth Dunn, Teaching ,Students
'Through Their Individual Learning Styles: A Practical
Approach (Reston, Va.: Reston Publishing Company,
1978).

9. Madeline Hunter. "Diagnostic Teaching," Ele-
mentary School Journal, September 1979, p. 45.
10. David Hunt, "Learning Style and Student Needs:
An Introduction to Conceptual Level," in Keefe, op.
cit., p. 3i.
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II. Ibid., p. )2..
12 Ibid., p. 28.
13. Each question in the Learning Style Inventory is
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